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UARTERS
TASK GROUP 7.4, PROVISIONALWawwe Sins 9 etreewatesee

APO 187, o/o“Postmaster.
San Francisco, California
26 February 1954, 1800M

- QPERATIONS ORDER NO. 2-54

CHART REFERENCES: | |

e. World Aeronautical Charts (748, 749, 848, 849, 850) 1:1,000,000. ©

be USAF Aeronautical Planning Chart (AP-14) 1:5,000,000,

TASKORGANIZATION: |

a, Headquarters Task Group 7.4, ,
Provisional Brigadier General Howell M. Estes, Jr,

be Test ‘Adroreft Unit Lt Colonel James A, Watkins

Ce Test Services Unit Lt Colonel Mahlon B, Hammond

da, Test Support Unit Colonel James F, Starkey

1. GENERAL SITUATION:

Joint Task Force SEVEN and its Task Groups are in place in the forward
area, prepared to execute BRAVO mission, The positioning in space for all
participating aircraft at H-hour has been established. Procedures which
will be followed by the Sampler Aircraft and for the accomplishment of
associated tasks are specified herein. Thies order is a specific directive
to all elements ofthe Air Force Task Group toexecute:their assigned .
missions in support or BRAVO, This order supplements Task’ Group 74

Operations Order 1-53, whichis still in effect.

a. See Annex A, Intelligence, T% 7.4 Operations Order 1-53.

‘be See Annex B, Organization and Command Relationships, 1] Teh
Operations Order 1-53, .

(1) Task Group 7,3 will provide, to Task Group 7.4, aircraft con-
trol facilities aboard the Command Ship and the Control
Destroyer for the B-Day mission, (See Annex A, Schedule of
Events and Annex T, Command Ship CIC Procedures; Annex J,
Control Destroyer Procedures) , ;

(2) B-50 ajroraft ‘of the 97th Bomb’ Wing (Medium) will participate
on B-Day, (See Annex 0, B-50IBDAFlight Procedures and
Annex Ay. Schedule of Events, © °.° .

2s MISSION: *

To participate.in ‘the firet CASTLE Operation (CONFIDENTIAL) as directed
by Joint Task Force ‘SEVEN. : .

3, TASKS FOR. SUBORDINATE.NETS:

a. Test Mroraft Taste . .

(1) Execute assigied mission to include that specified in Annex A,

TASK GROUP 7.4, _
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Provide twelve (12) P84 aircraft for necessary sampling
‘missions for B-Day. (See Annex H)

Provide four (4) B-36 aircraft for control, effects and sam
pling missions for B-Day. (See Annexes G, I, and K)

Provide one (1) Be47 aircraft for an effects mission on B-Day.
(See Annex J)

Integrate the operations of three (3) B50 aircraft into
B-Day. ‘(See Annex 0)

Assure adequate sample removal procedures for BeDay. (See
Annex R) .

Augment the field maintenance facilities of the Test Support
Unit as required.

‘Provide for complete care, storage, and issue of personal
equipment to all air crews of the Test Aircraft Unit. —

_ 'Prepare the marshalling plan for.all aircraft which will de=
part from ENIWETOK to participate in BeDay, and special
missions.

Prepare a post missionparking plan for all aircraft . “.F
Shotwill land dt Iniwetok after thecompletionof their’

8 on, -

Preparea mission “&xecution chart and assure that take-offs
and landings are accomplished as specified in Annex C.

be Test ‘Services Units

(1) Execute assigned missions, including that specified in Annex
A,

(2) Provide three (3) O54 photographicaircraft and crews for
 BeDaye (See Annex L) ,

(3) Provide ‘adequate SA-16 and other required SAR support to the
‘ AOC and CIC for operational control throughout ‘the B-Day
mission, © (See Annex F) i.

(4) . Provide |adequate WB-29 weather reconnaissance, cloud tracking
7 and sampling services thraughout the B-Day mission. (See

Annex. M.

~ (5) “Assure:adequate. pre-mission weather forecesting as“required
for the Belay. mission.

(6) Provide necessary weather briefingsand. weather reports to
. the cic and ACC throughout the B-Day"mission.

(7) Assure’ adequate communications facilities throughout the B-Day
mission. ~

. (8) Augmentthe field maintenance facilities of‘the Test Support
Unit a8 required. - .

(9) Coondinate with Test Mrcraft Unit to assure"that Test Services
. Unit aircreft ere marshalled as required by.that Unit.

TASK GROUP'7.4
OPRS ORDER NO, 254 , 2
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~ (10) Provide for complete care, storage, and issue of personal

equipment to all air crews of the Test Services Unite

ce Test Support Unit:

(1) Assure that transient traffic and airlift operationsdo not
interfere with or endanger test aircraft operations during
the BeDay mission, (See Annex A)

(2) Provide two (2) Cn47 aircraft for VHF relay for the B-tey
mission, (See Annex ?)

(3) Establish required measures to prevent movement of vehicles
from interfering with or endangering air operations throughout
BeDay,

(4) Provide adequate crash removal and fire fighting protection
for eetair operationson B-Day.

(5) Place one(1) #19 helicopter under the operational ¢control
of the SAR Element commander and one (1) crash boat under -
the operational control of the AOC from 27 February 1954and
continuing throughout the project. (See Annex F)

. (6) Assure-adequate refueling and field maintenance support for
all aircreft. during the B-Day mission. ,

(7) Provide photographic coverage during BeDay operations for
historical purposes,

(8) Incoordination with other Test Units, assure adequate trens-
portation schedules from the flight’ line to the dining halls

- and billeting areas throughout the B-Day operations.

(9). Coordinate with Test Mrcraft Unit to assure that C-47 ro-
‘flector aircraft are marshalled as required by that unit.

(0) “Provide for aircraft decontamination,

x All Units:

(1) Provide lieison officers to assist Headquarters 1G 7.4 air~
craft controllers in the AOC, on the Command Ship and Control
Destroyer as required, (See.Annex K)

(2)Coordinate. withTest Support Unit to’ arrange required early
“dining | ‘schedules, in-flight Junches, transportation, etc.

(3) Adhere to security procedures as ‘outlined:in Annex G, ‘Seourity
, and. Public Information, TG 764 Operations °Order 1-53.

(4) Emphasize the Flight Safety Program outlined in Annex L,
FlightSafety,TG 7.4 Operations Order 1-53 and other direc-
tives, |

(5) “Be prepared to augment existing SAR facilities in emergencies
during the BeDay operation.

(6): Be prepared to postpone executionof the mission for such
periods as are made necessaryby adverse weather or other wme-
foreseoable2 events. (See Annex V)

TASK GROUP 7.4
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(7) Assure proper’ réporting of radiation encountered y milti-
| engine aircraft. (See Annex W)

 

(8), ‘Conduct briefings as required, (see Annexx

4. LOGISTICKLMATTERS: = | |
SeeAnnex C, Administration, TG 7.4 Operations Order No. 1-53.

5. COMMAND AND SIGNAL MATTERS:

- Commmicatdons (See‘Annex e1G Ih Operations Order 1-54)

be Time: Zone "Mt: (Local) Time.

c. Command Posts: ,

(4) ‘TaskGroup Meh _ USS ESTES (AGC=12) »

 

(a) ’ Pndwetok Operations Building #90, Tnivetok Island ~

. (2) TestMrcraft Unit: "Building 135, Enivetok Island

(3) ‘Test Services Unit Building 135, Enivetok ‘Island

(4) Test Support. Unit _ “Ballding 135, Enivetok Island

Bri, Mer Generel, 7 .A.F.
. Commander

ANNEXES:

‘See page 5 —

DISTRIBUTION:

See page 6 and 7
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A. Scheduleof Events
B, Aircraft ParkingPlan

Ce. Aircraft Mission Execution Chart

D. Aircraft hour Positions and Flight Patterns

E. Communicotions

F, SAR Plan

G, “Control RB-36 Flight Protedures

H. Fe8, Sampler Flight Procedures

I. Be36 Effects Flight Procedures

Je B47 Effects: Flight Procedures

K. B-36 HLaALtitude Sampler,Flight Procedures ,

Le Cn54 Photo.Fight Procedures

Me WB=29 Weather and Rad Safe Flight Procedures

Ne Decontamination Procedures ;

O», “Be50 IBDM'Flight Procedures FS

P. Cnd7 Relay Fight Procedures

Q ObserverAlroraft Flight ‘Procedures

R. Sample Recovery. Procedures

S. . AOC Procedures * |

T, CIC Procedures «

U. Control Destroyer Procedures i

ve Aircraft Abort Criteria .

' We. Multi-Engine Aircraft Rad Safe hoporting Code

X, Briefings .

¥. Navy Aircraft Flight Procedures

TASK GROUP 7.4
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DISTRIBUTION LIST

j

ATR FORCE AGENCTES
C/S, USAF, Washington 25, D.C.
DCS/Operations, Hq USAF, Washington 25, D.C.
DCS/Personnel, Hq USAF, Washington 25, D.C.
DCS/Materiel, Hq USAF, Washington.25, D.C.
DCS/Development, Hq USAF, Washington 25, D.C. >
DCS/Comptroller, Hq USAF, Washington 25, D.C.
‘Director of Plans, Hq USAF, Washington 25, D.C.
Director of Operations, Hq USAF, Washington 25, ).C.
AFOAT, DCS/Operations, Hq USAF, Washington 25, D.C.
“Director of Commmications, Hq USAF, Washington 25, D.C.
‘Comir, AFSWC, Kirtland AFB, New Mexico -
Comir, SAC, Offutt AFB, Nebraska .
Comdr, ARDC, Baltimore, Maryland j .
Comir, AMC, Wright-Patterson AFB,’ Ohio

-.. Comdr, WADC, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio
Comir, MATS, Andrews AFB, Washington 25, D.C.
Comir, AACS, Andrews AFB, Washington 25, D.C.
Comir, AWS, Andrews AFB, WasLington 25, D.C.
Comdr, ARS, Andrews AFB, Washington 25, D.C.
Comir, -8th Air Force, Carswell AFB, Texas ~
Comir, PACDIVMATS, AFO 953, c/o PM, SenFrancisco,

: Calif on
Comir, 4925th Test Group (ATOMIC), Kirtland AFB,NM.
Comér, llth Air Rescue Group, APO 953, c/o PM, San

_ Francisco, Calif
Comir, Air Defense Command, Ent AFB, Colorado
Comir, Air Proving Ground Command, Eglin AFB, Fla
Comir, 78th Air Rescue Sq, Box 26, FRO 824, c/o PM,

‘San Francisco, Calif ;

JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN AGENCIES

Comdr, JIF SEVEN, APO 187, c/o PM, San Francisco,
Calif

Comir, TG 7.1, APO 187, c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif
Comdr, TG 7.2, APO 187, c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif

” Comdr, TG 7,3, APO 187, c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif
Comir, TG 7.5, APO 187, c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE AGENCIES

 

Chief, AFSWP, Box 2610, Washington 25, D.C.
CG, AFSWP, Sandia Base, New Mexico

ARMY AGENCIES |

c/s, U.S. Army, Washington 25, D.C.
CG, USARPAC, APO 958, c/o PM, San Francisco, Calif

NAVY AGENCIES

i

CINCPACFLT, Navy #128, c/o FPO, San Francisco, Calif
COMHAWSEAFRON, Navy #128, c/o FPO, San Francisco, Calif -
CO, NAVSTA, Kwajalein, Navy #824, c/o FPO, San

‘ Francisco, Calif ‘
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Comir, Test Aircraft Unt ‘ j

-Comdr, Test Services Unit. ' co , ,
ee, Comair. Test Support Unit | | 1

 

   

  
  

j

;HEADQUARTERS, TASK pour Tabi PROVISTONAL, UNITS

1 87 |: no Commander, TG 7.4 : : .
“1 88° ——s_-.- - DeputyCommander
1 go. S| Chief'of Staff .. o 2 a
‘5 90 = 94 Director of Operations : ted,
2 95 = 96 Director of Personnel - ,
2 97 =98." | Director of Materiel .
al 99 . - .. +:Comptroller .
ol 100; .: «Personnel Security Officer - : ..
‘lL 101. ~—s-: Historian .
15 102 - 116 Adjutant, Hq Task Group 7A (REAR), Kirtiand ARE,

TASK GROUP7.4 sO
OPRS ORDER NO. 2-54 - 7
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HEADQUARTERS * af
“MASK GROUP.7.4,:‘pROVESTONAL
APO 187‘c/oPostnaster’:
"Sah Francisco, California
26 February.15a 1800" M

+|

Publish ask croupTobeperations Order .
. No. 2-5h0

- Task Group 7.4 Senior Controllers are -
in place aboard the CommandShip, Conte
rol Destroyer and in the AOC prepared’ |

to begin: control operations. . ~
Limited Decontamination crews and foctli-

- ties aveiledle at Bikini... °
Helicopter service is made. available for
Radiological svrveys and post-shot: re-
covery operations (minus monitors) at

: Bikini.

1

Three (3) WB-29 Weather Reconnaissance
missions per Gey begins  

a
o
e
pa

tt
ie

s,

 

Final.conference. on theprettioning oof
‘all test aircraft,

 

Be3 0700 | WB~29's continthree (3) netro flights
per day.

5 Be3 1.600 _ Task Group 7.4 Control, Weather and
Radiological personnel board USS ESTES,

6 Be} ‘1700 | . JTF SEVEN notifies CINPAC that Eniwetok
- . and Bikini airstrips are closed to cir

So traffic except schoduled MATS and special
observor.. flights, ;

7 B-2 0700 . Official Observers arrive at Enivotok. |

- : me - Eniwotok fron Guam, :
day
re

TASK GROUP7.4ec
OPRS ‘ORDERNO,.'2enfe anrmry oo All:  



 

 

 

Test.‘Mr eraft Unit,t designatesmission
. tower officer and “sond. hin‘to“A0C for
final briefing,
AOC insures pre-positdoning plan.is com

- CO Se plete’ and adequately disseminateda by Test
oe Lo noe iiroraft: Unite

 

Test Aircraft Unit and Test Support Unit
issue necessary Film Badges, Radiac in-
struments ‘and Dosinctors to all personnel,

 

90.

ll Bel 0700 AoC insures that Towor porsonnel are ro-
- .- bricfed: on B-Day mission. |;

Test Support Unit insures thet crashre-
moval crews are briefed and propared for
B-Day assignments, .
Test Support Unit insures tint final
arrangononts are made ‘for mossing and
transportationduring the mission.

12— Bel 0800" Test Aircraft Unit submits B-Day aircraft
cee - clearences to base operations.
. Goneral and specialized bricfings bogin,

13. . Bel =. 0800 ~ OIC roports stato of Yyoadiness of Teh.

14 Bel 1000 _ . USS ESTES Woathor Centrel-assumos rosponsi-~
bility for Weat her Forecasts, |.
Units report aircraft status to mainten-

. . ce ance control, |
, Mission flimsies issuod to:‘all:‘adrcrows

by:UnitCormendors. L

. \é

“15 Bel».1030" Last C-47.‘tight doparts Bikind and C-47
vee . v Te airlift. gporationsero’‘aiscontinued (ro-
pat we oe "port to JOG). . ;

: 16 Bel «3 1300 © "Pre postttontng, of rssicon eiforatt be=
- rrr gins ars

“Test Support Unit, checks crashphone17 Bel

   
  

: operations .ee

i Bel, =3400 / Nase ccROUP:te
>. ARO NNHPR:NO205;



 

    
  

   

   
  

  

 

   

 

  

   
  

 

: 22° Bek Aggs.

, 23 Bel ”

: 24 Bel He7:45

He7:15

H-6sC0,*
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AML airoratt pre-positioned,

j
x ;

s

*

AOC communications and onudjmentchockod,

CIC Routine Maintonanco completod-ro>
coive status roport fron Electronics’
Officeron: arcs

Qe SPS-6 Reviar |*
be Mark 10 IFT
ce. VHF Radio
d. HF Radio

fcre ersonhol bricfod.

crc.‘auty ochodulbs firmed to include:

a. Reporting tino >
be CIC crew reliefs sct uw
Ce Meal schedules. arranged,

Arrengenonts mado with woathor central to
provide weathor for Wako,‘Kwajaloin,
Eniwetok. and Bikini, end-sea conditions
-for Bildndareas: each hour”on the half ~

 

houre =wee .

Ali CIC:‘operataons bards complete and up
to date‘for Mission, - ;

"Continuous“HF radio checks’ on Ju40 and J-
- 408 each15 minutes (406aanda cr0). it

 

cic passesJTF SEVEN directive on Wilson.
2 to 00,"

 

Deputy.y Commenter’‘andStare,‘snotiiaing
woather*forecastor neot’ to, finalize .
"FORO"report. pe 4

-*pogo#roport fondty‘aoe.to:ore. (Os

: 00 putlyMoa, ;
  

 

a *Ute te

A0G;Moathor ondthintonanrebric
tiris
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28 B . °0100 ~ He5:45- ‘Tame checkAOC to.tower and Unit Operation,

. a,
29 + B 0200 ~=—s«#He5:45 Wake up GIC Enlisted Crew.

. Receive firial CIC Electronics Status Re-
port. . .

30 B 0125 H~5 320 CIC Enlisted Crew report for duty,

31 B 0130 He5:15 SAR alert crew and Crash Boot. personnel
in position at Eniwetok,

32 B 0130 CIC Scope controller #5:report for duty.
. CIC receive weather and sea conditions.

33 B 0145 .H-5:00 First aircraft Position 1,

34 B 0150 H-4:55 ° CIC Scope controller #4 report for duty,

35 ~—siB 0200 He4245 CIC Scope controller #3 report for duty.
JOC instructs 7,3 to mve one HRS on alert
to pick up any crew forced to land on
Tare,

36 8B - 0210 H-4:35 CIC Scope controller #7 report tor duty.

37 B 0220 Hedt25 cI¢ Scope controller #2 report for duty.

38 ‘:B 0230, HgeS OIC Receives weather and sea conditions,

39. 5 - 0250 . “we3s55 cIc Scope contecTer #1 reportfor duty.

oo BO ooo | 338. CIC Arranges tine hack with bunker. ee

Al. B | ‘ons "-He3230 / CIC sacleis hack from bunker.

42 B 930 oman ozo Receives weather and sea conditions,

is Be 335 -weas10 ‘C10Scope Conteotie #6 report, for duty,

  TASK GROUP7,4.
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Eo AmieeRebathes ee RtoaTSee woe tSon: wb pn SRR

ITEM.” DAY Ta: Eton

nna) ei0105 _ AlL-CIC.
aircraft. ar t
(0k oor tong or short in niles).

   allen<eportpasttions,ot.ye  
i

  

 

" 0640. “* H-0:05. Senior Gohtreermakes’final posttlontig

 

     

   

    

  

report: toora1.he -

. ete Bop.
61  -— B.: O64. ~ HeO304 JOR notified:by cIcant aircraftinposi-

_ 6  °B C10: Tine Heck“(unk light 6seconds all.
airoraft. and. renain’untilL Hehour) for.
H-3~inutes,- , .

 

6 8B “HeHour.9“!

 

. cIc contréaizve report positdoning’errors’ooBe
7 wo (Range.and bearing from.‘Boundary Tare).

 

w
i
e
n

m
e

at
ny

crc.chooks ‘Nan Homer. «on 400.“ess. if‘not
‘operational;JOC notifies Curtis to’come
upon 400"kesand:‘dispatch repaie6crew
to NAN. pa. se :

6 - BO

 

ey

  . ddretelapersonnel:pea
Tare. (check: JOC).

    
 

Lin position:onBiiiwet
Light ‘toB: ‘forremoval.

, forcedto”“dand~

 



 

OT

78

19.

4 ..

BO.

Bh

84

: 85

86

 

Bo.

B

  

0830 “as45

 
©0845,43100

" ©1030 H/3245

 

: transported.from.Frod to Elmers

 

Reliéve‘oIC enlistedcrews.

WB~29 Cloud.Tracker ‘departs Patietok,
‘4 Be -

Personnel4nn position «on’ Eniwetok for
‘processing B50 aircraft for. departure
after ctapletion of migsion, AOC checks.

ry 4

- cic receives woather and sea conditions,

-

“Sehoduleddeparture from Enivotok of B-50
-S airorart, tron Guat :

_ : . eet . . \: 2 von .

Filter ‘sample plus ¢oné monitor transported
Fred to Elmer via L-13, (Time of. Flight
dependent‘vpon time W0299, Lends)»

pk ‘ 7. -

«

Gas sample"“bage anid monitor.‘transported’
. from, Frod.te:Elmer viaB19 Helicopters

+ ar . 1
wee . .

  

 

By 1-13; {iter sample plus one nonitor

  

  

Se

Ca47 ‘fas “off Fred.‘to pick. up ft at |
Tere for:UyCol Gaylord,

'

 

cic receives,weather/ and sea conditions,

 

oe

cIc receives: JTF SEVEN directive and pass-

esit toAOC,
Ref. .MELSONVaR, wB-29 Cloud Tracker.

. ‘ .
o. ‘ ,   

  



 

4 ‘TT rte pAY

88 B.

. 89 Le B

90 B

91 B

92° BS

93 B

9 -B

95 B

96 B

“97° OB

98 B

99 B

100 Be

iol BAL

BAL
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“og H-HOUR

160 W515

2230: 45345

1245 H#6:00

1245:  H46:00 ©

1330. 46245

30"|wereas

14A5. 48:00

1500__ H/8:15

1515. . - H/8:30

1530 HY8:45.

2430, Hfase45

“ogo -H/25215

0845 «8426300

 

  
Tare 4épeti.“for‘euih operations5 (cit clears
with nad/Safe) notify AOC,

orc receives weather and sea conditions,

Flyaways 1and 2 depart Fred for ZI with .
samples. aboard, .

WB=29 Cloud Tracker begin 12 hour post.
shot Rad/Safe missions,

CIC receives weathor and sea conditions,

t. ‘
t

crc receives: weather and sea conditions,

By L-13-(or H-19 possibly) bottle gas
samples transported from Fred to Elmer.-
(H~19 will’be required ifa bag sample is
involved) «fee

oreTheand:| Senior Controller return to
Eniwetok.-

(v

4

By 1-13, ¢one monitor plus 100 pounds of
liquid samples (2-cu, ft.) transported
from Fred to Elmer,

on

Eniwetok: open to normal traffic,

crc receivesweather and sea conditions,

CIC ‘advised‘of tracks for ‘third WB=29 -
Cloud Tracking mission, “Information pass-
ed to AOC, © os.

Telemeteredshot film records transported
on C-47 shuttle and helicopter from Fred

- to Nan,

_CIC advised of tracks for fourth WB~29
Cloud Tracking mission, Information pass-

ad to Ad, ‘



(1030 BAL . 1000 . Transport gas samples plus courier and
beggage from ELMERby H-19. These samples
are destined for 2I via Flyaway #3.

104 BAL 1200 Flyaway #3 departs FRED for 21 with -
; samples aboard.

OFFICIAL® ' HOWELL M. ESTES, JR.
Brigadier General, U. S, A. F,

~ Commander
“a.weyWSfor“. AE,

PAUL H. FACKLER
Lt Colonel, USAF —
‘Director off Operations

‘
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ANNEX_B

TO

OPERATIONS ORDER NO, 2-

AIRCRAFT PARKING PLAN

(To be issued separately)

TASK GROUP 7.4
OPRS ORDER NO, 2=54
ANNEX’ B B
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ANNEX_¢
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OPERATIONS ORDER NO, 2-54

AIRCRAFT MISSION EXECUTION CHART

 

(To be issued separately)



Annex "Dp"

In 1 page w/5 Appendicies

consisting of 5 pages

ANNEX. "'p!

TO

OPERATIONS ORDER NO. 2-54

AIRCRAFT H-HOUR POSITIONS AND FLIGHT PATTERNS

TASK GROUP 7.4
OPRS ORDER NO. 254
ANNEX "D"
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ANNEX "Dp"
TO

OPERATIONS ORDER NO, 2-54
ATRORAFT H-HOUR POSITIONS AND FLIGHT PATTERNS

HEADQUARTERS
TASK GROUP 7.4, PROVISIONAL
“APO 187, c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, California
26 February 1954, 1800M

1. H-Hour positions of all airborne aircraft relative to Ground
Zero are designated in Appendix 1, "H-Hour A/C Positioning Chart",

-2. Detailed H-Hour range, azimuth, attitude, air speed, altitude and
route requirements for a11 airborne aircraft are designated in Appendix
2, "H-Hour A/C Flight Plans",

3. Flight patterns for aircraft airborne at H-Hour in the) shot area
are designated in the following appendicies:

a. Appendix 3, "B-36 and B-47 Flight Patterns,"

b. Appendix 4, "C54, Plight Patterns,”

c. Appendix 5, "B-50 IBDA Flight Patterns,"

4. All other aircraft airborne will execute orbits at H-Hour Stations.

OFFICIAL: HOWELL M. ESTES, JR.
Brigadier General, U. S. A. F.

re) . if tf

Washole
Commander

Lt Colonel, USAF
Director of Operations

5 Appendicies:
1. HeHour A/C Positioning Chart -
2. H-Hour A/C Flight Plans
3, B-36 and B-47 Effects Aircraft Pattern '
4. 0-54 Photographic Aircraft Pattern
5. Be50 IBDA Aircraft Pattern
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AIRCR. RANGE AZIMUTH ATT TAS ALT(Thousri) ROUTE

ELAINE 2 48peoftx 90 Tail 430K 35 Direct to Orbit Position
B47

ELAINE 1 50,000fX 180° Tail 257K 33 Direct to Orbit Position
B-36

CASSIDY 1 . L
B-36 Control 60 NM X 2709 Side 250K 36 Direct to Orbit Position

' HARDTIME 1
B-50 #2 " YS NMX 225° Tail 230K 34 Direct:to Orbit Position

HARDTIME 2 -
B~50 #2 22 NMX 225° Side 230K 32 Direct to Orbit Position

HARDTIME 3 ,
B-50 #3 30 NM X 225° Side 230K 31 Direct to Orbit Position

PEWTER 1 L .
C-54 #1 50NMX 360° Side 170K 10.5 Direct to Orbit Position

‘ PEWTER 2 L
C-54 #2 6ONMX 270 Side 170K 14 Direct so Orbit Position

PEWTER 3 L
C54 #3 60 NMX 180° §=©Side 170K 12.5 Dérest to Orbit Position

STABLE 2 :
SA-16 60 MX 270° = Orbit 120K 9.5 Direct to Orbit Position

WILSON 1 .
WB-29 60-65 NM X 305° Tail «= 210K=«=s«d10.5-«-T..0.. H~4 on ENIWETOK Weather

Survey proceed to Command
Skip to arrive at H-1:50

REFLECTOR 1 .
C-47 120 NMX 255° Orbit 130K 8.5 °° Direct to Orbit Position

13 BABY FOOD L
P2V § SO NMX 225° Side ---- 7-5 Direct to Orbit Position

BABY FOOD
bey 2 26NMX 180° Tail ~~-— 8 Direct to Orbit Position

VIKING 1 60 NMX 135° Side ---- 9 Direct to Orbit Position

VIKING 2 60 NMX 135° Side ---.- 10 Direct to Orbit Position

VIKING.3. 6O NM X 135° ‘Side ---. Ili Direct to Orbit Position

VIKING 4  60NMX 13 Side ---- 12 Direct to Orbit Position

TASK GROUP 7.4
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B-36 and B-47 FLIGHT PATTERNS
SHOT NO, 1 —_
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B-50_IBDA FLIGHT PATTERNS

GZ SHOT NO. 1
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ANNEX "EHeed

TO
OPERATIONS ORDER NO, 2-54

COMMUNICATICNS

HEADQUARTERS —
TASK GROUP 7,4, PROVISIONAL
APO 187, c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, California
26 February 1954, 1800 M

1, GENERAL CONCEPT OF COMMUNICATIONS OPERATIONS:

a, One pormanent relay - crypto center at ENIVETOK will be in-
stalled, operated and maintained by Task Group 7,2, Tributary stations
serviced by this relay center will include Headquarters Task Group 7.4,
which will be responsible for distribution of messages to its subordinate
units, For handling of teletype traffic, yp to and including SECRET,
between major forward and rear echelon task force elements, the following
radio teletype circuits will be operated "ON-LINE", using SIGTOT with
SAMSON (synchronous mixer):

(1) ENIWETOK-OAHU (UHP): One full duplex radio teletype
channel (Provided by TG 7.2).

(2) ENIWETOK-KWAJALEIN: One full duplex multiplex channel
(Provided by TG 7.4).

(3) ENIWETOK-BIKINI: One full duplex radio teletype channol
(Provided by TG 7,2).

(4) ENIWETOK-LOS ALAMOS: One full duplex radio teletype
channel (Provided by TG 7.2).

(5) ENIWETOK-AGC (USS ESTES): One full duplex multiplex
channel (Provided by TG 7.4).

b. Traffic not capable of being handled by means of on-line
facilities will be enciphered off-line prior to transmission, All TOP
SECRET and RESTRICTED DATA traffic will be enciphered off-line, This is
necessary to mect AEC requirements and, in additim, terminal communica~
tions porsonnel are not in all instances TOP SECRET or "QUEBEC" cleared,

c. On ENIWETOK and BIKINI ATOLLS, wire telephone facilities
cleared for conversations up to and including SEORET will be made avail-
able to the Task Group by the Joint Task Force,

d, Voice radio facilities will be available on a closely con-
trolled basis between the following points:

(1) ENIWETOK-BIKINI (HF)

(2) ENIWETOK-KWAJALEIN-BIKINI (HF) (TG 7,4 controlled)

(3) Between ships (UHF, VHF, AN/TRC and HF)

(4) Ship - shore (VHF, AN/TRC and HF)

(5) AOC ENIWETOK-CIC Command Ship-CVE-Control DDE-ENIWETOK
Fighter Control DDE (TG 7,4 controlled)

TASK GROUP 7.4
OPRS ORDER NO. 2=54
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e, Internal Task Group communications and navigational aids will
be furnished from existing AACS facilities augmented as necessary to ful-
fil oporational requirements, Control of task force aircraft will be
centered aboard the Command Ship (AGC) utilizing radar and radio facilities
to be furnished by TG 7.3. An Air Operations Center (A0C) on ENIWETOK
ISIAND will be responsible for air traffic control and for the naintcnance
of a plotted picture of the air situation, Airborne communications and
electronic aids for aircraft control will consist of the usual installed
electronics equipment, together with Mark 10 IFF transponders ond interro-
gators and low frequency radio homing beacons as necessary.

2. MISSION, HEADQUARTERS TASK GROUP 7,4:

a. Prepare communications annexes to operations order as re-
quired and supervise the installation, operation, maintenance and utiliza~
tion of Task Group 7,4 communications and electronic facilities, ;

b, Establish and supervise a transmission security training pro-
gram for all intended users of voice radio facilities and a message drafter
improvement program to insure most efficient use of limited operational
communications facilities, (See Appendix 3)

3. COMMUNICATIONS TASKS FOR SUBORDINATE UNITS:

a. Test Support Unit:

(1) Provide and operate organizational and field maintenance
for communications and electronics equipment installed
in assigned aircraft,

(2) Provide and operate a task group radio-radar field
maintenance shop for electronic equipment, This shop
will be augmented by qualified personnel from the Test
Aircraft Unit and the Test Services Unit.

(3) Provide and naintain necessary inter-communications and
public address systems,

(4) Install, maintain and operate the AN/TTQ-1 Operations
Center equipment in the AOC on ENIWETOK ISLAND,

(5) Provide, install and maintain mobile line, crash, security
and maintenance control radio equipment,

(6) Prepare task group telephone directory stencils, in for~
mat to be designated by the consolidating and issuing .
agency. (Sec JTF SEVEN COI 40-1)

(7) Install, maintain and operate a modified Mark 10 interro-
gator with associated scopes in the AOC, ENIVETOK ISLAND,

(8) Install and mdntain necessary radio aml associated
equipment for the control of liaison aircraft and heli-
copter operations on ENIWETOK ATOLL,

(9) Maintain a crystal bank for all task group operational
frequencies,

(10) A Communicatims Officer assigned to the Test Support
Unit will be responsible to the Senior Aircraft Con-
troller for the supervision of all communications and
electronic facilities in the AOC, ENIWETOK ISLAND,

TASK GROUP 7.4
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(11) Install, maintain and operate VHF relay equipment in two
C-47 aircraft,

b, Test Aircraft Unit:

(1) Install, maintain and operate communications and +

(2)

(3)

electronics facilities in assigned aircraft to provide:

(a) Air-to~ground mission progress and position re-
porting.

(b) Air-to-air cloud sampling control.

(c) Air-to-air homing,

(d) Radar for navigation and positioning.

(e) Identification for control and positioning,

To assure these capabilities, comnunications-electronics
equipment will be installed as follows:

(a) ¥F-84G Sampling Aircraft: AN/ARC-3 VHF transmitter-
receiver, AN/ARN-6 radio compass, AN/APX-6 IFF
transponder, AN/ARA-8 VHF/DF Homing Adapter,

(b) B36 Sampling Aircraft: Nornal C-E equipment to
include AN/APX-6 IFF transponder,

(c) B36 Control Aircraft: In addition to the normal
C-E cquipmont to include the AN/APX-6 transponder,
the following will be installed: One AN/ARC-3
VHF transmittor-rocelver, one LF radio beacon,
modified AN/APX-6 interrogators to operate in con-
Junction with installed radars and suitable scopes
for presentation of IFF returns, |

(d) B-36 Effects Aircraft: Normal C-E equipment to
include AN/APX-6 transponder, .

(e) B-47 Effects Aircraft: Normal C-E equipment to
include AN/APX-6 transponder,

Perform organizational maintenance on communications
and electronic equipment installed in assigned aircraft
and provide augnentation for field maintenance to the
Test Support Unit,

c, Test Services Unit:

(1)

TASK GROUP 7,4

Provide airways and air communications service in sup-
port of JTF operations, The following communications
facilities will be installed, operated and maintained:

(a) Commmications Center (less code room) on ENIWETOK
ISLAND, .

(b) ENIWETOK-KWAJALEIN multiplex radio teletype cir-
cuit, one (1) channel to be remoted to the Joint
Communications Center ENIWETOK for use by TG 7,2,
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(c) Pacific weather radio teletype intercept on ENIWETOK
ISLAND, ,

(d) Tokyo weather facsimile intercept on ENIWETOK ISLAND.

(e) ENIWETOK-BIKINI-KWAJALEIN high frequency radio voice
net for aircraft movement control and weather.

(f) ENIWETOK-KWAJALEIN-RONGERIK~PONAPE=KUSAIE~MAJURO .
high frequency radio CW net for collection of weather
data and weather islend administration.

(g) KWAJALFIN-WAKE crossband circuit,

~ (nh) ENIWETOK-weather reconnaissanco aircraft high free
quency radio CW and voice net.

_ (1) ENIWETOK terminal of a multiplex radioteletype cir-
cuit between ENIWETOK and the CQ:2°:AND SHIP, One
channel to be remoted to the Joint Communications
Center ENIWETOK for use by TG 7.2. One channel to
be remoted to the Weather Central SIWETOK. Operate
the Command Ship Weather Channel terminal of this
circuit,

(2) - Install, maintain and operate the following circuits for
use in the AOC on ENIWETOK ISLAND. ,

(a) Seven (7) VHF radio voice air-ground channels.

(b) One (1) UHF radio voice air-ground channel,

(c) Two (2) high frequency radio voice air-ground
channels, : . .

(d) Two (2) high frequency radio voice channels to the
CIC aboard the Command Ship.

(3) Install, maintain and operate tho applicable facilities
as listed in the Radio Facility Charts, Pacific,

(4) In addition to the facilities referred to in subpara-
graph (3) ‘above, the following aids to aerial naviga~-
tion will be installed, maintained and operatoc;

(a) Two (2) channels of. VHF in the ENIVET:K control
tower,

(bv) Control tower with three (3) channels of VHF and
one (1) channel of HF on BIKINI. —

(c) Radio homing beacon on RONGERIK,

(a) Radio homing beacon on BIKINI.

(e) AN/CPS-6 radar beacons (Racons) on ENIWETOK end
BIKINI ATOLLS.

(5) Instoll, maintain and operete following landline tele-
type facilitios.

TASK GROUP 7.4
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(a) One (1) duplex terminal in AACS message center to
JTF Joint Relay Center.

_ (bo) One (1) simplex terminal in the weather central
ENIWETOK to the Task Force Weather Offic.r, PARRY
ISLAND.

(6) Install, maintain and operate necessary AN/TRC back-up
for keying and modulation wire lines on ENIWETOK ISLAND,

(7) Complete maintenance of all ground equipment operated
by the Test Services Unit will be performed by that unit.

(8) Perform organizatio:nad maintenance of airborne equipment
and augment the Test “upport Unit for field maintenance
of airborne equipment.

(9) Furnish necessary air traffic control personnel for an
approach control facility in the ENIWETOK AOC,

(10) Assigned aircraft will have normal communications-elec-
' * tronics equipment installed, All aircraft will be

equipped with the AN/APX=6 transponder. In addition,
the SA-16's will have a modified AN/APX-6 interrogator
operating in conjuction with the installed radar,

4. GENERAL: '

a, Signal Officer, TG 7.2,will operate a crystal grinding
facility to provide emergency production of crystals for all elements of
the Task Force. However, every effort will be made to procure reqiired
crystals through established supply channels prior to commencement of tho
operational phase.

b. Communications operating instructions (COI's) published by
Headquarters, Joint Task Force SEVEN, will include a list of approved
radio and wire circuits, call signs and frequencies, and uniform task
force communications operating procedure.

c. Task Unit Commanders are resporisible for the suppression of
electrical interference being generated by equipment of their task units,
and will take necessary action to reduce such noises to a point of none
interference with authorized communications ferilities,

d. See Appendix 1 for complete listing of communications cir~
cuits and navigational aids available to all elements of Task Group 7.44,.
together with frequencies assigned, hours of operation and other pertinm t
information.

e. A list of frequencies authorized for use by all elements
of Joint Task Force SEVEN may be found in Communications Operation In-
structions (COI) Number 20-1.

£. See Appendix 2 for call signs, code words and identifiers
authorized for use by all elements of Task Group 7.4.

g. See Appendix 4 for HF and VHF Aircraft Channelizaticn,
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he See Appendix 5 for Voice Time Script.

’

HOWELL M, ESTES, JR.
Brigadier General, U.S.A.F.

5 Appendices Conmander
1. Communications Circuits
2. Call Signs and Code Words
3. Communications Security
4. «sir-Ground Communications
5. Voice Time Script

OFFICIAL:

Kp LE Ye
behogae \
Lt Colonel, USAF
Director of Operations
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APPENDIX 1
20

ANNEX
OPERATIONS ORDER NO. 2=54,-

COMMUNICATIONS CIRCUITS

Circuit Number Circuit and Frequencies

J=205 Eniwetok Armed Forces Radio Station WXLE

1385 kes

Hours of Operation:
Mon, Wed, Thurs, Fri: 0600 ~ 2400M
Tue : 0600 = O800M; 1100 = 2400M
Sat : 0600 ~ 0100M
Sun : 0800 ~ 2400M

J~213 Eniwetok Comm Center-USS Estes, AN/TRC Back-up

(Also Eniwetok AOC can opera te)

Eniwetok Transmit USS Estes Transmit

72.2 mos 93.0 mes

3-306 Search and Rescue (1G 7.3 Operates)
(*Also Eniwetok AOC Operates)

500 kes
3310 kes
4475 kes
7945 kes
*8364 kes (Replaces 8280 kes)
¥121,5 mes
243.0 mes (Eniwetok Control Tower & GCA)

J-311 Helicopter Net, USS Estes-USS Bairoko, Voice

126.18 mcs Bikini Control
136.44 mes Eniwetok and Bikini Control
132,48 mes Special Missions

J~319 Control Destroyer Homing Beacon (YER)

232 kes

Operates continuously when DDEis on Station

J~322 LORAN Station, Eniwetok (U.S, Coast Guard operated)

1950 kes

J=£400 Eniwetok-Kwajalein, Multiplex RATT (SAMSON).

Eniwetok Transmit Kwajalein Transmit

Chan A: 3247.5 kes 3340 kes
Chan B: 5745 kes 6780 kes
Chan C: 9062.5 kes 9270 kes

TASK GROUP 7.4
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Circuit Number

J~401

J=L02

J~403

J~404

Te405

J~406

J-407

J-408

TASK GROUP 7.4
OPRS ORDER NO, 2-54
ANNEX E, APNDX 1

Newer

Circuit and .Frequencies

Eniwetok-USS Estes, Multiplex RATT (SAMSON)

Eniwetok Transmit SS Estes Transmit

Chan As 2068 kos 2478 kes
Chan B: 4752.5 kes 4630 —sikes
Chan C: 6920 kes 6507.5 kes

Enivetok-USS Estes, Duplex RATT, Weather (Stand~
by Status, Back-up for J~401)

Eniwetok Transmit USS Estes Transmit

Chan A: 2068 kes 2478 kes
Chan B: 4752.5 kes 4630 kes
Chan C: 6920 kes 6507.5 kes

Guam Weather Broadcast (Intercept only)

Chan A: 5452.5 kes
Chan B: 8105 kes
Chan C: 11085 kes
Chan D: 14515 kes
Chan E: 21810 kes

Tokyo Facsimile Broadcast (Intercept only)
(Transmitting Antennas are beamed on Eniwetok)

Chan A: 7938 kes
Chan B: 15798 kes
Chan Cs 20885 kes

EniwetokeKwajalein-Bikini Net, Simplex Voice

Chan A: 3190 kes
Chan B: 6200 kes
Chan C: 9545 kes
Chan D: 12550 kes

Eniwetok-Ponape=Kusaie~-Majuro-Rongerik-Kwajalein
Weather Net, Simplex CW

Chan A: 3427.5 kes
Chan B: 6495 kes
Chan C: 9180 kes
Chan D: 12070 kes

Eniwetok AOC-USS Estes CIC-USS Bairoko~Control
DDE, Fighter Control DDE, Simplex Voice

Chan A: 2212.5 kes
Chan B: 6010 kes
Chan C: 9377.5 kcs

Enivetok AOC-USS Estes CIC, Simplex Voice

Chan A: 2100 kes
Chan B: 4917.5 kes
Chan C: 9310 kes

El-2
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Circuit Number Circuit and Frequencies

J=L09 Eniwetok AOC-USS Estes CIG-Qperational Aircraft,
Simplex Voice (Frequencies on Stand-by status,
back-up for J-410)

3060 kes
674505 kes

7835 kes
13162, 5kes

Ja410 Enivwetok AOC-USSEstes CIQ-Control Destroyer=
Operational Aireraft, Simplex Voice

Chan A: 3295 kes
Chan B: 5460 kes
Chan C: 7580 kes
Chan D: 10122.5 kes

Ja411 Eniwetok AOC-Weather Recon Aircraft, Simplex.
Voice/CW

‘Chan As: 4415 kes
Chan B: 7685 kes
Chan C: 14450 kes

J=412 Maintenance Control & Expediter Net, Simplex
Voice

34.7 mes

J~413 TG 7.4 Comm Center~Transmitters, AN/TRC Back-up

Center Trans Transmitters
98.0 mes 75.4 mes
99.6 mes 78,0 mcs

TuL14, Enivetok-Liaison Aircraft & Helicopters, Voice

136,44 mes

_ eh5 Voice Time Broadcast

126.18 mes

J~A16 Eniwetok AOC-USS Estes C1C-Operational Aircraft,
Simplex Voice
(*Control Destroyer also operates)
(*"“Fighter Control DDE also operates)

119,34 mes C-47 Relay (CIC only)
#12150 mes** 'D" Channel
126.18 mes** "Bl Channel
128.70 mes "Et Channel
134,10 mes "H" Channel
137,88 mes "C" Channel
#139.86 mes "F" Channel

TASK GROUP 7.4
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Circuit Number

J-L16

Jn417

J~418

J-419

J-420

Jn421

TASK GROUP 7.4
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Circuit and Frequencies

143.10 mes "i" Channel
146.16 mes gt Channel
151.20 mes C~47 Relay (AOC only)

Eniwetok Control Tower ~ Operates Continuously
(*A0C also operates)

“4765 kes (Transmit only)
%6500 kes (Receive only)
8364 kes (Replaces 8280 kes)
121.5 mes
‘126.18 mes
135.0 mee (Transmit only)
135.9 mes
236.6 mes

243.0 mes

Eniwetok GCA

Hours of Operation:

a. Mon thru Sat: 0800 = 1700M

b. During all periods TG 7,4 Test Acft are
conducting flights.

ce. On 30 = 40 minute stand-by at all other
times,

121,5 mes
134.1 mes
136.8 mes
142.02 mes
146.16 mes
243.0 mes
28934 mes
335.8 mes
2800 mes Search
9080 mes Final Approach

Bikini Control Tower - Operates Continuously,

121.5 mes

126.18 mes
136.44 mes

Eniwetok Homing Beacon (GY)

345 kes

Operates Continuously

Bikini Homing Beacon (BI) .

272 kes

Operates continuously, except from H-3 hours
to Hf 15 minutes.

NOTE: After H #15 minutes, the USS Curtiss
will monitor BI. If BI is inoperative,
the USS Curtiss will operate a radio
homing beacon on 400 kes with identifier

Ela4



Circuit Number

JaL22

5-423

JoL2d,

J~h25

J~426

Joh27

TASK GROUP 7.4

  
Circuit and Frequencies

Rongerik Homing Beacon (RAM)

1675 kes

Hours of Operation:

a, During periods of Task Group 7.4 rehearsals.

b. On shot days.

c. Any time F-84 acft ore flying other than
in local Fniwetok area,

Control Aircraft Homing Beacon (AXZ)

450 kes

Aircraft Altimeter

440 mcs

Mark X IFF

960-1150 mes

Radiosonde

1660-1700 mes

Rader Beacon and Aircraft Radar

9310 mes

Identification:

Eniwetok: 1-2

Bikini: 2e2

Racons on Eniwetok and Enyu Islands will operate
continuously.

LOCATION:

Eniwetok: 11° 20' 47.61" N
162° 19' 49,93" E

Bikinis 11° 30! 36.785" N
: 165° 33' 37,084" E

OPRS ORDER NO, 2-54
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CALL SIGNS AND CODE WoRDS
CALL SIGNS

USER

AACS Communications Centers:
Eniwetok
Bikini
Kwajalein

Aircraft Calls:
Bikini Helicopter
Eniwetok Helicopter
Navy Helicopter
L-13's
C~27's
CITF SEVEN C-54
Control RB-36
Effects B-36, B=47
Photo C~54's
SAC B-50's
Sampler B-36's
Sampler F-84's
.SAR SA~16's

VIP Aircraft
Weather Recon WB-29's
PEM's Navy

Aircraft Carrier - USS BAIROKO
AOC Eniwetok
CIC USS ESTES
Control DDE
Cloud (Tracking Purposes)
Crash Boats:
Eniwetok
Bikini

Commander, Task Group 7.4
Eniwetok Fighter Control DDE
Homers, Radio:
Bikini
Eniwetok
Rongerik
Control RB-36
Control DDE
USS Curtiss

Eniwetok
Kusaie
Majuro
Ponape
Rongerik
Kwajalein

Liaoison ..ircraft Dispatchers:
CVE (Navy)
Bikini

Eniwetok

TASK GROUP 7,4
OPRS ORDER NO, 254
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VOICE CALL

EMOTION
EMOTION ONE
EMOTION TWO

PEANUT ¥ No
DAGO 7 No
No  THUMBTACK
MOSQUITO ¥ No
REFLECTOR # No
LORD CALVERT
CASSIDY
ELAINE # No
PEWTER # No
HARDTIME f No
FLOYD ¥ No
TIGER
STABLE 4 No
VIKING 4 No
WILSON # No
No / LENA

THUMBTACK
DIRTY FACE
BOUNDARY TARE
DOLL HOUSE
GILDA

GUNSHOT ONE
GUNSHOT TWO
PULLMAN
NUT CRACKER

THUMB TACK
BIGAMY ¥ No
PINHEAD No

E2=1

5AS
8KO
6NS
cyg

RDS
7DU
VL6
2GA
‘50H

NWDE

1DR

WDR2
IDR3
IDR,
IDR5



USER

Radio & Radar Shop
Rendezvous Controller
Scientific Sampling Controller
Task Group 7.4
Voice Time Broadcast
Weather Central Eniwetok
Weather Central USS Estes
For Assignment by Task Group 7.4!

IDENTIFICATION

Bikini Atoll
Eniwetok Atoll

Eniwetok Island
Parry Island

Guam
Kusaie

Kwajalein
Ponape
Majuro
Roti
Rongelap toll

' Rongerik Atoll
Ujae Atoll
Wake

Wotho

CODE

PARROT
SQUAWK

SQUAWK 2
SQUAWK 3
SQUAWK MAY DAY
SQUAWK FLASH
SQUAWK LOW
SQUAWKING
PARROT LAZY

STRANGLE PARROT
PARROT BENT

—

VOICE CALL CW_CA

Maintenance Control Net-Eniwetok

CODE WORDS

IFF CODE

MIDWATCH

NETWORK
CASSIDY ONE
CASSIDY TWO
LAWYER
BARRYMORE
GOOD HUMOR
BOUNDARY TARE NWDE

CITATION
EAGER BEAVER
FRASER

VOICE

AUGUSTUS

CAVALIER
FRED

EMER
DEFIANT
FLAT BROKE
HAYWORTH
WEASEL

TWILIGHT
IDIOT
FISHHOOK

EUGENE

UPROAR

ESCORT
FENWAY

MEANING
IFF MARK 10
Turn IFF on Normal (Mode 2)
Turn IFF to Mode 2
Turn IFF to Mode 3
Turn IFF to Emergency
Turn IFF to I/P Position
Turn IFF to LOW Position (Master Control)
Showing IFF in Mode & Position Indicated
Turn IFF to Standby position (Master
Sontrol)
Turn IFF off
IFF Malfunctioning or inoperative

NOTE: See COI 20-2 for Radio Call Signs, Address Groups, Routing Indica-
tors used by all elements of Joint Task Force SEVEN,
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APPENDIX
70

EaNNEXE
OPERATIONS ORDER NO, 2-54

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY

1. GENERAL:eT

‘The purpose of the appendix is to set forth the mission, func-
tions, responsibilities, and. organization of the communications security

program,

2. GUIDING PRINCIPLES:

a. All low, medium and high frequency radio circuits are sub-
ject to constant intercept from fixed land positions or possibly from
ships, aircraft or submarines. In the same manner and under favorable
atmospheric conditions, VHF transmissions are susceptible to possible
monitoring,

b. No radio circuit or telephone circuit having a radio link
is approved for transmission of classified information in the clear,

ce, All TOP SECRET and RESTRICTED DATA traffic will be enciphered
offline prior to transmission,

d, Code names will not be assigned to individuals. The use of
personal names on voice radio circuits is authorized,

-  @- All messages for transmission to addressees outside the
BIKINI-ENIWETOK Operational Area will be routed through the Joint Relay
Center, ENIWETOK, except:

(1) Traffic between Commander, TG 7.4 and the Jeathor Island
Detachments,

(2) Unclassified traffic (i.e., weather, aircraft movement)
between AACS, KWAJALEIN and AACS Detachment, ENIWETOK,

(3) Intra-Task Group operational traffic.

(4) Emergency traffic which cannot be dolivared to thb Joint
Relay Center because of circuit failure.

(5) Other traffic as directed by Commander, JTF SEVEN,

/ f. Radioteletype facilities will be used in lieu of voice radio
whenever practicable for communications security reasons,

g. COI's (Communications Operating Instructions) are published
and issued by JIF SEVEN for the technical control and coordination of
communication agencies throughout the Task Force. COI's are directive in
nature, ‘

h. No cover or deception plan is to be employed except for decep~
tion offered by the rehearsals and for such traffic security as is provided
by the use of SIGTOT-SAMPSON equipment on RATT circuits.

i. No requirements for radio silence are imposed on Task Group
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7.4 radio circyits. Command.r, Task Group 7.4 may impose radio silence

as required for accomplishment of his mission,

je Since the new phonetic alphabet (ALPHA, BRAVO, COCOA, otc)

is not being used by all services, the old phonetic alphabet (ABLE, BAKER,

CHARLIE, etc.) will be used.

3. MONITORING:
 

ao. Communications channels of Task Group 7.4 in the forward area
will be monitored by commmications security personnel of Joint Task Force
SEVEN, They will analyze messages to detect violations of security, to
determine the amount of information of an intelligence value being made
available to unauthorized agencies, and to make recommendations as to
necessary corrective action.

4. RESPONSIBILITY:

a. Commanders are responsible that communications security is
observed at all times.

b. A high degree of communications security will minimize the
danger of compromise of classified information. The following functions.
are necessary to establish an acceptable dogree of communications security:

(1) Adherence to provisions of ACP 122 (B), "Communications
Instructions, Security".

(2) Indoctrination of all personnel in the need for Commun-
cations Security,

(3) Operation of all communications facilities in accordance
with procedures as prescribed by Joint Task force SEVEN
Communications Operation Instructions (COI's).

c.. Commanders of the Task Units of Task Group 7.4 will be res~
ponsible for the supervision and coordination of communications security
matters within their respective Task Units,

. d. It is mandatory that classified matters not be discussed over
any voice radio circuits including VHF and UHF radios, Users of voice
circuits will be held responsible for security violations.

5. MESSAGE TRAFFIC:

a. Each message written for electrical transmission will be
classified according to its contents.

b. The tributary circuit (wire) between Headquarters, Task Group
7.4 and the Joint Communications Center on ENIWETOK is approved for
transmission of messages up to and including SECRET,

c. When Task Group 7.4 is based at ENIWETOK, TOP SECRET and
RESTRICTED DATA messages will be handcarried between Headquarters, Task
Group and the Joint Commumications Center,

d. A message drafters improvment program will be placed in
effect by all units of Task Group 7.4, with special emphasis on the
following:

(1) Proper classification,
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(2) Proper precedence.

(3) Proper abbreviations

e. Task Unit Commanders will bring to the attention of all

message drafters the contents of COI No. 10-7 "Preparation of Hessages",

f. ACP 124 (A) "Communication Instructions - Radio Telegraph
Procedure" will be complied with.

6. TELEPHONE USAGE:

a. In the Zone of Interior, no classified information will be
discussed over the telephone.

b. In the forward area wire telephone facilities cleared for
conversationsup to and including SECRET will be available at:

(i) ENIWETOK ISLAND (400 line dial exchange with connecting
service to other islands of ENIWETOK ATOLL).

(2) BIKING ATOLL (connecting. service between necessary is~
‘lands .

(3) PARRY ISLAND (270 line manual with connecting service
to other islands of ENIWETOK ATOLL).

(4) Telephone cables to buoys (providing wire telephone
service to designated ships).

c. VHF (FM) radio relay equipment will be provided at key points
as a back-up for wire and cable telephone facilities, but commmications
will be limited to unclassified conversations and message traffic when such
facilities are in use, TELEPHONE OPERATORS WILL, INFORM TELEFHONE USERS IN
ALL CASES WHEN CALIES ARE ROUTED OVER VHF RADIO RELAY FACILITI£S AND USERS
WILL BE INFORMED THAT CONVERSATIONS MUST BE CONFINED TO UNCLASSIFIED
MATTERS,

d. ACP 134(A) "Joint Communications Instructions Appendix IV-
Telephone Switchboard Operating Procedure" will be complied with.

6, TOP SECRET and .EC RESTRICTED DATA material will not be
transmitted in plain language over telephone circuits, either wire or

radio relay.

7. RADIO TELEPHONE PROCEDURES: The following information on Communi~
cations Security, based in general on material contained in ACP 125 (A)
"Communications Instruction Radio Telephone Procedure," is published here
for the guidance of all personnel and for compliance by those personnel
using HF, VHF, or UHF radiotelephone circuits,

a. ¢ ations Sec $

(1) In the interest of security, transmission by radiotele-
phone will be as short and concise as possible consist~
ent with clearness. Since personnel other than trained
operators frequently operate radiotelephone equipment,
all personnel must be cautioned that transmissions by
radiotelephone are subject to enemy interception and
therefore have no security.
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(2) Adherence to praseribed procedure is mandatory, Un-
authorized departures from or variations in preseribed
procedure invariably create confusion, reduce reliabil-
ity and speed, tend to nullify security precautions,
and are prohibited. If the procedure prescribed heres
in does not cover a specific operating requirement, ree
sorting to initiative end common sense should suffice,

(3) The following besic rules are essential to transmission

security and shall be strictly enforced on all radio-
telephone circuits.

(a) No transmission shall be made which has not been
authorized by proper authority.

(b) The following practices are specifically forbidden,

ie Violation of radio silence.

2. Unofficial conversation between operators.

3. Excessive tuning and testing.

& ‘Transmitting the operator's personal sign or
. name,

5. Unauthorized use of plain languege in place
of applicable prowords or operating signals.

6. Use of other than authorized prowords.

Z. Unauthorized use of plain language.

8. lLinkago or compromise of classified call signs
and address groups by plain languag?: lisclo-
sures or association with unclassificd call
signs. ‘

9. Profane, indecent or obscene language,

(c) The following practices are to be avoided:

l. Use of excessive transmitting power.

2. Excessive time consumed in tuning, changing
frequency, or adjusting equipment.

3. Transmitting at speeds beyond the capabilitics —
of receiving operators,

b. Phonetic Alphabet:

(1) When necessary to identify any letter of the alphabet,
the phonétioc alphabet listed b-low shall be wseds

Letter Spoken as Letter Scoken_as

Awe eee ~ =e - ABLE Newer e nw ee ~ NAN
Bee-- eee ee BAKER Om wee wn wee = OBOE

Cees aw = & = & CHARLIE Pew = & — = PETER
Dewee eee we = = 1G Qe-e- - = = — — QUEEN
Ee---- = -~- + BASY Re---+-+-.-- - ROR
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Letter Spoken asLetter Spoken as

Fewxwe eee eee FOX S----- - ~ SUGAR
Geewen nen ne = GEORGE iTARE
Heww ee - - - — HOW Ueeree-- = UECLE
I-----+-+- - ~ ITEM V------ = VICTOR
Jue re ene ee JIG We ee = @ @ = WILLIAM
Kw ene nee ee KING Xe -- ~ - - XRAY
Lee-w----+ + - WE Youn eee - = YOKE
Ma eee ee ww - MIKE Zea -- = ~ ZEBRA

(2) Difficult words or groups within the text of plain text
messages may be spelled using the phonetic alphabet and
preceded by the proword " I SPELL " If the operator can
pronounce the word to be spelled, he will do so before
and after the spelling to identify the word,

(3) Where a text is composed of pronounceable words, they
will be spoken as such, Where a text is encrypted, the
groups, even though occasionally pronounceable, are to
be transmitted by the phonetic equivalents of the indi-
vidual letters and without using the proword "I SPELL,"

c. Pro ° orelss

(1) To distinguish numerals from words similarly pronounced,
the proword "FIGURES" may be used preceding such numbers,

(2) When numerals are transmitted by radiotelephone, the
following rules for their pronunéiation will be obscrved,

Numeral Spoken Numeral Spoken2sie

Qe = ow mw = = @ ZERO Sew eww ew ow FTATV
Powe eee = WON 6s ee eee ow BEY
2-2-2222 ~ 10 Tannen e ~ SEVEN
3-2 --- - - = THUH-REE Bee ee = = ATE
Loree ee = @ POWER Q9------ = NINER

d. Prowords:

Prowords are pronounceablo words or pnrases which have bcon
assigned meanings for the purpose of expediting ressage handling on cir-
cuits where radiotelephone procedure is employed. In no case shall a
proword or a combination of prowords be substituted by the operator for
the textual component of a message. The following prowords are authorized
for general use,

PROWORD EYPLANATION

ALL AFTER - - - ~ The portion of the message to which I have. reference is
, all that which follows

 

ALL BEFORE - ~- - The portion of the message to which I have reference is
all that which precedes, @

 

CORRECTION - - - An error has been made in this transinission. Trensmis-
3 sion wili continue with last word corroctly transmizted.

An error has been made in this transmission ‘or Message
indicated), The correct version is « That which
follows is a corrected version in answer to your re«
quest for verification.
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DISREGARD THIS~ -This transmission is in error, Disregard it. This pro-

TRANSMISSION word shall not be used to cancel any message that has

been completely transmitted and for which receipt or
acknowledgement has been received.

FIGURES- - - - - Numerals or numbers follow.

I READ BACK - = ~The following is my response to your instructions to

read back,

I SAY AGAIN -I am repeating transmission or portion indicated.

I SPELL ~- - - = -I shall spell the next word phonetically,

-That which follows has been verified at your request
and is repeated, To be used only as a reply to VERIFY.

I VERIFY

OUT - +. --- -This is the end of my transmission to you and no answer
is required or expected.

OVER- - - ~ ~ - -This is the end of my transmission to you and a response
is necessary. Go ahead; transmit.

READ BACK ~ - = ~Repeat this entire transmission back to me exactly as
received.

RELAY (TO)- - - -Transmit this message to all addressees or to the ad-
dress designations immediately following.

ROGER ~# e = = - =I have received your last transmission satisfactorily.

SAY AGAIN - - ~ -Repeat all of your lest transmission. Followed by iden-
tification data means “Repeat, (portion indicated.)"

SILENCE ~ + - = -Cease transmission immediately, Silence will be main-
tained until instructed to resume,

SILENCE LIFTED- -Silence can be lifted only by the station imposing it or
higher authority.

SPEAK SLOWER - = Your transmission is at too fast a speed. Reduce speed
of transmission.

THAT IS CORRECT ~You are correct, or what you have transmitted is correct.

VERIFY- - - - - -Verify entire message (or portion indicated) with the
originator and send correct version. To be used only
at the discretion of or by the addressee to which the
questioned message was directed.

4

WAIT=j - = = = = ~I must pause for a few seconds,

WAIT OUT~ ~ - - ~I must pause longer than a few seconds,

WILCO- - - - ~ = I have received your message, understand it, and will
comply. To be used only by the addressee. Since the
meaning of ROGER is included in that of WILCO, the two

prowords are never used together.

WORD AFTER- - ~ -The word of the messego to which I have reference is

that which follows
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WORD BEFORE - ~ ~Tho word of the message to which I have reference is
that which precedes,

WORDS TWICE ~ ~ -Communications is difficult, Trensmit (ting) each phrase
(or each codo group) twice. This proword may be used as
en order, request or as information.

WRONGe ~ ee = = Your lest transmission was incorrect, The correct ver-

sion is . ‘

 

6, Gonerals

(1) To utdlize circuit time more efficiently all messages
or their substance should be written down prior to trans-
mission. Those messages which must be delivered by the
receiving operator to another person or which are pre-
ceded by the proword "MESSAGE FOLLOWS" shall be written —
down,

(2) Transmissions by radiotelephone shall be as short and
concise as practicable consistent with clarity, The use
of standard phraseology enhances brevity.

(3) Transmission over radiotelephone should be clear with
natural emphasis on each word except the prescribed
pronunciation of numerals, and should be spoken in
natural phrases, not word by word.

(4) To avoid interfering with other traffic, an operator
shall listen in to make certain that a circuit is clear
before making any transmissions thereon.

f, Egtablishing Commmications:

Before conducting regular traffic over radiotelephone circuits,
it may be necessary to make contact with the other station (s) involved to
ascertain that communications is possible,

@- Signal Stren Rea 3

(1) A station is understood to have good signal strength and
readability unless otherwise notified. Strength of sig-
nals and readability will not be exchanged unless one
station cannot clearly hear another station,

(2) A station that wishes to inform another of his signal
strength and readability will do so by moans of a short
and concise report of actual reception, such as "Weak",
but readable," "Strong, but distorted," "Loud and clear"
etc. Reports such as "Five by five," “Four by four"
etc., will not be used to indicate strength and quality
of reception. A station desiring to know how his trans~
mission is being reosived will transmit "How do you hear.
ne?t, "What is my readability?", "Report my signals," etc.

8, AUTHENTICATION:

Authentication for voice or telegraphic transmissions, if re-
quired, will be in compliance with COI 30-3. Tho Commnications Officer>)

Test Support Unit, will issue authentication tables as necessary.
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APPENDIX

TO
ANNEX "Ett

OPERATIONS ORDER NO, 2=
TIME BROADCASTS

(This document supercedes Appendix 5 to Annex "E", Task Group 7.4 Operations

Order No. 2-54, dated 26 February 1954. Pages E5-1, E5-2 and £5-3 will

be removed from Task Group 7.4 Operation Order No. 2-54 and will be des-~
troyed in accordance with AFR 205-1.)

The following time broadcasts will be made manually from BOUNDARY

TARE on VHF Channel "B", Call sign BARRYMORE:

H-3:00 Hours
H-2:00 Hours
H-1:30 Hours
H~1:00 Hour

H-0:45 Minutes

H-0:30 Minutes

An automatic time tape broadcast will be used from H-15 minutes through
H-Hour. This broadcast will be synchronized with the device-firing timer,
to insure time broadcast accurany in relation to actual blast time. This —
broadcast will be continual, with counts down and hack tones given at
each minute increment of the 15 minutes, BOUNDARY TARE will instruct
participating aircraft when to switch to VHF Channel "B" for time hacks.
Immediately upon determination by the aircraft commander that he has
received an adequate time hack, he will return to his assigned control
chatnel, All aircraft wili ranain on Channel "B" from H-3 minutes through
H-Hour, (C-54 Photo aircraft only are authorized to deviate from these
instructions, during the period H-5 minutes through H-Hour, if such
deviations are previously agreed uponby the pilots and their controllers.)
All aircraft will switch back to assigned control channels immediately
following L-Hour, In the event of malfunction of automatic tape broad~
cast, critical aircraft will be directed by BOUNDARY TARE to return to
bese or to immediately depart the shot area. Manual voice broadcasts
will be made by BARRYMORE if the automatic tape broadcast fails. This
procedure will enable non-critical aircraft to complete their mission,
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VOICE TIME SCRIPT

All voice time broadcasts for BIKINI SHOTS will originate in the
Control Room, Building #70 on ENYU, and for ENIWETOK SHOT in the Gontrol
Room, Building #311 on PARRY. The following script will be used in making
voice time announcements on 126,18 MCS and 152.99 MCS. Throughout the
voice time broadcast, the exact time will be indicated by the initial
sound of a distinctive TONE signal.

E

  

SCRIPT

ANNOUNCEMENT |

This is BARRYMORE - Standby for time TONE - Standby for time TONE.

In one minute the time will be H MINUS THREE HOURS - H MINUS
THREE HOURS,

Thirty seconds,

Ten Seconds,

Five seconds.

TONE H MINUS THREE HOURS.
Next time TONE at H MINUS TWO HOURS ~- Next time TONE at H MINUS
TWO HOURS,

This is BARRYMORE - Standby for time TONE - Standby for time TONE.

In one minute the time will be Hl MINUS TWO HOURS - H MINUS

TWO HOURS.

Thirty seconds.

Ten seconds.

Five seconds,

TONE __ H MINUS TWO HOURS.
Next time TONE at H MINUS ONE HOUR - Next time TONE at H MINUS
ONE HOUR.

This is BARRYMORE - Standby for time TONE.

In one minute the time will be H MINUS ONE HOUR ~ .H
MINUS ONE HOUR.

Thirty seconds. .

Ten seconds.

Five seconds.
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TIME ANNOUNCEMENT

~l_ hr TONE H MINUS ONE HOUR.
Next time TONE at H MINUS FORTY-FIVE MINUTES - Next time TONE
at H MINUS FORTY-FIVE MINUTES,

ee In one minute the time will be H MINUS FORTY-FIVE MINUTES -
H MINUS FORTY-FIVE MINUTES,

=30 Thirty seconds.

0 Ten seconds.

Oo) Five seconds.

45 min TONE ~ H MINUS FORTY-FIVE MINUTES,
Next time TONE at H MINUS THIRTY MINUTES - Next time TONE at
H MINUS THIRTY MINUTES,

es In one minute the time will be H MINUS THIRTY MINUTES - H
MINUS THIRTY MINUTES.

-30 Thirty seconds.

50 Ten seconds.

55 Five seconds.

-30 min TONE - H MINUS THIRTY MINUTES.
Next time TONE at H MINUS FIFTEEN MINUTES,

one minute the time will be H MINUS FIFTEEN MINUTES ~ H
NUS FIFTEEN MINUTES.

=30 Thirty seconds until H -15 minutes,

=50 Ten seconds imtil H -15 minutes.

55 Five seconds until H -15 minutes.

-15 min TONE - H MINUS FIFTEEN MINUTES,

“10 min This is BARRYMORE + There will be an important safety announce-
ment, at H MINUS SEVEN MINUTES,

min. At H MINUS ONE MINUTE observers having special density goggles
or lenses put them on ~ those not having special goggles or
lenses, face away from ZERO POINT ~- Do not face ZERO POINT or
remove goggles until FIRE BALL DISSIPATES,

To avoid eye injury binoculars or telescopes must not be used
to view burst,

In the event of no detonation - Do not remove goggles and hold
position until advised. In the event of no detonation ~ Do
not remove goggles and hold position until advised.

In one minute the time will be H MINUS FIVE MINUTES - H MINUS

FIVE MINUTES,

~30 Thirty seconds until H -5 minutes,
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TIME ANNOUNCEMENT

-50 Ten seconds until H -5 minutes.

ee Five seconds until H -5 Minutes,

-5_min TONE - H MINUS FIVE MINUTES.

in thirty seconds H MINUS FOUR MINUTES.

-50 Ten seconds.

=55 Five seconds.

—74_ TONE - H MINUS FOUR MINUTES.

ee In thirty seconds H MINUS THREE MINU?ES,

-50 Ten seconds.

: 255 Five seconds,

~3_min TONE - N MINUS THREE MINUTES,

—_——. In thirty seconds H MINUS TWO MINUTES,

750 Ten seconds,

55 Five seconds,

2 TONE - H MINUS TWO MINUTES,

ee In thirty seconds H MINUS ONE MINUTE.

=50 Ten seconds,

55, Five seconds:

-1_ min TONE - H MINUS ONE MINUTE,
Put on goggles or turn away ~ Do not renove goggles or face
burst until FIRE BALL DISSIPATES.

15 45 seconds to ZERO TIME,

~30 30 seconds to ZERO TIME,

=35 25 seconds to ZERO TIME.

~40 20 seconds to ZERO TIME.

1 15 seconds to ZERO TIME.

=50_to 60° Feary nine, elght, seven, six, five, four, three, two, one,

Zi 10 sec The shock wave will arrive in a few minutes - Keep firm footing
until wave passes,
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OPERATIONS ORDER NO, 2-
SEARCH AND RESCUE

' . HEADQUARTERS
. TASK GROUP 7.4, PROVISIONAL

APO 187, c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, California
26 February 1954, 1800 M.

References: (a) Search and Roscue Joint Standard Operating Procedures;
. prepared jointly by Commandor-in-Chiefs, Caribbean ‘

COHNGARTE) » Far East (CINCFE), Pacific (CINCPAC) and
Alaska (CINCAL),.

 

1, RESPONSIBILITIES:

a, Responsibilities of commanders for Search and Rescue (SAR)
operations within their respective commands are set forth in reference
(a). Specifically, as relates to the orea of primary concern to Con-
mander, JIF SEVEN, responsibility for Search and Rescue is assigned to
CINCPAC,

b. These references furthor provide that:

"For tactical aircraft, operating on unit combat or training
missions, the primary responsibility for SAR rests with the
commamier exercising operational control of the aircraft
regardless of the erca of operation, This responsibility
may be delegated to subordinate commanders, Commanders
holding SAR rosponsibility as defined above shall insure
that their operating forces are fomiliar with the rescue
facilities and procedures of the SAR area in which they
are operating and shall request assistance as necessary
from the appropriate area SAR Commandcr, Once the area SAR
Commander has ‘been requested to provide assistance he assunes
SAR control," ,

‘

The paragraph quoted is applicable to Oporation CASTLE (CONFIDENTIAL), an
places certain responsibilities on Commander, JTF SEVEN,

c. Overall responsibility for search and rescuo within JIF SEVEN
4s delegated to TG 7.4, TG 7.4 is thorefore rosponsible for the overall
control of all JIF SEVEN SAR operations, This overall responsibility,
however, in no way relieves the individual Task Group Commander of his in-~-
herent SAR responsibilities as pertain to his own forces,

‘a, Tho overall control of Joint Task Force SAR forces during shot
and rehearsal periods is delegated to tho Senior Air Controller on the Command
Ship by the Comander, Task Group 7.4. During all other periods, this control
will be delegated to the Senior Air Controller in the AOC, and will be
exercised by the SAR section of tho AOC,’

e, The Commander, Test Services Unit, will be responsible for pro-
viding two (2) SA-16 aircraft for shot and rehearsal periods, ono (1) SA-16
for backup and for twenty-four(24) hour airstrip alert during tho ontiro
project, and a compotent SAR control section in the AC,

f. All pilots, and o11 AOC, CIC and SLR porsonnel will be responsible
for a detailed knowledge of all information outlined in this Annex,

g. The Commander, Test Sorvices Unit, will bo responsible for pro-
viding SiR bricfings to all participating 7.4aircrows,
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h, The Commander, Test Support Unit, will place one (1) helicopter
(H-19) under the operational control of the SiR Element Commander and one
(1) Crash Boat under the operational control of the AOC from 27 February
and continuing throughout the project.

2, GENERAL SAR PLAN: ,

a. SAR aircraft will be identificd by the voice Call Sign STABLE
1, 2, 3 and 5 and by OW Cali Sign 7DU1, 2, 3 and 5, as approprinte, Call
Signs of all project aircraft and. stations are specificd in Appondix 2 to
Annex "E", this order, STABLE 1, 2 and 3 are Sa~l6 typo aircraft, STABLE
5 is a Helicopter,

b, STABLE 1 and 2 will carry aero-medical technicians, who will
also function as radiological monitors, If STABLE 1 or 2 should abort prior
to or immediately after teke-off, the acro~medical technicians willtransfer
to STABLE 3, if time permits, Reference: Paragraph 11c(3), mge Hi-3,
Appendix 1, Annex "EH", Operations Order No, 1-53,

c, During operational periods, control and coordination of SAR
aircraft will be exercised by the Air Oporations Center (A0C) until such
time as positive control is accepted by BOUNDARY TARE (CIC aboard tho
Corrand Ship), in accordance with the provisions of Appondix 1 to this Annox,

a, Ono (1) SA-16 will be maintained on continual airstrip clert
(ground) during the entire project, .

e, One (1) H-19 or H-13 holicopter will bo maintaincod on con-
tinual airstrip alert (ground) during the ontire project.

f, One (1) Naval AVR Crash Boat, Voice Call Sign GUNSHOT 1 will
be maintained on continual SAR alert in the EXIWETOK LAGOON during the
entire project,

g. Inspections ‘and periodic maintenance of SAR SA~-16 aircraft
will be performed at KWAJALEIN by the 78th Air Rescue Squadron,

h, Tho SAR Element will bring a thirty (30) day flyaway kit of
aircraft spares, with resupply from AF 714 SO, Hickan 4FB, through the
MATS Service Stock at KWAJALEIN,

i. Rosupply of the SAR Element will bo tho responsibility of the
Commander, Test Services Unit, through AF 714 SO, Hickam AFB, and the MiTS
Service Stock at KWAJALEIN,

j. Applicable porsonnel supply and administrative procedures aro
thoso outlined in Annex "C" and pertinent appendicies of Operations Order
No, 1-53.

3. STRIP ALERT AIRCRAFT OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES:

a. Intercept and Escort:

(1) The SA-16 on strip alert at ENIWETOK will provide rescue
facilitics for all aircraft in distross within the vicinity
during non-oporational periods, Its call sign will be
STABLE 3,

(2) Upon notification of distress fron any aircraft or surface
vossel, the ENIWETOK £06 will notify all proper agencies,
including the SAR alert crow and SAR Controller,

(3) ‘When notified of the distross by tho ENIWETOK AOC, the
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(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

SAR aircraft will become airbone as quickly as possible,
The SAR aircraft will contact DIRTY FACE on Channel "c"
for vector to the craft in distress,

Tho SAR aircraft will contact the distressed craft on
the latter's operating frequency, When within VHF range
of aircraft in distress, the SAR aircraft will contact
the aircraft in distress on Channel "D" (121.5 megacyclos),

The SAR aircraft will be cleared by ENIWETOK ACC to tho
altitude requested and tho intercept will be accomplished
using scope control directions fron the 40C, DR, Loran,
ARC-13 with 0-17 Low Frequoncy Oscillator, AN/ARA~8, VHF
Homing Adapter, APS-31, Mark 10 transponder, flares, Aldis
Lamp and lending lights as nocessary,

Escort will be given to the closest landing areca, dopending
upon the urgency of the situation,

Every cffort will be made to maintain SAR cormunication
with tho distressed aircraft on its oporating HF frequency,
411 othor radio traffic will be directed to discontinue
using the frequency and to maintain radio silence until
further notice,

b. Ditching:

(2)

(2)

(3)

If ditching is imminent, the SiR aircrow will givo all
directions and assistance to the distressed aircraft in-
cluding:

(a) Sea Conditions,

-(b) Wind Conditions,

(c) Bost Ditching Hending,

(d) Best Location for Ditching if Near Atoll,

(c) Parachute Flare for Night Ditching,

(f) Drop PP-1 flotation equipment to porsonnel, which
consists of two (2) 20 man life rafts, threo (3)
emergoncy sustenance kits, URC-4 radio, etc,

If pick-up of personnel is not possible, due to sea con-
dition, for example, the SiR aircraft will circle the area
and assist in directing helicopter and/or surface craft
support to the distress target, The SAR aircraft will
transmit requests for additional roscue facilities to
the AOC on 6500 Kilocyclos, HF, VHF Channel "C", or on -
the operating frequency of the distross aircraft,

If a water pick-up is accomplished, survivors will be
evacuated and given necessary medical attention by the
acro-nedical technicion crew member, STABLE aircraft will
advise the ENIWETOK 40C if medical facilities will be re-
quired upon landing et the bese,

c, SAR Coordination Procedures:

(1)

TASK GROUP 7,4
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Nonescone" coordination ami control will bo VHF Channel

np and HF Circuit J-417, Overall control will be ro-

tained at the AOC, and control of individusl SAR unit

at the scene of action will bo excreised through the

tlonescono" commander, SAR units will cone under the

"onescone" command when they aro in the scene of action

area, and communications arc established with the "on-

scone" commander.

Outlined below aro procedures which will be employed

2) the SA~16, helicopter, and crash boat to coordinate

rescue operations within the AOC control area,

- craft: Initial contact with the 400 will

(a) Be 6 vEF Channel "C", If the AOC has VHF contact

with the distressed aircraft, the resouc aircraft

will contact the distrossed aircraft on the sane

frequency, After contact has boen established be-

tween the rescue and distrossod aircraft, or if the

AOC does not havo VHF contact with the distressed -

airereft, VHF Channol "D" will be used to establish

communications between the rescue and tho distressed

aircraft,

(b) SAR Helicopter: Initial contact with the AOC will
be on VHF Channel "C", Frequoney control will be
exorcised by the AOC to coordinate, and to effect
direct contact with the associated SA-16, on VHF
Channel "D",

(c) Crash Boat: The crash bont will guard ENIWETOK tower
frequency, VEF Channel "B", and cirewit J-417 at
all tines, The crash boat will bo dismtehed and
controlled by tho A0C through ENIWETOK tower, Fre-
quoncy control will be oxercised by the AQC to effect
direct contact with the associated SA-16, on VHF
Channel "D",

4 REHEARSAL AND SHOT PROCEDURES:

a, Tho SAR Elenont, Provisional, will provide three (3) SA-16
aircraft for rescue activities during rehearsal and actual shot periods,
Primary SAR missions will be performed by two of the Si-16's; the third
aircraft will provide back-up support,

b. Tho two (2) primary SAR aircraft will be required to fly cight
(8) hour missions during these periods and will bo known as ST/BLE 1 and 2,

c, Tho third aircraft will remain ot ENIWETOK on a twenty-four (24)
hour strip alert status and will be utilizod, if necessary, as a back-up air-
craft for STABLE 1 and 2, This aircraft is designated as STABLE 3,

ad. During operational periods, STABLE aircraft will turn /PX-6
IFF to Position Two on take-off and ronain on tmt position until further
advised,

e, Detailed oporating instructions for STABLE aircraft are con-
tained in Appendix 1, this Annex,

5. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES FOR STABLE AIRCRAPT:

a, Upon notification of an emorgency on Chmnol tel, fraa either

BOUNDARY TARE or CASSIDY, STABLE aircraft will:
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AOLOY ate
(1) Tur: % FR en by control or obtained on APS~31

scope from cnorgoncy IFF blips transmitted by the dis~
tressod aircraft,

(2) Proceed to area using METO powcr,

(3) Standby on Chonnel "F" and HF Circuit J-410 for furthor
infornatim,

(4) Make rescue plan to fit the situation and advise propor
control,

(5) If F~84 typo aircraft is in distress, AN/ARA-8 Homing
may be obtained on VHF Channol "FM, .

(6) Be prepared to coordinate with helicopters or surface
vessels for search/rescuc missions,

b, Additional intercept/cscort/ditching procedures will be used
as outlined in provious paragraphs,

6, STABLE AIRCRAFT SPECIFIC OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS:

a. STABLE aircraft will carry Appendix 4 to Annex "E", this order,
"Air Ground Communications for CASTLE", to facilitate rapid contact in case
of omergency, ;

. b, STABLE aircraft will carry maps approved by Task Group 7.4; also
naps of ENIWETOK and BIKINI ATOLLS, scale 1:100,000, showing depth of water,
in fathons, should water landings be necessary for cnorgency pick-ups,

c. STABLE aircraft will not fly in or near GILDA (Atomic Cloud)
aftor H-Hour, dAroa downwind of GILDA should be avoided to provont fall-out
contamination, and no flight should be conductod closor than ten (10) nautical
miles fron the visible or rising cloud wmless specifically directod othcrwise,

d, Pilots and Co-pilots in tho cir at shot time call use nodifiod, all
purpose 4,025 density filtor goggles, Co-pilots should, as an extra pro=
caution, cover their eyes with forearm at zero hour,

ce, All persons in aircraft at shot timc, or at subscquent tincs
when engeged in opcrations in or near the cloud or radex track, shall woar
filn badges,

7, MISSION REPORTING:

a, . All incidents portaining to SAR operations will be reported to
Headquarters, Air Rescue Service through the 78th Air Roscue Squadron,
KWAJALEIN, M.I., as diroctod by ARD Regulation 55-16 ani CTG 7,4.

b. Rescue oporations conducted in the ENIWETOK-BIXINI area will in-
cludo SARCC at Pearl Harbor and SAR Center ct USNA KWAJALEI¥ - flash information
will be sent out on teletype circuit ani actucl intercept roscue and closing
of nission reported when accomplished,

HOWELL M. ESTES, JR.
Brigadior General, U. 5S, A. F,

Commander

1 Appendix:
Spocific Instructions for Shot
and Rehcarsal Missions

an
Jey os of ew Fas

PAGEH,FACKLER” 7°" ~
Lt Colonel, USAF
Diroctor of Operations
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. APPENDIX 1 :

0
ANNEX "Ft

OPERATIONS ORDER NO, 2-
SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS FOR SHO? /ND REHEARSAL MISSIONS

1, MISSIGN:

a, To provide Search and Rescuc service to all Joint Task Force
air ond surface craft in distress,

2. RESPONSIBILITIES:

a. The Commander, Tost Aircraft Unit will insuro that aircraft
nect take-off schedules as outlined in Annex "6",

b, The AOC Senior Air Controller will be responsible for the
operational control of SAR aircraft while operating in the ENIWETOK area,

c, Tho SAR Controllor in the AOC will bo responsible for scrambling
SAR aircraft as dirocted by the Senior Air Controller, and for advising the
Senior Air Controllor on SAR operations,

d, The CIC Senior Mir Controllor will bercsponsible for the
operational control of the Si-16 Scarch and Roscuc aircraft while oporating
in the Command Ship area on rehearsals or actual shots,

3. PROCEDURES:
a, On rehearsal and actual shot missions, the Scarch and Rescue

SA-16's, call sign STABLE 1 and 2, will take-off as scheduled in jnncx "C!
(Aircraft Mission Execution Chart), Thoy will call tho AOC, call sign
DIRTY FACE, on VHF Channel] "C", DIRTY FACE will check o11 nodes of IIT,
and HF air ground Channel J~410, while STABLE airercft are procecding to
their assigned H-Hour positions as outlined in Annox "D" (Aircraft H-Hour
Positions and Flight Pattorns), DIRTY FACE will maintain control until
STABLE aircraft are approximately 90 miles fraa BIKINI, will thon instruct
STABLE aircraft to contact the CIC, call sign BOUND:RY TARE on VHF Channel
uFU, with IFF squawking Mode 2,

b. The BOUNDARY TARE Controller will ostablish positive control of
STABLE 1 and vector him to-a position directly bonoath CLSSIDY,

4

© ifter HeHour, STABLE & will remain under control of BOUNDARY TARE
on Channel "F" (139,86) until informed by BOUNDARY TARE to chango to Channol
"D" (121,5) or other frequency, as directed, for tho purposes of a SR qnor-
gency, BOUNDARY TARE will position STABLE 1 approximately at the midpoint
between sanpling opcrations and BOUNDTARY TARE,

ad, For return to base (ENIWETOK), BOUNDARY TARE will provide STABLE
1 a range and bearing to BOUNDARY TARE, ond BOUNDARY TARE Will accept control
upon establishing radio and IFF contact and provide STABLE 1 with range and
bearing to ENIWETOK, When STABLE 1 is approximately 90 niles fron BIKINI,
inbound to base, BOUNDARYTARE will instruct STABLE 1 to call DIRTY FACE on
Channel "C", DIRTY FACE will establish positive control and provide STABLE
1 with range ond bearing to base,

oe. STABLE 2 will take-off at H-Hour and prococd directly to orbit
position, The BOUNDARY TARE Controller will establish positive control of
STABLE 2 on Channel "F" and vector hin to orbit position approxinately 60
nautical miles wost of ground zero, STABLE 2 will remain under control of
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CONFIDE,

BOUNDARY TARE on Channel "F" (139,86) until informed by BOUNDARY TARE to
switch to Channel "D" (121.5) or other frequency, as directed, for tho _
purpose of a SAR energency, STABLE 2 will monitor Channel "F" ond standby
to receive range and bearing fraa BOUNDARY TARE to any aircraft in distress,
STABLE 2 will remain in the orbit position until all sampling is comploted
and ho is released by BOUNDARY TARE to roturn to basco, BOUNDARY TARE will
provide range and bearing to ENIWETOK and when STABLE 2 is approximately
90 miles fron BIKINI, inbound to ENIWETOK, BOUNDARY TARE will instruct STABLE
2 to contact DIRTY FACE on Channol "Cc", DIRTY FACE will establish positive
control and provide STABLE 2 with range and bearing to base,

f, On rehearsal and actual shot missions, the Search and Rescue
_ SA-16, call sign STABLE 3 will occupy a position on the ground at ENIWETOK
adjacent to runway (See Annex "B", "Aircraft Parking Plan", and innex "C",
"Aircraft Mission Exécution Chart!) , STABLE 3 will be scranblod by the
SAR Controller in the AOC by direct communication to Rescuc Alert Position,
Immediately upon becoming airborne, STABLE 3 will’ contact DIRTYFACE on
Channel "C' for instructions,

g rehearsals, actual shot missions, and during jet practice .
poriods, the Soarch and Rescue helicopter, call sign STABLE 5, will be
naintained in a ground alert status and will assume a position adjacent
to runway (Sce Annex "B", "Aircraft Parking Plan", ani .Annox "C", "Aircraft
Mission Execution Chart"), STABLE 5 will be serazibled by the SAR Controller
in the AOC by direct communication to the Rescue Alert Position, Inmediately
upon beconing airborne, STABLE 5 will contact DIRTY FACE on Channel "C" for in-
structions, \

h, Tho Crash Boat, call sign GUNSHOT 1, will standby in ENIWETOK
LAGOON, GUNSHOT 1 will continually monitor VHF Channel "B" ond will be
under the operational control of tho AO, '
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OPERATIONS ORDER NO, 2-54

CONTROL RB-36 FLIGHT PROCEDURES

HEADQUARTERS .
TASK GROUP 7.4, PROVISIONAL
APO 187, c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, California
26 February 1954 1800M

1. MISSION: To control all aircraft in the sampling area; to direct
F~84 and FB-36 sampling missions as required; to accomplish certain photo~
graphic missions; and to provide required radiological data to the Command
Ship.

2. RESPONSIBILITIES 1 The Commander, Test Aircraft Unit, and ‘the
Senior Task Group 7.4 Controller, will assure that the provisions of this
Annex are carried out.

3. PROCEDURES:
&@. On B-Day, the Control RB-36, call sign CASSIDY, will take-off

as scheduled in Annex "C" (Aircraft Mission Execution Chart), CASSIDY
will climb to H-Hour orbit altitude over FRED and will make wind runs while
proceeding from FRED to orbit position. The pilot will call the AOC, call
sign DIRTY FACE, on VHF Channel "C", DIRTY FACE will check all modes of
IFF and HF air-ground Channel J-410 while CASSIDY 1s proceeding to his
assigned H-Hour position as designated in Annex "D" (Aircraft H-Hour
Positions and Flight Patterns). DIRTY FACE will maintain control until
CASSIDY is approximately 90 miles from Bikini, then instruct CASSIDY to
contact the CIC, call sign BOUNDARY TARE on VHF Channel "F" for control.
IFF will be squawking wode 2,

b. The BOUNDARY TARE Controller will establish radio and IFF con-
tact with CASSIDY and provide the aircraft with range and bearing to its
assigned H-Hour position, to perform cloud measurement photography, Details
of this mission will be supplied by Task Group 7.1. CASSIDY will hold at
‘this position with BOUNDARY TARE providing range and bearing information, as
required, from ground zero. At H~Hour, cloud measurement photographs will be
accomplished. Rendezvous of CASSIDY and STABLE ONE (1) will be accomplished
by BOUNDARY TARE through radar control on VHF Channel "F",. CASSIDY will
then proceed on its primary mission. STABLE ONE (1) will remain on "Ft
Channel, showing mode 2 IFF. BOUNDARY TARE will provide each element of
F-84 samplers, call sign TIGER RED, WHITE, or BLUE, with range and bearing .
to CASSIDY on VHF Channel "F", When TIGER aircraft are within radar range
of CASSIDY, the BOUNDARY TARE Controller will notify the CASSIDY Rendezvous
Controller, call sign CASSIDY CQNE, the TIGER element's relative position.
Continuous positions will be given to both CASSIDY ONE and TIGER aircraft
until CASSIDY ONE makes positive radio and IFF contact with TIGER air~
crait, CASSIDY ONE will then assume control. CASSIDY ONE will turn con-
trol of the TIGER element over to sampler Controller, call sign CASSIDY
TWO, on VHF Channel "E", CASSIDY TWO will direct the TIGER aircraft
sampling mission. Upon completion thereof, CASSIDY TWO will instruct the
TIGER elément to return to "F" Channel and call CASSIDY ONE. CASSIDY ONE
will rendesvous the TIGER element and give the lead aircraft a bearing
and range to BOUNDARY TARE or DIRTY FACE, maintaining control until
BOUNDARY TARE or DIRTY FACE establishes radio and IFF contact with TIGER
aircraft and accepts positive control,
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6. In the event of an F-84 emergency, BOUNDARY TARE will direct
STABLE ONE to the aircraft in distress, on Channel "F", If the SAR air-
craft is not in the immediate area or cannot be contacted, CASSIDY ONE
may direct another aircraft in the area to orbit over the distressed
aircraft until the SAR aircraft arrives and assumcs controlof the rescue
operation,

ad. BOUNDARY TARE will continually monitor the sampling operation
on VHF Channel "E" and "Ft, and standby on "D" for emergency, All aircraft
positions will be monitored by BOUNDARY TARE throughout the sampling
operation to assist CASSIDY in positioning any aircraft, on request, or to
direct the control of SAR operations if required. BOUNDARY TARE will pro-
vide CASSIDY with any weather or rad/safe information requested on Channel
"E" or "Fl, If the sampling area drifts from BOUNDARY TARE's radio coverage,
communications between BOUNDARY TARE and CASSIDY will be established on
the HF air-ground Channel J-410 or through use of a VHF relay aircraft.

ee CASSIDY TWO will provide BOUNDARY TARE with radiological
reports each 30 minutes, as outlined in Appendix 1. HF air~ground Channe
J-410 or VHF Channel "E" will be used for this reporting,

f. CASSIDY will be instructed by BOUNDARY TARE to switch to
Channel "B" for the following time hacks$

(1) H+2 hours 2 minutes for H-2 hour time hack.

(2) H-l hour 2 minutcs for H-l hour time hack,

(3) H-32 minutes for H-30 minutes time hack.

(4) H-3 minutes and remain on B until after H-Hour.

g- Whe CASSIDY has completed its mission, to include directing
the FB-36 or F-84 samplers, if required, BOUNDARY TARE will vector CASSIDY
to Eniwetok and maintain positive ontrol until DIRTY FACE establishes
radio and IFF contact with CASSIDY, At this time, DIRTY FACE will assume
positive control of CASSIDY and vector the aircraft to base for landing,

h. In the event of a cloud movement toward Pniwetok, BOUNDARY
TARE may direct DIRTY FACE to send F-84's direct to CASSIDY ONE, CASSIDY
ONE will normally send departing F-84,'s to DIRTY FACE by way of BOUNDARY
TARE, If deemed more practical, considering fuel remaining,. cloud position,
etc., F-84's may be sent directly back to DIRTY FACE or by way of the
Control Destroyer. BOUNDARY TARE will be immediately notified of anysuch
action.

HOWELL M. ESTES, JR.
Brigadier General, U. S. A. F.

Commander

OFFICIAL:

y a. a> ~- /

ett om MG.
hie hetEe Con.
Lt Colonel, USAF
Director of Operation
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10
OPERATIONS ORDER NO. 2-54

F-S4 SAMPLER FLIGHT PROCEDURES

HEADQUARTERS

TASK GRCUP 7.4, PROVISIONAL

APO 187, c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, California
26 February 1954, 1800!

1. MISSION: To obtain cloud samples as directed by the scientific
observer in the Control RB-36.

2. RESPONSIPILITIES: The Commander, Test Aircraft Unit, will insure
that all F-&4 pilots are familiar with this Annex and that its provisions
are carried out.

3. PROCEDURES:

a, F-84 Sniffers and Samplers, call sign TIGM,will tcke offin two
(2) ship elements as scheduled in Annex C (Aircraft Hission Execution
Chart). These take offs may be rescheduled during the operation by di-
rection of BOUNDARY TARE. Such directions will be issued to DIRTY FACE
for relay to F-84 operations, When airborne, each element will call the
AOC, call sign DIRTY FACE on VHF Channel "C", DIPTY.PACE will take over
direct control of the F-84's at this point and vector them to the sam-

pling area, checking all IFF modes enroute. DIRTY FACE will then instruct
the TIGER lead aircraft to return to mode 2. In the event that radio or
I™F is inoperative on either aircraft, the two (2) ship element will be
instructed by DIRTY FACE to abort mission. With radio and IFF functioning
properly, the TIGER element will continue on course to the sampling area
and when approximately ninety (90) miles from Eniwetok, DIRTY FACE will
instruct them to contact the CIC, BOUNDARY TARE, for control on Channel
"Fru ; -

b. The EOUNDASY TARE, TIGER Controller, will establish radio and
IFF contact with TIGER elements as soon as possible and accept positive
control,. If radio or IFF is_inoperative in either aircraft of a TIGER .
Element, BOUDARY TARE will direct the TIGIR Element to abort. With redio
and IFF functioning properly, ECU'DARY TARE will vector the TIGER Element
to the CASSIDY rendezvous controller, call sign CASSIDY CNE, who is also
on VHF Channel "F", When CASSIDY ONE establishes radio and IFF contact,
he will accept positive control notifying the TIGER Element and BOUNDRY
TARE simultaneously, CASSIDY will vector the F-34's to its position, then
instruct the F-84's to switch to VHF Channel "E" for sampler control.
This control will be exercised by the Sampler Controller aboard the Control
RB-36 whose call sign is CASSIDY TWO, Senpling will be conducted at clti-
tudes and areas as directed by CASSIDY "wC. When this mission is completed,
or in the event an F.84 becomes lost, CASSIDY TWO will instruct the aircraft
to switch back to VHF Channel "F" and CASSIDY CNE will vector tne F-84's

pack to CASSIDY or to BOUNDARY TARE, as appropriate,

c. When BCUNDARY TARE establishes radio ané IFF contact with the
F.84's, inbound to base from the samoling area, he will notify CASSIDY CNE
and the F.-84!s simultaneously on VHF Channel "F", and assume positive con-
trol of the F-&'s at this point. BOUNDARY TARE will give the F-%4's a
vector to Eniwetok, maintaining positive control until approximately ninety

(90) miles from base, At this point the F-84's will be instructed to

switch to VHF Channel "C" and DIRTY FACE will assume positive control when
radio contact is established.
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   ad, Fa84 call signs will be as follows:

(1) Sniffers:

‘(a) TIGER Sniffer 1 and 2,

(2) Samplers:

(a) lst Flight - TIGER RED 1 and 2,

(b) 2d Flight - TIGER RED 3 and 4

(c) 3rd Flight - TIGER WHITE land 2,

(a) Ath Flight - TIGER WHITE 3 ond 4,

(e), 5th Flight - TIGER BLUE 1 and 2,

(f) 6th Flight - TIGER BLUE 3 and 4,

e, Bnergency procedures: See SAR Annex npn,

f. In event the cloud moves to the vicinity of ENIWITOK, BOUNDARY
TARE will direct the AQC to vector TIGER aircraft dircctly to CASSIDY for
control. In this event, appropriate functions of BOUNDARY TARE, as out
lind above, will be perforned by DIRTY FACE,

g@. Tho TIGER crews will be thoroughly briocfed on the sniffing,
sampling and radiation reporting procedures by tho Sciontific Task Group
Sampling Project Officer prior to cach nission,

OFFICIAL: ‘HOWELL M, ESTES, JR.
Brigadier General, U. SA. F,

if ° , Cormandor
i mye, a, f! et .

PAUL H, FACKLER
Lt Colonel, USAF
Director of Oporations

1 Appendix:
Sanpler Acft Landing at KWAJALEIN
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ANNEX "WH"

OPERATIONS ORDER NO. 2.54
F-84 SAMPLER AIRCRAFT LANDING AT KWAJALEIN

 

(This document supersedes entirely Appendix 1 to Annex "H", Task Group 7.4
Operations Order No,/ 2-54, dated 26 February 1954. The supergeded Appendix
1 should be removed and destroyed in accordance with the provisions of
AFR 205-1, )

1, PURPOSE:

a. The purpose of this Appendix is to provide for expeditious re-
moval, preparation, packaging and dispatch to the ZI, of radiological san-
‘ples contained in F-84 sampler aircraft which are compelled to land at
KWAJALEIN after conducting e sampling mission,

2, BACKGROUND:
a, F~84 sampler aircraft normally will return to ENIWETOK upon the

completion of a sampling or sampling rehearsal mission, However, two con-
ditions unforesecably may arise, either of which could necessitate a landing
at KWAJALEIN,

(1) A planned landing of one or two of the F-84 sampling ele-
ments to increase sempling time when cloud drift is un-
usually fast.

(2) An emergency landing of an F~84 element, when KWAJALEIN is
closer to these aircraft than ENIVETOK,

b. Provisions for the support required at KWAJALEINhave beon agreed
upon by the Commander, Naval Air Station, KWAJALEIN, and the Commander, Task
Group 7.4. These agreements are outlined in paragraph 5,

3. PROCEDURES:

a, CASSIDY TWO will recommend to BOUNDARY TARE vhethor or not a
sampling mission should continue wherein return of the sampler aircraft to
ENIWETOK is questionable, If BOUNDARY TARE instructs CASSIDY TWO to con-
tinue with the sampling mission and to land F-84 samplor aircraft at
KWAJALEIN, procedures as outlined herein apply,

b, Change in Code Name of TIGER aircraft,

‘NOTE: F-84 SAMPLER AIRCRAFT CODE NAME "TIGER"
WILL BECOME "CHILIPEPPER",

ce. BOUNDARY TARE will submit in the clear either of the following
messages, as applicable, to the ENIWETOK AOC on Circuit J-407 or J~408;

"CHILIPEPPER MESSAGES"

(1) Text of Message:

(a) Eor emergency landing of F-84 clement at KWAJALEIN:

"EMERGENCY CHILIPEPPER ARRIVING AT "
TIME

(b) For planned landing of one or more F-84 elements at
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KWAJALEIN to increase sampling time:

"EXECUTE CHILIPEPPER PLAN,. CHILIPEPPER AIRCRAFT
ARRIVING a

TIME

(2) Transmission Procedures: Upon receipt of cither of the
above messages from BOUNDARY TARE, the ENIWETOK AOC will:

(a) Have an officer hand carry the message to the
ENIWETOK Communications Center, declare it "Oper-
ational Immediate" and insure that it is transmitted
in the clear to KWAJALEIN, He will standby in the
Communications Center until the message is receipted
for, The AOC will then notify the CIC of the tine
the message was received at KWAJALEIN, ,

d,. CASSIDY TWO will pass on to BOUNDARY TARE the information of
the LASL Scientific Director aboard CASSIDY refercnce his recomended dis-
position of the samples as follows:

(1) That FLYAWAY TWO depart ENIWETOK on shot day to ferry per-
sonnel and equipment to KWAJALEIN, These personnel will
remove and package samples for immediate loading into
FLYAWAY TWO for airlift to the ZI,

(2) That C-47 aircraft deprt ENIWETOK on shot day to ferry
personnel and equipmont to KWAJAIEIN, These personnel
will renove and packoge samples for loading into FLYAWAY
THREE on D/l for airlift to the ZI,

e, BOUNDARY TARE, after considering the reconmondation of the
LASL Scientific Director, will inform the ENIWETOK AOC as to which of the
two above courses of action will be initiated,

f, BOUNDARY TARE will notify all Task Force Aircraft Control agencies
that F-84 sampler aircraft will land at KWAJALEIN, giving approximate ETA,

g. F-84 sampler aircraft concerned will contact CASSIDY for range
and steer to KWAJALEIN upon completion of the sampling mission, As soon as
contact is established with KWAJALEIN tower, the "CHILEPEPPER" Element
Leader will request that upon landing, the aircraft be directed to the pro-
designated CHILIPEPPER parking area,

4. RESPONSIBILITIES:

a. The Director of Operations, Task Group 7.4:

(1) The Air Operation Center will:

(a) Notify the Test Aircraft Unit that F-S4 sampler air~
craft will land at KWAJALEIN,

(bo) Notify the Test Aircraft Unit of the departure tine
of the aircraft that will depart ENIWETOK to airlift
filter recovery party, romoval and storage equipment,
maintenance personnel and equipment to KWAJALEIN,

(c) Notify the Test Support Unit to alert the aircraft
crew for FLYAWAY TWO or the aircraft crow for the
C-47, as appropriate, for departure to KWACAIEIN at
the time designated by BOUNDARY TARE,

TASK GROUP 7.4
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(d) Notify BOUNDARY TARE of the actual time of departure
of FLYAWAY TWO or C~47 from ENIWETOK for KWAJALEIN,

f
‘

(2) Technical Projects Division will:

(a) Notify Task Group 7,1 that F-84 sompler aircraft
will lond at KWAJALBIN.

1. Complete coordination with LASL couriers and
military couriers to insure that they are
available for the FLYAWAY TWO or C-47 airlift
to KWAJALEIN,

b. Test Aircraft Unit:

(1) Sample Recovery Party:

(a) Provide a sample recovery party to remove the
semples: from the F-84 aircraft, One (1) officer
and one (1) airman is considered the minimun por-
sonnel requirement, consistent with safety, to re-
movo the samples from two (2) F~84 aircraft, If
more than two (2) F-84 aircraft land at KWAJAIEIN,
the Test Aircraft Unit will augment the Sample
Recovery Party to the extent considered necessary,

i. Equipment to accompany the Sample Recovery Party
will include:

a. T-1B ion chambers and/or GM counters as
are considered necessary,

b, IVY type, lead-lincd sampler box,

& Extended diagonal cutters,

gag, Filter removal pole,

e. Extended crucible tongs.

£. Rad/Safety disposable clothing and gloves,

& Rgd/Safe signs,

h, Detergent for decontamination.

. Other equipment as is considered nocessary,

(2) Meintenance Personnel:

(a) Provide one (1) F-84 Crew Chief per sampler aircraft
that lands at KWAJALEIN,

1. Equipment to accompany the crew chiefs will
include:

a. Seat ejcction pins,

b. Landing gear external locks,

g& Flight surface control locks,

d. Tool box,

TASK GRCUP 7.4 e
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(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(s)

x f- — io.

e. Other equipment as is considvred necessary,

Estimated Bime of Deapatture for KWAJAIB IN:

(a) Advise the Air Operation Conter, ENIWETOK, and the
Test Suppart Unit (Base Operations) as to the osti-
nated tine personnel and equipment will be assembled
at the MATS terminal for airlift to KWAJAIEIN,

Clothing:

(a) Deliver to the sampler pilots eat KWAJALEIN a con-
plote chenge of clothing.

Filtor Removal:

(a) Sample panols will be ronoved from the oireraft
and placed in the IVY type sample box by the Sanple
Recovory Party, No rolling of the papors will be
required, Whon all paperashave been removed, the
lead-lined box will be securod and placed aboard
the FLYAWAY aircraft, utilizing a fork lift, The
Rad/Safe monitoring will be done by the Same Re-
covory Party,

Securing F-84 Aircraft:

(a) Crew Chiefs will install seat ejection pins, oxternal
‘lending gear locks and flight surface control locks;
insure that aircraft canopies are closed and thet tho
wheels are chocked,

Decontamination: It is assumed that the aircraft will stand
for a minimum of 48 hours prior to decontamination and
flyaway, Decontanination will not be roquircd if the
cockpit reading docs not oxcesd 50 nr/hr, 48 hours post-
shot, In any event, unless directed otherwise by Con~
mander, Task Group 7.4, ninimm detergont-water decon-
tamination will be effected. ©

(a) Decontemination will be accomplished by the Sample
Recovery Party, assisted by Navy personnel at
KWAJALEIN,

Roturn of F484 samplers to ENIVETOK: The original pilots
will remain at KWAJALEIN to roturn their F-84's to
ENIWETOK when the aircraft have renched a suitable radi-
ation level,

(2) The officer in charge of the Sample Recovery Party
will notify the Comander, Task Group 7.4, as to the
extent of F-84 contamination, Ho will include in
this notification the estimated date that sampler air--
craft con be roturned to ENIWETOK and will request
airlift for the Sample Recovery Party, Maintenance

personnel and cduipnont.

(b) F-84 pilots will dismtch o nessage to Comunder,
Task Group 7.4 at least two hours prior to intended
deperture fraa KWAJAIBIN,

5. SUPPORT FROM OTHER AGENCIES:

a The Comnandcr, Naval Air Station, KWAJALEIN, has cgreed to

TASK GROUP 7.4
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support this operation to the extent indicated below and therofore will:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Park CHILIPEPPER aircraft imnediately.

Meet aircraft with fork lift and pallet to remove the pilot.

Transport the pilot to a shower immediately to insure decon-
tanination,

Provide guards with filn badges to guard aircraft,

Provide fork lift and low boy to move and load the lead-
lined samplc boxes,

Provide housing for the sample recovory opere.tion end parking
space for the FLYAWAY aircreft,

Provide fresh water for aircraft decontamination (cockpit
level to bo reduced to 50 nr/hr),

Provide ground oquipnent for F-&4 aircraft on o "share basis",

“SK GROUP 7.4
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. ANNEX tHe

OPERATIONS ORDER NO, 2-54 ©

, SAMPLERATRCRAFTLANDING ATKVAJALETN

1. PURPOSE:

a. The purpose of this Appendix is to establish the procedures for
F284 sampling aircraft when winds aloft are such that these aircraft are ro~
quired to proceed southeast toa point of no return for ENIETOK ond are
therefore required to land at KWAJALEIN,

2. PROCEDURES:$

a. During the course of the sampling mission, the Command Post
aboard the USS ESTES is kept advised of the movement of the radioactive .
cloud, It willbe the responsibility of the Commander, Task Group 7,4 to
determine that F-84 sampler aircraft will continue with this mission and
land at KWAJALEIN, When this decision has been made:

a, BOUNDARY TARE willnotify tho AOG of the aircraft landing at
KWAJALEIN, :

b. Upon complotion of the sampling mission, TIGER aircraft will
contact CASSIDY for range and bearing to KWAJALEIN, BOUNDARY TARE will assist
CASSIDY in overy-way possible,

; c, BOUNDARY TARE will notify the AOC and KWAJALETN. giving approxinate
ETA andi infoming them that ‘the aircraft are contaminated, .

de: The AOC wn notify’ the. Test Support and Test Aircraft Units of
the Commander 's decision to land aircraft at KWAJALEIN, |

‘3. RESPONSIBILITIES! © #0ve MERI

ag The Test Support |Unit wih:

(1) Provide one (1) C=47aircraft for airlift of maintenance
personnel, sample removal team, decontamination tcan and
equipment to KWAJALEIN,

(2) Provide the following for aircraft and personnel dccontani-
nation:

(a) One (1) caso Tide por aircraft,

(bv) Two (2) long handle brushes.

(c) Rad-Safe disposable clothing, including gloves,

(da) Change of clothing for both pilot of aircraft and
decontamination personnel,

(c) Two (2) GM counters,

(f) Towels.

(g) Ivory Soap,
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b, The Aircraft Unit will:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Provide one (1) crew chief for cach aircraft landing at

KWAJALEIN who will accompany the recovery team and equip-
nent.

Provide tho following cquipment for sanple recovery:

(a) One (1) shipping containor (IVY type).

(b) Extended diagoncel mttors.

(ce) Renote handling puller,

Provide two (2) individuals who will perforn both recovery
of samples and aircreft decontenination if the number docs
not excoed three (3) aircraft, In the event that morc thn
three (3) airereft land at KWAJALEIN, a yard stick of ono (1)
individual per one and one-half (14) aircraft over three (3)
will be epplicd, —

4 Aircraft landing ot KWAJALEIN will be given further instructions by
the KWAJALEIN Tower as to parking of their aircraft,
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ANNEX "Tt70
OPERATIONS ORDER NO, 2-54

B~36 EFFECTS FLIGHT PROCEDURES

HEADQUARTERS

TASK GROUP 7.4, PROVISIONAL
APO 187, c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, California
26 February 1954 1800M

—s.
ee wewte

1, MISSION: To measure and record certain blast and thermal effects
in the immediate target area during Operation CASTLE in order to obtain
required effects date.

2. *RESPONSIBILITI

a. The Commander, Test Aircraft Unit, is responsible for the
readiness of the aircraft to meet take-off schedules for rehearsals and -
actual shots.

b. The Senior Air Controller on the Command Ship will be respon-
sible for the operational control of the B-36 Effects aircraft while oper-
ating in the test area.

ec. Task Group 7.1 will be responsible for the calibration,
maintenance and operation of the special instrumentation installed in the
B-36 Effects aircraft,

3. PROCEDURES:

a. The Effects B-36, call sign ELAINE ONE, will take-off as
scheduled in Annex C (Aircraft Mission Execution Chart). The pilot will
call the AOC, call sign DIRTY FACE, on VHF Channel "C", DIRTY FACE will
check all modes of IFF and HF air-ground Channel J-410, while ELAINE QNE
is proceeding to H-hour position as designated in Annex D (Aircraft H-Hour
Position and Flight Patterns), DIRTY FACE will maintain control until
ELAINE ONE is approximately 90 miles from Bikini, then instruct ELAINE ONE
to contact the CIC, call sign BOUNDARY TARE, on VHF Channel "E" with IFF
squawking mode. 2,

b. The BOUNDARY TARE Controller will establish radio and IFF con-
tact with ELAINE ONE and provide the aircraft with range and bearing to
pre-H-hour orbit position. Upon reaching orbit position, the aircraft will
establish wind run patterns to culminate in H-hour position as specified
in Annex D, H-hour position tolerances are plus or minus throe (3) seconds.
Positioning will be the responsibility of the aircraft nenced °
BOUNDTARY TARE will monitor the.flight path and issue an:
emergency instructions. BOUNDARY TARE mi provide weatheraaand Sh altitude
wind information, as required, and instruct ELAINE ONE to switch to Channel
"B" for all time hacks,. ELAINE ONE will maintain radio silence on Channel
"B" at all times, Immediately following H-hour, ELAINE ONE will be provided
range and bearing to base by BOUNDARY TARE. ELAINE ONE will remain on Chan-
nel "E" until instructed to switch to Channel "C" for DIRTY FACE control when
approximately 90 miles from base. If at any time ELAINE ONE cannot contact
DIRTY FACE on Channel "C", or BOUNDARY TARE on "E", HF air-ground circuit —
J-410 will be used as an alternate,

“OFFICIAL: _ HOWELL M, ESTES, JR.
™ Brigadier General, U.S. A. F
_ CommandercA .

‘sith. Facxiee “f+
Lt Colonel, USAF
Director..of Operations
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OPERATIONS ORDER NO. 2-54
B-L7 EFFECTS FLIGHT PROCEDURES

HEADQUARTERS
TASK GROUP 7.4, PROVISIONAL
APO 187, c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, California
26 February 1954 1800M

le MIssToN: To measure and record certain blast and thermal
effects in the immediate target area during Operation CASTLE in order
to obtain required effects data.

2. RESPONSIBILITIES:

a. Tae Commander, Test Aircraft Unit, is responsible for the
readiness of the aircraft to meet take-off schedules for rehearsals
and actual shots.

b. The Senior Air Controller on the Command Ship will be res-
ponsible for the operational control of the B-47 effects aircraft while
operating in the test area.

c. Task Group 7.1 will be responsible for the calibration,
’ maintenance, and operation of the special instrumentation installed in
the B47 Effects aircraft,

3. PROCEDURES:

a. The Effects B~47, call sign ELAINE TWO, will take-off as
scheduled in Annex C (Aircraft Mission Execution Chart). The pilot
will call the AOC, call sign DIRTY FACE, on VRF Channel "0", DIRTY FACE
will check all modes of IFF and HF air-ground Channel J-410, while
ELAINE TWO is proceeding to H-Hour Position designated in Annex D
(Aircraft H-Hour Position and Flight Patterns), DIRTY FACE will main-
tain control until ELAINE TWO is approximately 90 miles from Bikini,
then instruct ELAINE TWO to contact the CIC, call sign BOUNDARY TARE,
on VHF Channel "E", with IFF squawking mode 2,

be The BOUNDARY TARE Controller will establish radio and IFF
contact with ELAINE TWO and provide the aircraft with range and bearing
to pre-H-Hour orbit position. Upon reaching orbit position, the air-
craft will establish wind run patterns to culminate in H-Hour position
designated in Annex D, H-Hour position tolerances are plus or minus
throe (3) seconds. Positioning will be the responsibility of the aircraft
commander, BOUNDARY TARE will monitor the flight path
and issue required emergency instructions. BOUNDARY TARE will provide —
weather and high altitude wind information, as required, and instruct
ELAINE TWO to switch to Channel "B" for all time hacks. ELAINE TWO will
maintain radio silence on Channel "BY" at all times. Immediately fol-
lowing H-Hour, ELAINE TWO will be provided range and bearing to base by
BOUNDARY TARE, ELAINE TWO will remain on Channel "E" until instructed
to switch to Channel "C" for DIRTY FACE control when approximately 90
miles from base. If at any time ELAINE TWO cannot contact DIRTY FACE
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on Channel "C" or BOUNDARY TARE on Channel "E", HF air-ground Circuit
J~410 will be used as alternate.

OFFICIAL: HOWELL M. ESTES, JR.
Brigadier General, U. 8. A. F.

bedU,Lib - Commander

Lt Colonel, USAF
Director of Operations
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ANNEX _K
 

20
' OPERATIONS ORDER NO. 2-54
FB-36_SAMPLER FLIGHT PROCEDURES

READQUARTERS
T..SK GROUP 7.4, PROVISIONAL
APO 187, c/o Postmster
San Francisco, California
26 February 1954, 1800M

1. MISSION: To obtein cloud samples at extreme altitudes as directed
by the Seientific Observer on the control RB-36.

2, RESPONSIBILITIES: The Commander, Test Aircraft Unit, will insure
that both FB~36 pilots are familier with this Annex and that its provisions
are carried out,

3, PROCEDURES:

a. Two (2) FB-36 samplers, call sign FLOYD ONE and TWO, will
take off as scheduled in fnmnex C (iircraft Mission Execution Chart), When
airborne, each aircraft will call the AOC, call sign DIRTY FACE, on VHF
Channel "C", DIRTY FACE will take over direct control of the FB-36'8 at
this point and vector them to the sampling arec, checking o11 IFF modes en-
route. DIRTY FACE will then instruct aircraft commanders to return to
mode 2, They will continue on course until approximately 90 miles out, at
this point they will be instructed to switch to VHF Channel "F" for control
by BOUNDARY TARE.

b. BOUNDARY TARE will vector FLOYD aircraft to the vicinity of
CASSIDY. When BOUNDARY TARE determines that CASSIDY is capable of sscept~
ing control of FLOYD aircraft, control of these aircraft will ‘be turned
over to CASSIDY on Channel "E" or "F", Actual sampling operations will
be controlled by CASSIDY. Upon completion of sampling operation control
of FLOYD aircraft will be turned over to BOUNDARY TARE, Channel "F",

ec, BOUND.RY TARE will vector FLOYD aircraft toward base, When
90 miles out from base BOUNDARY TARE will turn control of FLOYD aoirereft
over to DIRTY F.CE, DIRTY FACE will vector FLOYD aoircreft to tase using
VHF, Channel "C",

ad. In the event the cloud moves to the vicinity of ENIWETOK,
BOUNDARY TARE will direct the 406 to vector FLOYD aircraft directly to
CASSIDY for control,

4 Personnel and Decontamination procedures for aircraft and crew
are outlined in Annex N,

an HOWELL M. ESTES, JR.
Brigadier Goneral, U. S. A. F.

i? pyShYLhe Commander

PAUL H, Motes
Lt Colonel, USAF
Director of Operations
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ANNEX_L

20
" OPERATIONS ORDER NO, 2-54
C~54 PHOTO FLIGHT PROCEDURES

HEADQUARTERS
TASK GROUP 7.4, PROVISIONAL
APO 187, c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, California
26 February 1954, 1800 M

1. MISSION: To conduct aerial photographic coverage of all CASTLE

shots to obtain required documentary still and motion picture photography.

2. RESPONSIBILITIES:

a. The Commader, Test Services Unit, will be responsible for
:rotec' '« the air crews and for the readiness of photographic air-~
craft to meet take-off schedules for rehearsals and actual shots.

b. The Senior Controller on the Command Ship will be responsi-
ble for the operational control of photographic aircraft while in the test
area.

c. Task Group 7,1 will be responsible for the readiness of photo-
grephic equipment for rehearsals and actual shots, for the operation and
maintenance of photographic equipment, and for the processing and dissem-
ination of all filn,

3. PROCEDURES:
a. The photographic C~54's, call sign PEWTER ONE, TWO and THREE,

will take off as scheduled in Annex C (Aircraft Mission Execution Chart).
They will call the AOC, call sign DIRTY FACE, on VHF Channel "C", DIRTY
FACE will check all modes of IFF, and HF aireground channel J-410, while
PEWTER aircraft are proceeding to their H-hour positions as designated
in Annex D (Aircraft Hehour Positions and Flight Patterns). DIRTY FACE
will maintain control until PEWTER aircraft are approximately 90 miles.
from Bikini, then instruct PEWTER aircraft to contact the CIC, call sign
BOUNDARY TARE, PEWTER ONE will call BOUNDARY TARE on VHF Channel "A";
PEWTER TWO (2) on "H's PEWTER THREE (3) on "G", All PEWTER aircraft will
squawk IFF mode 2, .

b. The BOUNDARY TARE Controllers will establish radio and IFF
contact with PEWTER aircraft ond provide them with range and bearing to
control of BOUNDARY TARE on assigned VHF channels wntil completion of
their missions, except when directed to switch to Channel "B" for time
hacks, PEWTER aircraft will maintain radio silence on Channel "B" ree
turning to assigned mission channel immediately after receiving the time
hacks, Each PEWTER aircraft will begin wind runs to achieve its H-hour
position as designated in Annex D. Each PEWTER aircraft will be providing
range from ground zero each time the aircraft passes through its. assigned
true bearing from ground zero. This procedure will be followed so that in
the event of VHF radio failure, just prior to Hehour, tolerances are plus
minus 15 seconds. After H-hour, PEWTER aircraft will conduct required
photographic missions. When missions are complete, aircraft will call
BOUNDARY TARE for a renge and bearing to base. When approximately 90 miles
from Bikini, inbound to base, the BOUNDARY TARE Controller will instruct
PEWTER aircraft to switch to Channel "C" for DIRTY FACE control.

TASK GROUP 7.4
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Cc. PEWTER aircraft will be instructed by BOUNDARY TARE to switch
to Channel "BY for the following time hacks:

(1) H+ 2 hours 2 minutes for He2 hour time hack.

(2) H+ 1 hour 2 minutes for H-l hour time hack.

(3) H = 32 minutes for H-30 minutes time hack.

(4) H- 3 minutes ond remain on B until after H-hour.

HOWELL M, ESTES, JR,
Brigadier General, U, S, A. F.

OFFICIAL : Commander

Lt Colonel, . USAF
Director of Operations
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ANNEX_M

TIONS ORDER -
WB-29_ OPERATIONS

HEADQUARTERS
- TASK GROUP 7.4, PROVISIONAL
APO 187, c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, California
26 February 1954 1800M

1. MISSION:

To conduct weather reconnaissance, typhoon reconnaissance, cloud
tracking and such other operations as required during Operation CASTLE,

2, RESPONSIBILITIES:

The Commander, Test Services Unit, will be responsible for plan-
ing and for maintaining a capability to execute the WB-29 mission as
outlined in this Annex,

3. PROCEDURES:
a, Sortie Requirements: The Test Services Unit will be capable

of performing:

(1) Two (2) daily weather reconnaissance sorties, of approxi-
mately twelve (12) hours duration, beginning on first
shot minus twenty (20) days and extending through first
shot minus (5) days and, as directed, on any other
than those days on which sorties are required by the
following paragraphs,

(2) Three (3) daily weather reconnaissance sorties, of approxi-
mately twelve (12) hours duration, beginning each shot
minus four (4) days and extending through each shot minus
one (1) day.

(3) One (1) sortie, of approximately twelve (12) hours duration,
on each shot day, to perform the following tasks.

(a) Provide preshot reports on weather in the Enivetok
Area affecting aircraft operations,

(b) Provide preshot route reports on weather between
Fniwetok and Bikint.

(c) Provide preshot reports on weather in the Bikini
Area affecting aircraft operations,

(a) Previde preshut "Up Wind Special" weather information
(if required).

(e) Perform postshot heavy particulate sampling.

(4) Two daily combination cloud tracking-weather reconnais-
sance flights, of approximately twelve (12) hours dura-
tion, beginning at H-Hour on each shot day and extending
through H448 hours, The primary. mission of these flights
will be cloud tracking. (See Apendicies 1 and 2).

TASK GROUP 7.4
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(5) Any special typhoon reconnaissance sorties required to

discharge typhoon reconnaissance responsibility in the
area bounded by the equator, latitude 25° North, the
Meridian of 180° and longitude of 157° 31' East. The
Joint Task Force Weather Central will coordinate this
effort.

b. Flight procedures:

(1) Weather Reconnaissance and Cloud Tracking Sorties:

(a) The Commander, Test Services Unit, will insure that
a thorough briefing of all personnel concerned is
held in the Weather Central prior to each weather re- ,
connaissance and cloud tracking flight. This briefing
will include tracks to be flown and communications,
control reporting and emergency procedures. The
following personnel will attend the briefing:

1. The Weather Reconnaissance Aircraft Crew. -

The Weather Officer, who will be on duty in the
Weather Central during the mission.BP

The AOC and SAR Controllers who will be on duty
during the mission.

4e The 57th Strat Reconnaissance Squadron Radio-
logical Safety Officer.

(b) Weather reconnaissance and cloud tracking aircraft
will call the AOC on VHF Channel "C", immediately
after take~off, and remain under the direct control
of the Eniwetok AOC on this channel while within VHF
range of Eniwetok. These aircraft will establish CW
HF radio contact with the AOC on HF Circuit J-411
immediately after take-off and remain-under theAOC
control throughout the mission on this circuit.
Crews will submit position, weather and/or rad/safe
reports to the AOC at 100 nautical miles intervals.
The rad/safe code is included as Appendix 3 to this
Annex. The weather code will be in accordance with
Air Weather Service Manual 105-34, -1 August 1953,
Recco Code. The Senior AOC Controller will insure
that these reports are forwarded immediately to the
Mniwetok Weather Central. The Iniwetok Weather
Central will forward required reports to the USS
ESTES Weather Central. The USS ESTES Weather Central
will forward all rad/safereports.received to the
JTF SEVEN rad/safe officer in the JOC. -The Rniwetok
AOC will continually plot the position of weather
reconnaissance and/or cloud tracking aircraft. Upon
completion of weather reconnaissance and cloud track-
ing missions, WB-29's will call the Rniwetok AOC on
VHF Channel "C" when 100 miles out from Rniwetok and
will remain under AOC control until base is in sight
and instructions are received from the AOC to switch
to Approach Control or Tower Frequency, Aircraft on
specific weather reconnaissance flights will include
reports of radiation, along with their primary mis-
sion weather reports, during the period H-Hour wtil
HAS hours.

’(c) Any weather reconnaissance or cloud tracking aircraft
experiencing an emergency within VHF radio range of
Iniwetok will notify the Eniwetok AOC on VHF Channel
"co", The Riwetok AOC will initiate SAR intercept
and implement the SAR Plan. If the emergency is ex-
pericnced out of VHF range of Iniwetok, thefollowing
action will be taken:

em
&.
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1. The WB-29 radio operator will immediately notify
the Fniwetok AOC of the emergency on Circuit
J-411 and announce the pilots intentions,

2. The AOC will initiate required emergency action,
maintaining contact with the aircraft in distress
on J-411 wmtil VHF contact is possible.

The USS ESTES will be located in the Bikini Area
during shot periods. The CIC will continually moni-
tor VHF Channel "D" and HF, Circuit J-410. WB~29's
may contact this station for emergoncy assistance,
including GCI radar vectors, VHF/DF steers and SAR
intercept, at the discretion of the aircraft commander.

Although crews will be thoroughly briefed on all
aspects of each mission as specified in paragraph
3d(1) above, the following cloud tracking infor-
mation is provided for planning purposes:

1, Flight #1 (WILSON #2 - H £.1:05 to H 4 15:00 hours):
This flight is to determine the characteristics of
the radiological hazard likely to drift and fall
out on Eniwetok or Ujelang Atolls and the hazard
upwind from the shot atoll. WILSON #2 will take-

off at H £ 1:05 hours, climb to 10,000 feet
while proceeding to Point "A", (See Appendix 1).
WILSON #2 will then begin a 10,000 foot racetrack
holding pattern, the eastern edge will be 50
nautical miles West of Ground Zero, This pattern
will extend 70 nautical miles from North to South
and 15 miles from East to West (See Appendix 1).
Upon encountering radiation, the entire pattern
is to be shifted westward to follow the leading
edge of the radiation field. Upon completion of
this phase of the mission, a search upwind from
the shot atoll will be made in a 30 degree sector
with apex on ground zero and centered on the aver-
age prevailing easterlies. "E" type search pattern
at 10,000 feet will be employed. Specific inst-
ructions for this mission will be forwarded by
CJTF SEVEN to CIG 7.4, ATIN: Commander, Test
Services Unit, not later than H minus eight (8)
hours.

Flight #2 (H plus 12 hours to H plus 24 hours):
This flight is to determine the characteristics of
the radiological hazard existing upwind from the
native populated atolls in the southeast quadrant
and the hazards existing on, or near, air routes
of interest to commands external to the Task Force
Area of responsibility (Appendix 2). "E" type
flight patterns at 10,000 feet will be employed.
Search of ‘air routes will be at 10,000 feet and
along the routes, or through the area forecast
to be upwind from such routes, for representative
distances as determined by the estimated limits
of accuracy of the air RADEX. The attempt here
will be to determine the contamination status of
the air on the routes, or of the potential hazards
likely to drift across the routes. The air routes
of interest are those through Wake and the Marshall
Islands. Specific instructions will be forwarded
by CJTF SEVEN to CTG 7.4, ATINs Commander, Test
Services Unit, not later than H plus four (4)
OUTS «
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Flight #3 (H/24 to H436 hours): This flight will
attempt to determine the extent of drift of other
major segments of the atomic cloud as practicable
and as required by existing meteorological in-
fluences. Areas and altitude of search are to
be specified later and will be contingent upon
the above influences and the results of flight
#1 and #2. Specific instructions for this mission
will be forwarded by CJTF SEVEN to CTG 7.4, ATIN:
Commander, Test Services Unit, not later than
eight (8) hours prior to scheduled aircraft take-
off. ,

Flight #4 (H436 to HAS hours): The necessity
for scheduling this flight will be determined
by CITF SEVEN on the basis of the result of
Flights #1, #2, #3, and other sources,

Mission instructions from CJTF SEVEN will be routed
through normal command and communications chan~
nels. However, to insure that advance details
get to TG 7.4 sufficiently in advance of the mis-
sions, informal mission instructions will be tran-
smitted through USS ESTES Weather Central -
Eniwetok Weather Station RATT channels by mission
take-off time minus eight (8) hours for each
flight.

The basic requirement for cloud tracking flights
is to provide data of sufficient accuracy to
support conclusions and decisions relating to
health hazards, and to confirm dr modify fore-
cast cloud segment drift. In general, the missions
are to be flown on the tracks specified with max~
imum emphasis on complete coverage of the design-
ated areas. It is not anticipated that in flight
analysis of the overall situation will be necessary,
except that tracking aircraft crews should re-
cognize cloud boundaries and leading edges.
Deviations from the prescribed track and reporting
positions should be made only in the event of
entry into highly contaminated areas. For cloud
tracking mission, turn-out will be executed when
intensities of 3.0 r/hr are approached. Following
such turn-out, appropriate in-flight adjustment
of track should be made by the aircraft commander
in the interest of maximum coverage of the desig-
nated area, The rad/safe monitor will exercise
discretion en turn-out-from contaminated areas,
carefully corsidering crew personnel dosages and
the anticipated length of flight through the
radiation field. Since precise measurements are
not required, suitable RADIAC equipment and re-
porting codes have accordingly been specified
below.

Fach flight will have on board sufficient instru-
ments of the following tynvs to insure reasonable
expectation of proper functioning of at least one
eh} of each type:

AN/PDR-TIB, .

Mx-5 or any equivalent military instrument
such as the AN/PDR-27, capable of direct
reading in milliroentgens per hour.
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8 An “== surveyinstrument of the scintil-
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lation counter type will be made available and
will be forwarded by JTF SEVEN Rad/Safe Officer
to WB-29 operational personnel for additional
RADIAC backup.

In-flight reports on radiation will be made in
conjunction with the standard weather reporting
messages uscd for weather reconnaissance flights.
Special reports are to be transmitted for any
positions where radiation intensity reaches a
maximum along a segment of the flight track, re~
gardless of whether or not such positions coincide
with points of regular 100-mile weather reports,
Additional special reports should be made at
critical positions in the flight trak, such as
positions which define a cloud boundary, a turn
out point, or eny other unusual situation.

(2) Heavy Particulate Sampling Sorties:

TASK GROUP 7.4
OPRS ORDER NO. 2-54
ANNEX M

(a} One (1) WB-29, call sign WILSON ONE, will take-off
at approximately H-5 hours. Exact take-off time
will be specified in Annex "C", "Mission Execution
Schedule", This aircraft will contact the Eniwetok
A0C on VHF Channel "C" and on HF Circuit J-410 in-
mediately after take-off. The aircraft will per-
form weather reconnaissance within a 30 mile radius
of the Iniwetok Area and report any significant
weather to the AOC, WILSON ONE will then proceed
to Bikini reporting weather enroute. When 90 miles
out from Pniwetok, WILSON ONE will be instructed by
the 40C to call the Command Ship CIC for control
and further instructions on VEF Channel "F", The
Command Ship Controller will instruct WILSON ONE to
report any further significant enroute weather,
over VHF Channel "F", or HF Circuit J-410. WILSON
ONE will then be instructed to perform local wea-
ther reconnaissance in the Bikini Area and to per-
form an "Qpwind" weather run culminating in an H-
hour position as required in Annex "D", "H-Hour
Positions and Flight Patterns". Immediately after
H-hour, WILSON ONE will be instructed to change to
VHF Channel "4'', At approximately H /# 1:00 hours, ~
WILSON ONE will be directed by CASSIDY to conduct
the Heavy Particulate Sampling Operation. The time
of this eperation will be decided by the Scientific
Director in the Control B-36, WILSON ONE will also
be provided all significant rad/safe frecasts, prior
to the sampling operation, by the CIC Controller.
Safeguarding of the aircraft and crew, however, will
be the responsibility of the Rad/Safe monitor aboard
WILSON ONE, After the sampling operation is com-
pleted, WILSON ONE will be vectored back to ENIWETOK
by the CIC Controller, When 90 miles out from Ini-
wetok, WILSON ONE will be instructed to call the

Mniwetok AOC on VHF Channel "C" for control and fur~
ther instructions. The Iniwetok AOC will vector
WILSON ONE to Mniwetok for landing.

M~5
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(b) Briefing:

1. The WILSON ONE crew will be thoroughly briefed
on the radiation reporting procedures by the
Scientific Task Group Sampling Project Officer
prior to each mission, The weather phase of
the briefing will be conducted by Commander,
Test Services Unit,

HOWELL M, ESTES, JR,
Brigadier General, U, S, A, F,

Lt Colonel, USAF
Director of Operations

3 Appendicies:
1, Cloud Tracking Chart, Flt #1
2, Cloud Tracking Chart, Flt #2
3, Rad/Safe Code
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PART .1 - WB-29 RAD/SAFE CODE FOR CLOUD TRACKING OPERATIONS

The code for in-flight reporting of radiation will be used in con
junction with the five digit groups normally devoted to AFOAT-1 reporting.
Position, time and altitude will be as normally reported on weather re-
connaissance flights, The first group of the five digits group will be
used to encode the radiation observations, Readings and general observe-
tions are to be coded in sequence and if conformance with the code below.
Should the first five digit group not adequately describe the report, suc-
cessive five-digit groups shovld be used. To indicate such amplification,
the first digit of the first five digit group should be coded accordingly.
The numbers indicated for coding the desired information below are exam
ples only, Formal random code numbers will be assigned by CJTF SEVEN prior
to the first shot for successive three-hour periods starting at H~hour and
terminating at H plus 48 hours. Copies of formal code numbers will be fur-
nished to the Weather Central and the operating agency.

EXAMPLE

*CODE NUMBERS FOR
PERIODS IN HOURS
AFTER H HOUR RADIATION MESSAGE

First Digit (Report Identification)

4 6 2 7 No detectable radiation above background

9 2 6 8 Radiation (gamma only) report follows

7 O 4 2 Radiation (gamma only) report follows with one
amplifying five-digit group

8 4 #7 1 Radiation (gamma only) report follows with two
amplifying five-digit groups

3 9 8 6 Radiation (gamma only) report follows with three
amplifying five-digit groups

1 5 3 0 Dummy

5 1 9° 3 Dummy

6 8 O. 5 Dumny

2 3 5 9 Dummy
0 7 2 4 Dummy

Second Digit (Intensity reading above estimated
aircraft background)

Less than 10 mr/hr, but above background

10 to 50 mr/hr. | .

50 to 100 mr/hr.

100 to 500 mr/hr. |

500 to 1000 m/hr,Oo
Ww
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1 to 5 r/hr.

5 to 10 r/hr.

More than 10 r/hr.

Dummy

Dummy

Third Digit (Pertinent additional information on
reading reported)

No comment on reported readings, or this is an
amplifying five-digit group.

Instruments (RADIAC) malfunctioning.

Readings fluctuating.

Spotty radiation levels encountered,

Radiation levels in the area are higher, but fly-
‘ing on fringe and taking observations at lower
levels of radiation.

Having passed through rain shower, background
is definitely higher.

Readings fluctuating because of intermittent showers.

Radiation intensity approximately constant since

last report.

Radiation intensity steadily increasing since last
report,

Radiation intensity steadily decreasing since last
‘report.

FourthDigit (General trends of mission and other
pertinent information)

Rad/Safe mission progressing satisfactorily.

Changed track (for rad/safe reasons) to that indicat-
ed in the clear at end of this message, (Indicate
track change in approximate full degrees of latitude
and longitude from present position).

Having mechanical difficulties which effect Rad/Safe
mission or designated track, (Amplify at endof
message, in the clear, if desired).

Cloud is visible.

Cloud is not visible.

No comment,



eN . .

Fifth Digit (For amplification of previous information)

2 5 7 2 No comment. .

Executed turn-out at intensity indicated in second -
digit of this report.

~

“
o~ oO w

4 Operating position relative to cloud is unknown.

Working leading edge of cloud.

Working cloud boundary,

| Dummy.

3 7 Dummy.

EXAMPLE: (H plus 14 hour message).

"seceneehO549 34125 64321 83679. 2eeeeeeeet

o
D

Fe
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Y
P
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n
o

ew
wu

k®
Oo

DN1

7 9
9 5
0 6

3 8

5 2

6 3

8 1

for ,

"Radiation report follows with one amplifying five-digit group, 100-500
mr/hr radiation levels in the area are higher but flying on fringe and
taking observations at lower levels of radiftion, cloud is visible, working
leading edge of cloud, dummy, reading fluctuating, Rad/Safe mission progress-
ing satisfactorily, dummy, plus two dummy five-digit group"

*Actual code numbers for each shot will be assigned and distributed by JIF.
SEVEN five (5) days prior to shot time.
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ANNEX N
TO

OPERATIONS ORDER NO. 2-54
BADTOLOGICAL

HEADQUARTERS
TASK GROUP 7.4, PROVISIONAL
AFO 187, c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, California
16 March 1954 1800M

(This document supercedes Annex N, TG 7.4 Opns Order No. 2-54, dtd 26 Feb 54)

1. MISSION: To provide, operate and maintain facilities for per-
sonnel and aircraft decontamination, personnel dosimetry and Rad Safe
monitoring. '

PART ahi

AIRCRAFT DECONTAMINATION mo,

2. RESPONSIBILITIES:

 

a. Test Aircraft Unit:

(1) Provide key personnel, establish and operate an air-
eraft decontamination center, under the Nuclear
Applications Division.

(2) Furnish necessary supplies and equipment cited in Part
I, 4926th Test Squadron (Sampling), UAL R-2201.

(3) Furnish ground crews to assist in washing down
organizational aircraft.

(4) Be prepared to assist TG 7.3 in the decontamination
of Navy aircraft,

be Test Support Unit:

(1) Provide key personnel as available to assist Test Air-
eraft Unit in all Rad Safe functions.

(2) Furnish necessary items of supply and equipment listed
in Part II of 4926th Test Squadron (Sampling), UAL
R-2201, ,

(3) Provide a limited number of personnel to assist in air-
craft decontamination during peak work loads. This
requirement will be the result of a joint agreement
between the Commander, Test Support Unit and the Commander,
Test Aircraft Unit.

(4) Furnish ground crews to assist in washing dow
organizational aircraft.

c. Test Services Unit:

(1) Furnish ground crows to assist in washing down
organizational aircraft.

3. PROCEDURES: Procedures to be followed are listed below in chrono-
logical sequence of execution. These procedures will be thoroughly
rehearsed.

TASK GROUP 7.4 —
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ae On D-Day, sampler F-84's, WB-29's, and FB~36's will be parked
in designated radioactive decay areas.

b. All other aircraft will be checked upon landing for evidence
of radiological contamination. If an aircraft is contaminated to above
25 mr/hr, it will be isolated and posted.

¢. The sampler FB~36's will be parked, one on the decontamination
pad and one on theturn around pad. These aircraft will be checked upon
landing to determine the level of contamination.

d. Unless urgency necessitates, no aircraft decontamination will
be attempted until D plus 2 days, at which time the FB-36's will be decon-
taminated first.

e. As soon as the radiation intensities are reducedto tolerable
levels, to be determined by the Aircraft Decontamination Officer, Test
Aircraft Unit, the FB-36's will be returned to their normal parking spaces.

f. Second priority for decontamination will be F-84 sampler
aircraft,

g.» Third priority for decontamination will be WB-29 aircraft,

h. Fourth priority for decontamination will be those aircraft
accidentally contaminated.

i. Before aircraft are cleared for flying, the intensity of
radiation at crew positions must be less than 10 mr/hr.

j. As aircraft are decontaminated, they will be released to
maintenance. ,

PART IT
PERSONNEL DECONTAMINATION

4. RESPONSIBILITIES:

a. Tost Aircraft Unit:

(1) Provide key personnel, establish and operate a per~
sonnel decontamination and dosimetry center under the
Nuclear Applications Division.

(2) Furnish necessary supplies and equipment cited in
Part I, 4926th Test Squadron (Sampling), UAL R~2201,

(3) Provide protective clothing for use by aircraft
decontamination and maintenance crews,

(4) Provide all dosimetry services for sampler aircrews
and for all other individuals of Task Group 7.4 who
will enter radiation fields of more than 10 mr/hr,

(5) Maintain individual records of dosage received for
all Task Group 7.4 personnel,

b. Test Support Unit:

(1) Furnish necessary items of supply and equipment listed in
Part II of 4926th Test Squadron (Sampling), UAL R-2201,.
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(2) Provide a limited mumber of personnel to assist in per-
sonnel decontamination during peak work loads, This
requirement will be the result of a joint agrecment be-
tween the Commander, Test Support Unit and the Commander,
Test Aircraft Unit.

(3) Brief personnel concerning procedures to be followed in
personnel decontamination.

ce Test Services Unit:

(1) Brief personnel concerning procedures to be followed in
personnel decontamination.

5. PROCEDURES: The Personnel Decontemination Section of the Test
Aircraft Unit will:

a. On D minus 10 days, furnish to J-7 Division, TG 7.1, an
estimate of the number of film badges needed on shot and subsequent days.

be On D minus one day, issue film badges and dosimeters to all
aircrew members of sampling aircraft and whero needed to aircrew members of
aircraft which will be flying within 100 miles of the shot site at H-Hour.

c. As necessary, issue protective clothing, film badges and dosi-
meters to all individuals who will be utilized as Rad Safe monitors by
Air Task Units.

d. As necessary, operate the personnel decontamination center for
all Task Group 7.4 personnel on Riiwetok. Level of tolerance acceptable on
any skin surface is 1 mr/hr; on clothing it is 7 mr/hr; on underclothing it
is 2 mr/hr,

ee On D-Day, provide transportation for aircrew mombers of
contaminated aircraft to the personnel decontamination center only.

f. As necessary, have contaminated clothing laundered until
levels of intensity are reduced substantially to that of background. When
clothing has been sufficiently decontaminated, it will be returned to the
issued section and re-used. Shoes will be isolated and allowed to undergo
natural decay until the level of radiation intensity hes lowered sufficiently.

PART ITT
RAD SAFE MONITORING

6. RESPONSIBILITIES:

a. Test Aircraft Unit:

(1) Provide key personnel, establish and operate a Rad Safe
monitoring section undor the Nuclear Applications Division.

(2) Provide and maintain a supply of radiac instruments for
airborne and off-site monitoring.

(3) Provide trained personnel to meet and monitor cach air~

craft landing at Iniwetok Island on D-Day to determine
which have become contaminated.

(4) Provide airborne monitors to fly in all organizational
aircraft (except F-8's) as necessary.

(5) Provide a pool of trained personnel to’ serve as off-site
monitors in the event of fall-out over inhabited areas.
Personnel for this duty will be drawn from other Test
Units, as required; any special training will be conducted
by the Test Aircraft Unit.
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b. Test Support Units

(1) Provide airborne monitors to fly in all organizational
aircraft as necessary.

(2) Provide personnel as required by paragraph 6a(5) above.

c. Test Serviees Unit:

(1) Provide airborne monitors to fly in all organizational
aircraft as necessary.

(2) Brovide personnel as required by paragraph 6a(5) above.

7. ERQCEDURES:

a. Each aircraft landing at Iniwetok Island on shot day will
be checked for contamination by monitors of the Test Aircraft Unit. Any
aircraft found to be contaminated above the acceptable lovel will be
isolated and marked with radiation hazard placards. Crews and passengers
aboard contaminated aircraft will be examined for contamination on cloth-
ing and bodies.

be On D minus 1 day airborne Rad Safety monitors of other task
units will draw the nedessary survey instruments from the Rad Safe Monitoring
Section, Test Aircraft Unit. They will return these instruments as soon as
practicable after use.

ce On days subsequent to shot-day, monitors of the Rad Safety
Momitoring Section, Test Aircraft Unit, will be available at all main-
tenance areas to check internal parts of aircraft impossible to deconta-
minate during the aircraft decontamination process, As higher levels of
activity are exposed, these monitors will determine the degree of hazard
to maintenance personnel and will advise unit commanders eccordingly. They
will also insure that all parts returned to Air Force Supply channcols are
appropriately tagged and packaged as directed by T.0. O0-L10A-1.

HOWELL M. ESTES, JR.
Brigadier General, U. S. A. F.

Commander

’ “OFFICIAL: .

‘ f ~ /
A 4

PAUL H. FACKLER
Lt Colondl, ‘USAF
Director of Operations
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OPERATIONS ORDER NO, 2-54
DECONTAMINATION

 

HEADQUARTERS
TASK GROUP 7.4, PROVISIONAL
APO 187, c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, California
26 February 1954, 1800M

1. MISSION: To provide, operate and maintain facilities for per-
sonnel and aircraft decontamination and for personnel dosimetry.

PART. 1
AIRCRAFT. DECOMTANMINATION

2. RESPONSIBILITIES:

 

a. Test Support Unit:

(1) Provide primary aircraft decontamination facilities on
ENIWETOK ISLAND.

(2) furnish necessary supplies and equipment to decontaminate
all affected Air Force aircraft,

(3) Be prepared to assist TG 7.3 in the decontamination of
Navy aircraft.

b. Test Aircraft Unit:

(1) Furnish representatives from communications to advise
the decontamination officer concerning any communications
equipment involved in the washdown of affected aircraft,

(2) Furnish ground crew members to assist in washing dow
organizational aircraft,

c. Test Services Unit:

(1) In the event of an accidental contamination, furnish re-
presentatives of commumications end ground crews of the
affected aircraft to csaist in denont isination opcratiuns,

3. PROCEDURES: Procedures to be followed are listed below in chrono-
logical sequence of execution. These procedures will be thoroughly re-
hearsed,. ,

‘a. On D-Day, sampler F-84's, WB-29 and FB-36 will be parked in
designated "hot" decay areas,

b. All other aircraft will be checked upon landing for evidence
of radiological contamination, If an aircraft is contaminated, above 25
mr/hr, it will be isolated and posted.

c. The Sampler FB-36's will be parked, one on the decontamination
pad and onc on tho turn around pad, and checked for radiation intensities by
the samo monitor used in a, and b, above,
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d. Unless urgency necessitates, no aircraft decontamination will
be attempted until D plus 1 day, at which time the B-36's will be deconta~
minated first,

e. As soon as the radiation intensities are reduced to tolerable
levels, to be determined by the Aircraft Decontamination Officer, Test
Support Unit, the B~36's will be returned to there normal parking space,

f, Second priority for decontamination will be F.84 sampler
aircraft. ,

g. Third priority for decontamination will be WB-29 aircraft,

‘. h. Fourth priority for decontamination will be those aircraft -
accidentally contaminated,

i. Before aircraft are cleared for flying, the intensity of
radiation at crew positions must be less than 10 mr/hr,

j. As aircraft are decontaminated, they will be released to
maintenance. ' ms

PART II
PERSONNEL DECONTAMINATION

4. RESPONSIBILITIES:

a. Test Support Unit:

(1) Provide primary personnel decontamination facilities
for all personnel on ENIWETOK ISLAND.

(2) Provide protective clothing for use by sampler aircraft
crews, aircraft decontamination crews, maintenance crews,
ete,

(3) Provide all film badges and dosimeters for use by sampler
aircraft crews and for all other individuals who will

enter a radiation field of more than 10 mr/hr,

(4) Maintain individual records of dosage received so that
personnel may be withdrawn from exposure to radiation
before exceeding their maximum permissible exposure of
3.9 roentgens for the oneration,

b,. Test Aircraft Unit:

(1) Brief personnel concerning all procedures to be followed
in personnel decontamination,

ec. Test Services Unit:

(1) Brief personnel concerned on procedures to be followed
in personnel decontamination,

5. PROCEDURES: The Personnel Decontamination Section of the Test
Support Unit wills .

a. On D minus 10 days, furnish to J-7 Division, TG 7.1, estimate
of number of film badges needed on shot and subsequent days.

b. On D minus 1 day, obtain dosimeters and calibrated radiac
instruments from the Instrumentation Section of the Test Aircraft Unit.
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c. On D minus 1 day, install film badges and other special
radiation detection controls in designated aircraft,

d. On D Day, issue protective clothing, film badges and dosi-
maters to all aircrew members of sampling aircraft and to aircrew members
of aircraft which will be flying within 100 miles of the shot site at H-
Hour.

e. On D Day, issue protective clothing, film badges and dosi-
meters to all individuals who will be utilized as rad~safe monitors by
Air Force Task Units.

. f, On D Day, operate the personnel decontamination center for
all individuals who have been issucd film badges. Level of tolerance
acceptable on any skin surface is 1 mr/hr; on clothing it is 7 mr/hr ;
and on underclothing it is 2 mr/hr.

ge On D Day, assist in removing aircrew members from sampler
aircraft end provide transportation to the personnel decontamination
center,

h. On D plus 1 day, launder contaminated clothing until levels
of intensity are reduced substantially to that of background. When
clothing has been decontaminated sufficiently, it will ve returned to
the issue section and re used, Shoes will be isolated and allowed to
undergo natural decay processes until the level of radiation intensity
is sufficiently lowered.

i. Each day, deliver to J-7 Division, TM 7.1, all exposed
film badges, Record the results of each day's operations on individual
cumulative radiation exposure cards. If any individual has reached 3.0
roentgens cumulative dosage duxing the preceding twenty-four hour period,
his name will be reported inmediately to his commander and to the Rade
Safe Officer, TG 7.4.

HOWELL M. ESTES, JR.
Brigadier General, U. S. A. F.

OFFICIAL: Commander

sad,b Hifh.
PHL Uh,. PA
Lt Colonel, USAF
Director of Operations
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B-50IBDA FLIGHT PROCEDURES

HEADQUARTERS
TASK GRCUP 7.4, PROVISIONAL
APO 187, c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, California
26 February 1954, 1800M

1. MISSICN:

a. To provide Strategic Air Command and other interested agencies
with IBDA data.

b. To familiarize Strategic Air Command crews with the phenomena
associated with thermonuclear detonations.

2. RESPONSIBILITIES:

 

a. The SAC Detachment Commander will be responsible for proper
erew selection and for the procedures outlined in paragraph 3 below until
arrival of the aircraft at Eniwetok, and for that portion subsequent to
crew debriefing,

b. The Test Aircraft Unit Commander will be responsible for that
portion of the procedures outlined in parngraph 3 below subsequent to ar-
rival of the aircraft at Fniwetok and until completion of debriefing.

3. PROCEDURES:

a. Three (3) Guam based B-50 aircraft and crews, to include a
qualified Rad-Safe monitor, will be selected end dispatched sufficiently
in advance of each shot so as to arrive at Eniwetok not later than 1500
hours on D minus two (2) days.

(1) No more than four (4) maintenance personnel] will accom
pany each aircraft to Eniwetok, These personnel will
be qualified to perform any maintenance necessary to
assure proper preparation of the aircraft for its mis-

sion.

(a) A small enroute maintenance kit will accompany each

she) to Eniwetok (No B-50 parts will be avail-

able).

(b) One R-4360 built-up engine, complete with power
pack, will be prepositioned eat Eniwetok and this
level will be maintained throughout the operation.

(2) All crews and maintenance personnel concerned will be
briefed on Pacific Proving Grounds restriction on contra-
band items such as Firearms, Cameras, Narcotics, etc.,
as prescribed in Task Group 7.4 Cperations Order 1-53.

(3) All of the above personnel will possess a minimum secu~
rity clearance of SECRET.
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(4) All crews will be capable of assuming any position in
flight to provide for a replacement in the event the
leader or number two (2) aircraft is forced to abort.

b. Immediately upon landing, the crews will be checked through
security and billeting. The Flight Commander will then report to the Test
Aircraft Unit Commander to receive instructions on:

(1) Crystallization of aircraft with proper test frequencies.

(2) Briefings to attend.

(3) Spotting of aircraft in take-off order.

(4) Procurement of Film Badges and Dosimeters.

‘@. The B-50's, call sign HARDTIME 1, 2 and 3, will take off on
D day as scheduled in Annex C (Aircraft Mission Execution Chart). HARD~
TIME ONE (1) will call the ACC, call sign DIRTY FACE, on VHF Channel ¢,
HARDTIHNE TWO (2) and THREE (3) will standby on Channel C, DIRTY FACE will
check all modes of IFF and the HF air~ground Channel J-410 on all aircraft.
Aircraft will proceed in a night cell formation to the H-hour position as-
signed by Annex D (Aircraft H-hour Positions and Flight Patterns), DIRTY
FACE will maintain control until the flight is approximately 90 miles from
Bikini, then will instruct HARDTIME ONE (1) to contact the CIC, call sign
BOUNDARY TARE, on VHF Channel "G", with IFF squawking mode 2. HARDTIME
TWO (2) arid THREE (3) will switch to Channel "G" at this time but will not
squawk IFF unless instructed to do so by BCUNDARY TARE, In the event
HARDTIME ONE (1) is forced to abort, HARDTIME TWC (2) will assume the lead
together with HARDTINE ONE's H-hour position, with HARDTIME THREE (3) as-
suming HARDTIME TWO's H-hour position.

d. BOUNDARY TARE Controller will establish radio and IFF contact
with HARDTIME ONE (1) and provide him with range and tearing to his H-hour
position. Upon reaching: his prescribed orbit pattern he will establish
wind run patterns to culminate in his H-hour pesition as prescribed in
Annex D, H-hour position tolerances are plus or minus five (5) seconds.
Positioning will be the responsibility of the aircraft commander,
BOUNDARY TARE will provide range from Ground Zoro, and will
issue any required emergency instructions. HARDTIME TWO (2) and THREE (3)
will position themselves on HARDTIME ONE (1), as prescribed by Annex D,
with BOUNDARY TARE Controller periodically checking their relative positions,
BOUNDARY TARE will provide weather and upper wind information as required
and will instruct HARDTIME ONE (1) to switch to Channel "B" for all time
hacks, HARDTIME TWO (2) and THREE (3) will automatically switch to Channel
"EB" when HARDTI?E ONE (1) is instructed to do so for time hacks. All HARD~
TIME aircraft will maintain radio silence on Channel "B" at all times.
Immediately upon completion of IBDA photography (approximately H plus 15
minutes), the three (3) aircraft will rejoin in formation over the Command
Ship or at a point in space as directed by the Controller, and advise
BCUNDARY TARE that mission is complete. At no time will these aircraft
enter or maneuver to 1 position closer than 20 nautical miles from the
atomic cloud. BOUNDARY TARE will provide range and bearing to base and
will retain control until the flight is approximately 90 miles fron Bikini,
At this time HARDTIME CNE (1) will be instructed to switch to Channel "0"
and call DIRTY FACE, HARDTIME TWO (2) and THREE (3) will also switch to
Channel "C" at this time, If at any time HARDTIVE aircraft camnot contact
DIRTY FACE on Channel "SC" or BOUNDARY TARE on Channel "Gq", HF air-ground
circuit J-410 will be used as an alternate. .
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e, Crews will be debriefed immediately upon landing; mission
VHF crystals, film badges and dosimeters will be turned in; aircraft will
be refueled; maintenance personnel will be picked up; and the aircraft
will depart for Guam without delay. Normal OATC precedures will be used

f. Participation will be in shots BRAVO, UNION, YANKEE, NECTAR,
ROMEO and KOON.

HOWELL M. ESTES, JR.
Brigadier General, U.S. A. F.

CFFICIAL: Commander

c‘ a t
¢ , A _ oa 7

iv ‘ : fF .

baud4,apgtthtin. PACKLER
Lt Colonel, USAF
Director of Operations
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Cm47 RELAY FLIGHT PROCEDURES

HEADQUARTERS
TASK GROUP 7.4, PROVISIONAL
APO 187, c/o Postmaster
San Franciseo, California
26 February 1954, 1800 M

1, MISSION:
a. To provide long range VHF communicationsbetween the AOC ani

crc,

2. RESPONSIBILITIES:

a, The Test Support Unit Commander is responsible for the readi-
ness of C-47 relay aircraft to meet take-off schedules,

b, Senior Controllers on the Command Ship and AOC are responsible
for the operational control of C-47-relay aircraft while on mission station,

c, The Test Support Unit Commander is responsible for installation,
maintenance and operations of special-relay equipment, assisted by technical
personnel of Task Group 7.4.

3. PROCEDURES:

a. One (1) C-47 aircraft,call sign REFLECTOR ONE, equipped with
automatic VHF radio relay equipment, will take-off at time specified in
Annex "'C" (Aircraft Mission Execution Chart), This aircraft will contact
DIRTY FACE on the REFLECTOR VHF channel (VHF channel C is back-up) when
airborne. DIRTY FACE will control REFLECTOR until pre-H-Hour orbit position
and altitude designated in Annex"D" is reached, REFLECTOR IFF will be squawk-
ing Mode 2,

b, When REFLECTOR reaches orbit position, DIRTY FACE will instruct
the aircraft to call BOUNDARY TARE for control, This call will be made. on
the VHF REFLECTOR channel with VHF channel C as back-up,

c. Immediately following H-Hour, DL RTY FACE will vector REFLECTOR
to the position designated in Appendix 1, Annex "D"', REFLECTOR will relay
VHF messages between the CIC and ACC automatically if equipment is operational
and manually if not, DIRTY FACE will exercise control of REFLECTOR during
this period, adjusting the aircraft's position as required to accomplish the
relay mission,

: @, Upon completion of the relay mission and confirmed by BOUNDARY
TARE, REFLECTOR will be vectored to base by DIRTY FACE,

 

OFFICIAL: HOWELL M, ESTES, JR.
Brigadier General, U. 5, A, Fe

hadupp “smut
Lt Colonel, USAF
Director ofOperations
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PERATIONS ORDER NO, 2-'
OBSERVER ATRORAFT FLIGHT PROCEDURES

HEADQUARTERS
TASK GROUP 7.4, PROVISIONAL
APO 187, ¢/o Postmaster
San Francisco, California
26 February 1954 1800M

1 . MISSION:

a. To monitor the arrival of official observers and project
participants who will visit Rniwetok during the CASTLE Operation.

b. To integrate and properly position the observer aircraft, call
sign VIKING, into CASTLE Operations, providing also for the departure of
these aircraft from the operational area to the point of next intended land-
ing outside Pacific Proving Ground area,

2. RESPONSIBILITIES:

a. Official observers and project participants will be assisted
in accordance with the provisions of Task Group 7.4 Headquarters Office
Instruction::., Number 900-1, dated 20 February 1954.

b. Briefings for official observers and participants are outlined
in Annex X (Briefings).

c. Test Aircraft Unit will:

(1) Brief the observer aircraft commander to file DD Form
175 at least twelve hours prior to scheduled take-off
for the observer mission,

(2) Integrate theobserver aircraft into Annex "C" (Aircraft
Mission Execution Chart).

d. VIKING Aircraft Commanders will:

(1) Attend VIP briefings.

(2) Establish and maintain route, altitude, and orbit patterns
and comply with instructions received from the AOC and
cIc.

3. PROCEDURES «
a, The official observer aircraft, call sign VIKING 1, 2, 3, etc.,

will take-off as scheduled in Annex "C" (Aircraft Mission Execution Chart),
and climb to the altitude prescribed in Appendix 2, Annex D (H-Hour Air-
craft Flight Plans), on a course of 180°, VIKING pilots will call DIRTY
FACE on VHF Channel "C", DIRTY FACE will check all modes of IFF, and HF
air-ground Circuit J-410 while VIKING aircraft are proceeding to their H-
hour positions as designated in Appendix 1, Annex D (Aircraft H-Hour Posi-
tioning Chart). Aircraft will fly the 180° course for thirty (30) NM,
then establish a direct course for a position sixty (60) NM from Ground
Zero, along an outbound true bearing of 135° from Ground Zero to enter and
maintain prescribed orbit patterns at this point, DIRTY FACE will instruct
VIKING aircraft to contact the CIC (BOUNDARY TARE) for positioning control
on VHF Channel "C" and HF Circuit J-410, VIKING aircraft will squawk IFF
Mode 2.
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be BOUNDARY TARE controller will establish radio and IFF

contact with VIKING aircraft and provide them with range and bearing to
their H-hour positions, VIKING aircraft will remain under the direct
control of BOUNDARY TARE on VHF Channel "C" until completion of their
missions, except when directed to switch to VHF Channel "BY for time hacks.
VIKING aircraft will maintain radio silence on Channel "B", returning to
assigned mission Channel (VHF "C") immediately after receiving the time
-hacks. Each aircraft will orbit H-hour station and, just before H-hour,
pilots will orierit the longitudinal axis of their aircraft, in relation
to Ground Zero, as instructed at the mission briefing. VIKING aircraft
will be positioned in space at different altitudes over the same geo-
graphic reference point, as specified in Annex D. VIKING aircraft are
prohibited from approaching a position closer than thirty (30) nautical
miles horizontally to the periphery of the nuclear clowl or any portion
thereof.

¢. VIKING aircraft will be instructed by BOUNDARY TARE to switch
to VHF Channel "BY" for the following time hacks:

(1)" H - 2 hours 2 minutes for H - 2 time hack.

(2) H-1 hour 2 minutes for H -1 time hack...

(3) H - 32 minutes for H - 30 minutes time hack.

(4) H - 3 minutes and remain on B until after H-hour.

d. VIKING aircraft will maintain assigned altituie at all times
and execute normal orbit pattern so that observers can watch cloud
development,

e. Commanders of VIKING aircraft may establish whatever time
they desire for departure from the operational area. However, the departure
plan must be coordinated first with the CIC (BOUNDARY TARE) on WHF Channel
"C", BOUNDARY TARE will then release the VIKING aircraft concernéd from
the area, with instructions to proceed to its point of first intended
landing as specified by the pilot in his previously filed DD Form 175.
BOUNDARY TARE also will notify DIRTY FACE of the VIKING departure,

f£. Personnel aboard each VIKING aircraft will turn in their den-
sity goggles and film badges, together with any other related special
equipment, to the TG 7.1 Radiological Safety monitor accompanying each
aircraft, In turn, the Rad Safety monitor will insure that all such items
of equipment are returned to the proper agency of Joint Task Force SEVEN,

OFFICIAL: HOWELL M. ESTES, JR.
Brigadier General, U.S. A. F,.jf . f Commander

fo Khelen.PAUL H. FACKL
Lt Colonel, USAF
Director of Operations
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OPERATIONS ont NO, 2-54
SAMPLE RECOVERY PROCEDURES

HEADQUARTERS
TASK GROUP 7.4, PROVISIONAL
APO 187, c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, California
26 February 1954 1800M

1, MISSION: The purpose of this Annex is to outline tasks to be
accomplished by this headquarters and by subordinate Task Units in sample
recovery operations.

2. RESRONSIBILITIES
a. Sample recovery operations encompasses three (3) separate

operations: Sample removal, Sample packaging, and Sample return. The
Air Task Group Rad-Safe responsibilities will be executed in the follow-
ing manner: Test Aircraft Unit will be responsible for sample removal;
Test Support Unit will be responsible for providing assistance and normal
support for Sample return. Sample packaging is the responsibility of
Task Group 7.1,

b. The extent to which the Air Task Group is responsible in each
of these three (3) operations is as follows:

(1) The Test Aircraft Unit will:

(a) Park and secure aircraft.

(b) Assist pilot from aircraft, and remove film badges.

(c) Provide one trained Rad-Safe monitor to stand-by
during Sample removal toinsure that exposure to
radiological hazard is reduced to a minimum.

(d) Provide personnel for removal of radiochemical
samples from aircraft,

(e) Provide personnel to support Task Group 7.1] in their
packaging responsibilities.

(2) The Test Support Unit will:

(a) Isolate parking area, using ropes, radiation signs
and military or air police guards to enforce the
quarentine as required,

(bd) Refuel sample return aircraft as required.

(c) Provide meals and inflight lunches,

(d) Provide billeting for the crews of sample return
aircraft,

(e) Assure timely loading to accomplish take-off
schedule as listed in g below,
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(f) Insure that samples will not present a radiological
hazard on the return flight as a result of improper
packaging.

(g) Assure the departure of four (4) R6D sample return
aircraft from Eniwetok Island on the following
schedule:

2. Two (2) aircraft as early as H45:00, to be
. determined by progress of sampling.

2. One (1) aircraft departs Eniwetok approximately
H436:00.

3. One (1) aircraft departs Eniwetok approximately
H/72:00.

(3) The MATS will arrange for the arrival of sample return
aircraft at Eniwetok on the following schedule:

(a) Priority I trips will arrive at 0600M on D-2
Days and will be operated with heavy type transport
equipment,

(o) Priority II trip will be in position and ready for
departure at Eniwetok Island with a back-up air-
craft at Kwajalein Island at 1800M on D-Day
and will be operated with medium type transport
equipment.

(c) Priority III trip will be in position and ready
for departure at Eniwetok Island at 0600 on D/3
Days and will be operated with medium type trans-
port equipment.

3. PROCEDURES: Specific detailed operating procedures for the accom-
plishment of the above will be prepared by the Test Unit responsible.

HOWELL M. ESTES, JR.
Brigadier General, U. S. A. F.

OFFICIAL: Commander

7 ae
1a. : .

paul, H’ Packtar
Lt Colonel, USAF
Director of Operations
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HEADQUARTERS
TASK GROUP 7.4, PROVISIONAL
APO 187, c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, California
26 February 1954, 1800M

1. PURPOSE: To outline all control procedures and functions of
AOC personnel for Operation CASTIE,

2. SCOPE: This Annex describes in detail all procedures to be used
in the AOC to conform with the policies and responsibilities as outlined
in Annex "K", Operations Order No, 1-53,

3. PROCEDURES:

a. The AOC (DIRTY FACE) will exercise operational control of
all aircraft operating in the ENIWETOK area and will supervise and coordi-

_nate operations of ENIWETOK control tower, Approach control, GCA, Area
control and SAR control, A senior controller will be assigned to the AOC
for the purpose of supervising the operation of the AOC during all periods
of operation, During all shot and rehearsal periods he will be under the
supervisory control of the Senior Air Controller of the CIC (BOUNDARY TARE)
and will work with and assist the CIC (BOUNDARY TARE) in accomplishing the
aircraft missions as outlined in Annexes "F" through "M', "oO" through "Qi
and "U", The Area Controllers, Status Controllers, Approach Controllers,
SAR Controllers, Plotters and radio operators of the AOC will be personnel
assigned to the operational control of Headquarters, Task Group 7.4 by
Test Units for the purpose of operating the AOC on a twenty-four (24) hour
basis and to man the AOC to maximum strength during all shot and rehearsal
periods. Personnel will report to duty as scheduled and will check the
facilities and equipment assigned to perform their mission to insure it is
functioning properly, The status and plotting boards will be checked for
proper display of information,

b,. All aircraft will take off as scheduled in Annex "C'l con-
tacting "DIRTY FACE (AOC) on 137,88MC (Channel C), DIRTY FACE will check
all modes of IFF equipment and HF aireground communications on all air-
craft, If any F-8& aircraft fails to respond to the proper IFF or
communications check they. will be aborted and returned to base. The
above checks will be conducted while on course to assigned mission. DIRTY
FACE will maintain positive IFF and VHF control until BOUNDARY TARE (CIC)

ostablishes positive radar and radio control.

c. VHF channels, IFF modes and mission instructions for aircraft
are specified in aircraft mission briefings and individual controller
instructions, -

d. The Status Controller will be responsible, through information
received and told to his plotters md radio operators, for the maintaining
of the appropriate status boards, On the mission status board, position
one (1) and six (6) will be obtained from the control tower, posted and
told forward to BOUNDARY TARE, Positions two (2) through five (5) will
be received from BOUNDARY TARE, Position five (5) will be confirmed by
the Area Controller, Positions are:

(1) Position one (1) = Actual take off time of aircraft,

'(2) Position two (2) = Actual time CIC establishes contact
and accepts control from AOC (approximately 90 miles
from ENIWETOK),
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) ~ Actual time aircraft arrives at
ane .

(3) Position
assigned mission s

(4) Position four (4) = Actual time aircraft departs mission
station,

(5) Position five (5) ~ Actual time AOC establishes contact
nee control from CIC. (Approximately 90 miles
out).

(6) Position six (6) = Actual time aircraft lands.

e. Plotting will be the responsibility of the Status Controller
through his assigned plotters and tellers, Aircraft will be plotted from
position one (1) to position two (2) and from position five (5) to position
six (6) at three minute intervals from positions received from the Area
Controllers scope, After aircraft depart position two (2) they will be
plotted by one arrow with time and call sign as told forward fromthe CIC.
During all continuous plotting three plots for each aircraft will remin
on the plotting board for the purpose of showing direction,

f. SAR missions in the ENIWETOK area will be conducted as set
forth in Annex "F" and will be controlled from the AQC as directed in
"Emergency Rescue Operating Procedure (A0C),"

OFFICIAL: HOWELL M, ESTES, JR.
Brigadier General, U. S. A. F.

On, ZL
Commander

Lt Colonel, USAF.
Director of Operations
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OPERATIONS ORDER NO, 2—

CIC_PROCEDURES

HEADQUARTERS
TASK GROUP 7.4, PROVISIONAL
APO 187, c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, California
26 February 1954, 1800M

1. PURPOSE: To outline all control procedures and functions of CIC
personnel for Operation CASTLE,

2. SCOPE: This annex covers all detail procedures for use in the
CIC, The overall aircraft control policies and responsibilities are out-
lined in Annex K, Operations Order 1-53.

3. PROCEDURES:

 

a. Supervisory control of the air operation will be exercised
from the CIC on the USS ESTES, call sign "Boundary Tare", Boundary Tare
as a supervisory control agency, will work with and assist the 40C (Dirty
Face) and the RB~36 Control Aircraft (Cessidy) in accomplishing the air-
craft missions as outlined in Annexes F through M, 0 through Q and U. To
provide maximum coordination and assistance, the senior air controller,
Task Group 7.4 will delegate to six (6) assistant controllers (from USS
ESTES CIC complement) direct control of specified aircraft. The plotters,
tellers, monitor-tellers and status personnel to coordinate CIC operetions
with the AOC and JOC will be the enlisted personnel of the CIC complement,
An officer controller ef the CIC ectpiomont’ willpapcerviso tho otatus dis-
play and plotting procedures under the overall supervision of the Sonior
Controller of Task Group 7.4. Personnel will report for duty as specified
in specific instructions for each assigned position. Upon reporting for
duty they will thoroughly check the electronic equipment assigned to per-
form their mission to insure it is functioning properly, The aircraft
status boards and plotting boards will be checked for proper information
pertaining to their assigned aircraft,

b. All aircraft will take off as scheduled in Annex C contacting
the AOC on VHF Channel C. Dirty Face will check all modes of Mark 10 IFF
on all aircraft immodiately after take off and HF .ir~ground communications
on all airereft except jets. The aircraft will take off and proceed on
course to assigned mission station making the above electronic checks on-
route. Dirty Face will maintain positive IFF and VHFcontrol until
Boundary Tare esteblishes positive radar and radio control (to maximm
capabilitios of electronic equipment). Aircraft equipped with HF air
ground equipment will establish radio contact on assigned HF eir ground
frequoncy.

c. VHF channels, IFF modes and mission instructions for aircraft
are specified in specific aircraft mission briefings ond individual con-
troller instructions,

d. The controller will be responsible, through his teller, to
maintain and display on the appropriate status boards positions two (2)
through five (5) on each aircraft assigned for hig control, Positions
one (1) and six (6) will be received from the /.0C and be the responsibility
of the status supervisor for proper display and provide the AUC with
positions two (2) through five (5).
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(1) Position one (1) - Actual take-off time of aircraft,

(2) Position two (2) - Actual time CIC established and
accepts control from 40C, (Approximately 90 miles out)

(3) Position three (3) ~ Actual time aircraft arrives at
assigned mission station.

(4) Position four (4) - Actual time aircraft departs misgion
station.

(5) Position five (5) - Actual time /OC establishes and
accepts control from CIC.

(6) Pogition six (6) = Actual time aircraft lands,

6, Plotting will be the responsibility of the controller through
his assigned teller. Aircraft will be plotted from positions two (2), to
three (3) and positions four (4) to five (5) with three arrows with the
lead arrow designating the last position of the aircraft. The time will
be plotted in minutes below each arrow with the letter designating the
aircraft call sign (-------+8l....- ), While aircraft are

08 11 14
at position three (3)(on mission station) one (1) arrow will be used to
reduce congested plotting on the operation board. Plots will be dis-
played on each aircraft at a maximum interval of three minutes.

f, Aircraft in emergency and the assisting aircraft or ships
will be plotted with three arrows at an interval not to exceed one (1)
Minute to maintain an accurate position, direction and time. Emergencies
will take priority over other aircraft plots to maintain an up to the
minute display.

g. Controllers will be thoroughly familior with specific air-
craft flight procedures, Annex C through M, and O through Q; H-hour air-
craft position and flight patterns, Annex D; Communications, Annex 5;
and SAR Plan Annex F,

h, Scope Controller Assignment:

(1) Controller #1: Scope #1, Observer aircraft, call sign:
Viking 1,2,3.énd ete,

(2) Controller #2: Scope #2, C-54 Photo Airereft, call .
sign: Pewter 2, Post H-Hour, WB-29 Weather aircraft,
call sign: Wilson 1,

(3) Controller #3: Scope #3, C-54 Photo aircraft, cal?
sign: Pewter 3 and SAC B-50's IBDA aircraft, call
sign: Hardtime 1,2 & 3.

(4) Controller #4: Scope #4, B-36 Effects aircreft, call
sign: Elaine 1. Post H-Hour assist controller #5,

(5) Controller #5: Seope #5, RB-36 Control, call sign:
Cassidy, Si-16 Search and Rescue, call Sign: Stable
1L& 2, Fe84 Sampler Aircraft, call sign: Tiger Red,
White and Blue. B=-36 Sampler aircraft, call sign:
Floyd 1 and 2,
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(6) Controller #6: - Scope #6, B-47 Effects aircraft, call
sign: Elaine 2, Post H-Hour assist controller "45.

(7) Controller #7: Scope #7, 0-54 Photo Aircraft, call
sign: Pewter 1. ,

HOWELL M. ESTES, JR.
: Brigadier General, U.S.A.F.

2 Appendices. Commander
1. Scope Controller Instructions
2. CIC Plotter Teller Instructions

OFFICIAL:

aekAECP
FACKLER

PatColonel, USLF -
Director of Operations
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SCOPE CONTROLLER INSTRUCTIONS

 

SCOPE CONTROLLER #1: Wilk begin his duties at start engine time for
the first VIKING aircraft in Annex C (Aircraft Mission Execution Chart),
He will check Scope #1 and VHF Channel © to insure they are functioning
properly and have his teller check his communications with the effects
status clerk and plotter #1. He will monitor VHF Channel C from take-off
for first VIKING aircraft in Annex C, to receive a call from VIKING air-
craft when approximately ninety (90) miles from Rniwetok on course to
assigned mission stations in Annex D (Aircraft H-Hour Positions and Flight
Patterns), When positive control is established with each VIKING, the
teller will give the status clerk the time control is accepted and start
three minute position reporting to the plotter, The controller will give
all VIKING aircraft range and bearing to their assigned mission stations
and tell them to fly a loose orbit-when on station. When each VIKING air-
‘craft reaches mission station, position three (3) will be reported to the
status clerk, The controller will continually monitor the VIKING aircraft

flight patterns and inform them of their range from Ground Zero to insure
that no VIKING is closer to Ground Zero than prescribed in Annex D (Air-
craft H-Hour Positions and Flight Patterns), Controller #1 will request
VIKING aircraft to switch to Channel B and maintain radio silence for the
following time hacks:

H-l hour and 2 minutes for H-l hour hack.
K-32 minutes for H-30 minute hack.
H-17 minutes for H-15 minute hack,
H-3 minutes and remain on B until after H-hour.

After H-hour, the controller will standby to receive the time of
departure for each VIKING aircraft.

SCOPE CONTROLLER #2: Will begin his duties at start engine time for
PEWTER 2 in Annex C (Aircraft Mission Execution Chart). He will check
scope #2 and VHF Channel H to insure that they are functioning properly and
have his teller check his communications with the effects status clerk and
plotter #1. He will monitor VHF Channel H from take-off for PEWTER 2
in Annex C, to receive a call from PEWTER 2 when approximately ninty (90)
miles from Rniwetok on course to assigned mission station in Annex D
(Aircraft H-Hour Positions and Flight Pattern), When positive control is
established with PENTER 2, the teller will give the status clerk the time
control is accepted and start three minute position reporting to the
plotter. The controller will give PEWTER 2 range and bearing to his
assigned mission station. When PEWTER 2 reaches mission station, position
three (3) will be reported» the status clerk, The controller will place
PEWTER 2 in a starboard race track pattern. with approximately three (3)
minute legs broadside to Ground Zero, The controller will provide PEWTER
2 with range from Ground Zero each time he passes through his assisned
true bearing from Ground Zero, Range will be given on boti North ond
South headings. The controller will provide position reports and ucces-
sary vectors to insure PEWTER 2 meeting his H-hour position within ecccpted
tolerance of plus or minus fifteen seconds. Immediately after H-hvur,
PEWTER 2 will fly at his own discretion to photograph cloud for approxi-
mately fifteen (15) minutes, The controller will continue to track PEWTER
2 and give him range and bearing to base upon completion of mission. When

PEWTER 2 departs cloud area for base, the teller will give position four
to the status clerk. The controller will maintain control until control is
accepted by DIRTY FACE at which tine position five will be told to the status
clerk. Scope Controller #2 will have PEWTER 2 switch to Channel B for the
foliowing time hacks:

H - 2 hours and 2 minutes for H ~ 2 hour time hack.
H ~ 1 hour and 2 minutes for H- 1 hour time hack.
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H - 32 minutes for H ~30 minute time hack,
H - 3 minutes and remain on B until after H-hour,

Immediately after DIRTY FACE accepts control of PEWTER 2, Controller #2
will switch to Channel A and notify Controller #5 he is ready to accept
control of WILSON 1, Controller #5 will provide Controller #2 with
range and bearing of WILSON 1, Controller $2 upon accepting control
of WILSON 1 will continue to track and report his position to the plotter.
At approximately H / 2 hours, WILSON 1 will be directed to conduct
Sampling Operation. The time of this operations will be decided by the
JTF SEVEN Radesafe Officer. WILSON 1 will be provided all significant
Rad-Safe forecasts prior to the Sampling Operation. Upon completion of
Sampling Mission by WILSON 1 the controller will provide a bearing and
range to Fniwetok. When WILSON 1 is approximately ninety (90) miles from
Eniwetok he will switch to Channel C and call DIRTY FACE for control.

SCOPE CONTROLLER #3: Will begin his duties at start engine time for
PEWTER 3 or HARDTIME aircraft determined by the first to take off in
Annex C (Aircraft Mission Execution Chart). He will check scope 3 and
VHF Channel G to insure they are functioning properly and have his teller
check his commmmications with the effects status clerk and plotter #1.
He will monitor VHF Channel G from take off time in Annex © to receive
a call from PEWTER 3 and HARDTIME aircraft when approximately ninety (90)
miles from Eniwetok on course to assigned mission station in Annex D
(Aircraft H~hour Positions and Flight Patterns). When positive control
is established with PEWTER 3 and HARDTIME aircraft the teller will give
the status clerk the time control is accepted and start three minute
position reporting to the plotter. The controller will give PEWTER 3
and HARDTIME aircraft range and bearing to assigned mission stations.
When PEWTER 3 and HARDTIME aircraft reach respective mission stations
position three will be reported to the status clerk. The controller will
Pye PEWTER 3 in a starboard race track pattern with approximately three
3) minutes legs broadside to Ground Zero. The controller will provide
PEWTER three (3) with range from Ground Zero each time he passes through
his assigned true bearing from Ground Zero. Range will be given on both
East and West headings. The Controller will provide position reports and
necessary vectors to insure PEWIER 3 meeting his H-hour position within
accepted tolerance of plus or minus fifteen (15) seconds. Immediately
after H-hour, PEWTER 3 will fly at his own discretion to photograph cloud
for approximately fifteen minutes. The Controller will continue to track
PEWTER 3 and give him range and bearing to base upon completion of mission,
WhenPEWTER 3 departs cloud area for base, the teller will give position
four to the status clerk, The controller will maintain control until con-
trol is accepted by DIRTY FACE at which time position five will be told
to the status board. Scope Controller #3 will have PEWTER 3 and HARDTIME
aircraft switch to Channel B for the following time hacks:

H = 2 hours and 2 minutes for H -2 hour time hack.
H - 1 hour and 2 minutes for H - 1 hour time hack.
H = 32 minutes for H ~ 30 minutes time hack,
H ~ 3 minutes and remainon B until after H-hour.

HARTIME 1 will be lead aircraft for formation and be the only aircraft
showing IFF, The controller will vector HARDTIME 1 to his assigned mission
station in Annex D. HARDTIME 2 and 3 will position themselves on HARDTIME
1. The controller will periodically check HARDTIME 2 and 3's position
relative to HARDTIME 1 and issue necessary instructions td aid them in
meeting H-hour positions, After H-hour, mission complete, HARDTIME 1 will
assume lead aircraft position and be given a range and bearing to Eniwotok.
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CONTROLLER #4: Will begin his duties at start engine time
for ELAINE 1 in Annex C (Aircraft Mission Execution Chart). He will
check scope #4 and vHF Chennel E to insure they are functioning properly
and have his teller check his communications with the effects status
clerk and plotter #2. He will monitor VHF Channel E from take-off time
for ELAINE 1 in Annex C to receive initial call from ELAINE 1 when
approximately ninety (90) miles from Rniwetok on course to assigned
mission station in Annex D (Aircraft H-Hour Poeitions and Flight Patterns).
When positive control is established with ELAINE 1, the teller will
give the status clerk position two and the time control is accepted
from the AOC and start giving three minute positions to the plotter, The
controller will give ELAINE 1 range and bearing to assigned mission station.
When ELAINE reaches mission station, position three, it will be reported
to the status clerk, The controller will continually monitor ELAINE 1 in
his flight pattern in Annex D, ELAINE 1 will primarily position himself
and will normally requre no assistance if his equipment functions properly;
although the controller will be responsible to closely monitor his position
and see that the track is plotted and assure the Senior Controller that
ELAINE 1 will be in position at H-hour. Scope Controller #4 will instruct
ELAINE 1 to switch to Channel B for all time hacks. Immediately after H-
hour, ELAINE 1 will proceed to base receiving range and bearing from the
controller, Upon departing position three, mission station, the teller will
give position four to the status clerk, The controller will continue to
track and have ELAINE 1 plotted until approximately ninty (90) miles from
Eniwetok at which time he will instruct ELAINE 1 to switch to Channel C and
contact DIRTY FACE, He will continue to monitor E Channel until position
five is confirmed by DIRTY FACE, After releasing ELAINE 1, Controller #4
will monitor the sampler operations on Channel E to detect any emergency
while TIGER aircraft are under the contbol of the Sampler Controller aboard
CASSIDY, He will report all unusual happenings or emergencies to Control~
ler #5. If TIGER aircraft are unable to contact CASSIDY 1 or BOUNDARY TARE
on F Channel after sampling, Controller #4 will assume control on Channel
E and vector TIGER aircraft to Iniwetok reporting positions four and five
and maintaining ectinuous plots on TIGER aircraft.

SCOPE CONTROLLER #5: Will begin his duties at start engine time for
WILSON 1, in Annex C (Aircraft Mission Execution Chart). He will check
scope #5 and VHF Channel F to insure they are functioning properly and
have his teller check his commumication with sampler status clerk and
plotter #2. He will monitor VHF Channel F from take-off time for WILSON
in Annex C, to receive a call from WILSON 1, after he has checked the
weather in the Fniwetok area. WILSON 1 will contact BOUNDARY TARE when
approximately ninety (90) miles from Eniwetok on course to assigned mission
station in Annex D (Aircraft H-Hour Positions and Flight Patterns). When
positive control is established with WILSON 1 the teller will give the
status clerk position two and start giving three minute positions to the
plotter. The controller will give WILSON 1 range and bearing to his
mission station and standbyto receive weather reports from WILSON 1. When
WILSON 1 reaches weather reconnaissance area over Ground Zero, positiom
three will be told to the status clerk. After H-hour, WILSON 1 will be turn-
ed over to Controller #2 on VHF Channel A to sample in the cloud area,
CASSIDY and STABLE will be controlled in the same manner as WILSON through
position three, After Hphour, CASSIDY will direct sampling operation in
cloud area and assume control of STABLE, STABLE 1 will fly at 11,000 ft
and due to possible fall out will remain outside CASSIDY position from
cloud and receive position assistance from Controller #5. STABLE 2 will
remain under the control of BOUNDARY TARE and standby for specific
emergency instructions. CASSIDY will assume control of TIGER aircraft
when radio and IFF contact is made or when TIGER aircraft have CASSIDY in
sight and have established radio contact. This will be position three
for TIGER aircraft and the time reported to the sampler status clerk,
CASSIDY upon accepting control of TIGER aircraft will complete rendezvous
and turn samplers over to CASSIDY Sampler Controller, on VHF Channel E,

- Scope Controller . #4 will monitor Channel E and be prepared to assist
CASSIDY and brief Controller #5 in case of unusual occurrences or emer-
gencies, The CASSIDY Sampler Controller upon completion of mission will
return TIGER aircraft to Channel F, CASSIDY control will accomplish a
rendexvous with the assistance of BOUNDARY TARE, if require, and vector
them to BOUNDARY TARE, BOUNDARY TARE upon establishing radio and IFF
TASK GROUP 7.4 =eeee
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contact will accept control from CASSIDY and report position four to the
status clerk. Controller #5 will then turn TIGER clement over to Controller
#6, for control to position five, approximately ninety (90) miles from
Eniwetok. DIRTY FACE will accept control upon establishing radio and radar
contact, The B-36 Samplers call sign FLOYD 1 and 2 will be a back up for
CASSIDY if CASSIDY should abort mission. Controller #5 will be prepared to
position FLOYD 1 or 2 in replacement position for CASSIDY; although the
primary mission of FLOYD aircraft will be cloud sampling with FLOYD 2 taking
off when FLOYD 1 returns to base. FLOYD aircraft during sampling will
position themselves with the controller maintaining a positive displayed
position on all aircraft through his teller. Controller #5 will be prepered
to furnish Rad/Safe information to CASSIDY 1 and FLOYD aircraft during
sampling operation and sea conditions to STABLE aircraft and aircraft in
emergency,

SCOPE CONTROLLER #6: Will begin his duties at start engino time for
ELAINE 2 in Annex © (Aircraft Mission Execution Chart). He will check
scope #6 and VKF Channel E to insure they are functioning properly and
have his teller check his communications with the effects status clerk
and plotter #2, He will monitor VHF Channel EF from take-off time for
ELAINE 2 in Annex © to receive a call from ELAINE 2 when approximately
ninety (90) miles from Rniwetok on course to assigned mission station
in Annex D (Aircraft H-hour Positions and Flight Patterns). When positive
control is established with ELAINE 2, the teller will give the status
clerk position two and the time control is accepted from DIRTY FACE and
start giving three minute positions to the plotter. The controller will
give ELAINE 2 range and bearing to assigned mission station. When ELAINE 2
reaches mission station, position three, it will be reported to the status
clerk. The controller will continually monitor ELAINE 2 in his flight
pattern in Annex D. ELAINE 2 will primarily position himself and will
normally require no assitance if his equipment functions properly; al-
though the controller will be responsible to closely monitor his position
and see that the track is plotted to assure the Senior Controller that ELAINE
2 will be in position at Hehour, Scope Controller #6 will instruct ELAINE
2 to switch to Channel B for all time hacks. Immediately after H-hour,
ELAINE 2 will proceed to base receiving range and bearing to base from the
controller, Upon departing position three, mission station, the teller will
give position four to the status clerk, The controller will continue to
track and have ELAINE 2 plotted until approximately ninety (90) miles from
Fniwetok at which time he will instruct ELAINE 2 to switch to Channel C and
contact DIRTY FACE, He will continue to monitor Channel E until position
five (5) is confirmed by DIRTY FACE. After DIRTY FACE assumes control of
ELAINE 2, Scope Controller # will switch to Channel F and standby to assume —
control of the TIGER aircraft proceeding to the sampling area. Controller
#6 will assume control of TIGER aircraft and vector them to the Command
Ship area, He will notify Controller #5 when TIGER aircraft approach the
Command Ship area and Controller #5 will assume control and vector then
to the sampling area. Controller #5 will turn TIGER aircraft over to
Controller #6 for control upon departing the Command Ship area, mission
complete and return to base. Controller #6 will maintain control of
TIGER element until DIRTY FACE assumes control approximately ninety (90)
miles from Mniwetok,.

SCOPE CONTROLLER #7: Will begin his duties at start engine time for
PEWTER 1 (Annex C, Aircraft Mission Execution Chart), He will check scope
#7 and VHF Channel A to insure they are functioning properly and have his
teller check his communications with the effects status clerk and plotter
#1. He will monitor VHF Channel A from take-off time for PEWTER 1 in
Annex C to receive a call from PEWTER 1 when approximately ninety (90) miles
from Fniwetok on course to assigned missinn station in Annex D (Aircraft H-
Hour Positions and Flight Patterns). When positicg control is established
with PEWTER 1, the teller will give the status clerk the time control is
accepted and start three minute position reporting to the plotter. ‘The
controller will give PEWTER 1 range and bearing to mission station. When
Pewter 1 reaches mission station, position three will be reported to the

status clerk, The controller will place PEWTER 1 in a starboard race track
pattern with approximately three (3) minute lees broadside to Ground Zero. The
controller will provide PINTER1 with range from Grotnd Zero each time he
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passes through his assigned true bearing from Ground Zero, Range will be

given on both East and West headings. The controller will provide position
reports and necessary vectors to insure PEWTER 1 meeting his Hehour position
within accepted tolerance of plus or minus fifteen (15) seconds. Immediately
after H-hour, PEWTER 1 will fly at his own discretion to photograph cloud
approximately fifteen (15) minutes, The controller will continue to track
PEWTER 1 and give him range and bearing to base upon completion of the
mission, When PEWTER 1 departs cloud area for base, the teller will give
position four to the status clerk, The controller will maintain control
until control is accepted by DIRTY FACE at which time position five will be
told to the status clerk, Scope Controller #7 will have PEWTER 1 switch
to Channel B for the following time hacks:

H ~ 2 hours and 2 minutes for H - 2 hour time hack,
H - 1 hour and 2 minutes for H ~ 1 hour time hack,

H ~ 32 minutes for H ~ 30 minute time hack.
H ~- 3 minutes and remain on B until after H-hour,
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ANNEX T
- OPERATIONSORDER NO, 2-54

CIC_PLOTTER TELLER INSTRUCTIONS

STATUS CONTROLLER: The Status Controller is the Senior Controller's
assistant and will supervise operational control of the two (2) HF point-
to-point operators, HF air.to-ground operator, and the VHF relay operator
to insure that positions one through six are properly displayed on the
aircraft status boards. He will receive positions one (2) and six (6)
from DIRTY FACE over one of the HF point-to-point circuits or through
the VHF relay circuit and will give positions two (2) through five (5)
to DIRTY FACE, Every effort will be made to keep all circuits open for
operations with the clearest circuit being used to interchange information
between DIRTY FACE and BOUNDARY TARE, All communication difficulties will
be reported to the Electronics Officer for corrective action, The HF air.
to~ground circuit will be continually monitored and when VHF contact can-

not be made with an aircraft the air-ground circuit will be used. An
additional selector switch is provided for all circuits for coordination
by the Senior Controller in the CIC,

A atatus log (Attachment 1) will be kept up to date by the status
controller to insure positions one (1) and six (6) are received from the
AOC and properly displayed on the CIC status boards and that positions
two (2) through five‘ (5) are told to the AOC, Positions will be told
between the AOC and CIC by giving call sign, position and time (PRWTER 2,
positions three, one zero two zero). Aircraft in emergency and assisting
aircraft or ships will take priority over other aircraft plots to insure
accurate positions. The Status Controller will be directly responsible
to tre Senior Controller.

TELLERS: The tellers will provide their plotter with a position on
each aircraft at least, each three minutes, In case an aircraft is in an
emergency, the frequency of plots will be increased to depict a constant
heading and position, The teller will give the plotter call sign for air-
craft, bearing and range. (WILSON 1 zero two five at forty). The tellers
and plotters will use head and chest sets for reporting on a direct circuit.
The teller for scopes four, five and six will give positions two through
five to the Sampler Status Clerk and three minutes positions on CASSIDY 1,
WILSON 1, STABLE 1 and 2, FLOYD 1 and 2, ELAINE 1 and 2, and TIGER air-
craft to Plotter #2, The teller for scopes two, three and seven will give
positions two through five to the Effects Status Clerk, and three minute
positions on PEWTER 1, 2 and 3, HARDTIME 1 and VIKING aircraft to Plotter
#1. The tellers will be responsible to see that the plotted positions are
maintained on the operation board each three minutes on all aircraft. He
may read positions direct from controllers scope or obtain call sign, range
and bearing from thé seope controllers, His position will be behind and
to the side of the controller, After H-hour and scope controller #2, 3,
and 7 release control of assigned aircraft to DIRTY FACE their teller will
assist the teller for controllers #4, 5 and 6 for duration of mission.

HF AND VEF RELAY OPERATIONS: The HF point-to-point monitor-tellers
will make every effort, through the Electronics Officer, to keep these
circuits operational to the AOC, The primary purpose of these circuits
will be to pass aircraft positions and maintain coordination on operational
matters between the CIC and the AOC. The VHF relay will be a hack up for
the HF point-to-point circuits and provide an additional means of communi-
exntions between the AOC and CIC, The HF air-ground monitor—teller will
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continually monitor this circuit to receive any messages from aircraft

out of VHF range and pass necessary messages to the aircraft. The HF
air-to-ground circuit may be used by the Senior Controller for coordina~
tion or by Controller #5 if the sampling range exceeds VHFrange. Posi-
tions one and six will be received from the AOC and positions two through
five will be given to the AOC. Positions will be given using the aircraft
call sign, position and time aircraft reaches the position (PEWTER 1
position two at zero six one five), The operator receiving the positions
from the AOC will write the position information on a slip of paper and
give it to the Status Controller {PEWTER 1 position two at zero six one
five). The Status Controller will provide the monitor teller with the same
information for positions to be told to the AOC,

PLOTTER NUMBER ONE: Plotter #1 will receive positions on PEWTER 1,
2 and 3, HARDTIME 1, and VIKING aircraft from the teller for scopes two,
three and seven. The teller will give aircraft call sign, bearing and
range, (PEWTER 1, zero nine zero at forty), Arrows will be used to plot
the position of aircraft with the point of the arrow designating the
position of aircraft, Aircraft arriving and departing mission positions
will have three arrows showing flight path. Upon plotting fourth arrow,
number 1 will be removed. (2 _ 5... > 7. >) Aircraft upon reach-
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ing assigned mission position will be plotted with only one arrow, the
last plotted position. The time will be placed by each arrow in minutes.
The teller will normally give a position on each aircraft each three
minutes, although in case an aircraft is in an emergency, a position and
time will be plotted each minute. Aircraft in emergency will take prior-
ity over other aircraft plots to insure constant plotting with three
arrows to depict aircraft heading and position. After H-hour, the comm-
nications of Teller #1 will be used by the teller at scope six to provide
plots on TIGER aircraft, from position two until taken over by the Con-
troller on scope five approaching positions three and on TIGER aircraft
released by scope five to scope six after departing position four for
position five,

PLOTTER NUMBER TWO: Plotter #2 will receive positions on ELAINE 1
and 2, CASSIDY STABLE, WILSON and TIGER airoraft from the teller on scope
four ts), five (5) and six (6), The teller will give aircraft call sign,
bearing and range (ELAINE 2, 180 at 10), arrows will be used to plot the
position of aircraft with the point of the arrow designating the position
of aircraft, Aircraft arriving and departing mission position will have
three arrows showing flight path and upon plotting the fourth arrow, arrow
number one (1) will be removed. (_ _ _ y---)- C~1 y) Aircraft upon
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reaching mission station will be plotted with only one (1) arrow, tho last
plotted position, The time will be placed by each arrow in minutes, ‘lhe
teller will normally give a position on each aircraft each three minutes.
In case of an aircraft emergency, a position and time will be plotted each
minute. Aircraft in emergency will take priority over other aircraft pics
to insure constant plotting with three arrows to depict aircraft heading
nosition and time,

EFFECTS STATUS CLERK: The Effects Status Clerk will enter the time
each aircraft reaches positions one through six in the appropriate space
as received from the status controller and tellers over his direct circuit,
The teller will state aircraft call sign, position and time (PEWTER 2
position one 0705), The only entry made by the status clerk will be the
time in the appropriate position opposite aircraft call sign. Positions
one and six will be told to the Effects Status Clerk by the Status Super-
visor. Positions two through five for PEWTER 1, 2 and 3, HARDTIME 1, 2
and 3, and VIKING eircraft will be received from the Teller for scopes Two,
Three and Seven, The teller on scopes Four and Six will give position Two
through Five for ELAINE 1 and 2 respectively,
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SAT_CTATUS CLUPK: The —_ Status Clerk will enter the time
each aircraft. reaches positions éne (1) through six (6) in the appropriate
space as received from the Status Supervisor and tellers over their direct
circuit, The teller will state aircraft call sign, position and time
(CASSIDY position 2, 0710). The only entry made by the status clerk will
be the time in the appropriate position opposite the aircraft call sign.
Positions 1 and 6 will be told to the Sampler Status Clerk by the Status
Controller. Positions two (2) through five will be received from the teller.
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b. Exercise control of JTF SEVEN SAR Forces as directed by USS
Estes.

c. Toke initial SAR action and keep CIC USS Estes informed of
all emergencies within Control Destroyer radar coverage.

d. Maintain positive control of such JTF SEVEN aircraft as may
be delegated by USS Estes.

e. Detect, identify and positively track by radar such aircraft
as delegated by USS Estes.

f. Assist in passing jet aircraft to USS Estes and AOC ENIWETOK
when requested.

g. Relay, upon request, information to and from aircraft
operating in the test area,

HOWELL M, ESTES, JR,
Brigadier General, U. 5. A. F.

OFFICIAL: Commander

liekge
Lt Colonel, USAF
Director of Operations
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HEADQUARTERS
TASK GROUP 7,4, PROVISIONAL
APO 187, c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, California
26 February 1954, 1800 M

‘o
d

1, PURPOSE:

 

a. To establish minimumcriteria for aborting CASTLE (UNCLASSIFIED)
missions,

2. SCOPE:
 

a, These criteria apply to all Task Group 7.4 aircraft partici-
pating in Operation CASTLE (UNCLASSIFIED), These criteria are those con-
sidered minimum and will be waived only by the Task Group Commander or.
his Deputy. The establishment of these minimum abort criteria do not re-
strict aircraft commanders from aborting missions for eny aiditional, valid
reasons,

3. RESPONSIBILITY:

a. Test Unit Commanders are responsible fer insuring thet all
aircraft commanders are thoroughly familiar with the provisions af this
Annex.

4. ABORT CRITERIA:

a, Prior to Take-Off:

(1) Incomplete crew (members considered critical by aircraft
or unit commander concerned).

(2) Failure of engine to check out according to Technical
Order or other major preflight discrepancy which might
effect the safe completion of the mission,

(3) Inoperative Rad-Safe equipment, essential to the mission.

(4) Inoperative HF Homer or IFF responder or interrogator

equipment in Control RB~36,

(5) Inoperative positioning radar in Effects B-36 or B-47,

(6) Inoperative IFF in F-84 Samplers,

(7) Inoperative VHF radio in F-84 Samplers,

(8) Inoperative HF radio in WB~29's,

(9) Inoperative sampling equipment in F-84 or FB-36 sampling
aircraft.

b, After Take-Off:

(1) Inability to establish or maintain radio contact with
control agencies.
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(2) Faildre of an engine or any primary aircraft system such
as hydraulic, oxygen, electric, controls, flight instru-
ments, etc,

(3) Failure of Rad-Safe or any other specialized equipment
essential to the completion of the mission,

(4) Serious injury to or incapacitating illness of a crew

member,

(5) Fadlure of APX-6 IFF equipment in F-84's or SAR aircraft,

(6) Failure of VHF radio equipment in F-84's,

(7) Failure of positioning radar in effects aircraft,

(8) Inability of Control RB-~36 to establish or maintain
radio contact With F-84's,

(9) Failure of IFF interrogator and/or HF Homer in Control
RB-36 (Discretion of Senior Controller),

5. GENERAL:

a, F-~84's: In the event one (1) F-84 from a two (2) ship element
is forced to abort the other aircraft of that element will accompany it to
base,

b. Control RB-36: In the event the Control RB-36 is forced to
abort prior to take-off, the scientific and control team will board the
back-up Control B-36 and take-off with as little delay as possible, In
the event the Control RB~36 is forced to begin an abort prior to H plus
two (2) hours, upon landing the scientific and control team will board
the back up B-36 Control Aircraft which will be standing by with engines
running, The CIC will take over control of all airborne F-84's ami SAR
aircraft for the duration of any period in which the B-36 Control Aircraft
is not available and will coordinate all readjustments necessary in F-84
flight plans, In the event of abort by the Control RB-36 after H plus
two (2) hours, the sampling operation will be cancelled, unless otherwise
directed by CTG 7.4, Instructions pertinent to this situation will be
relayed to all concerned agencies by the CIC, USS ESTES,

HOWELL M, ESTES, JR,
Brigadier General, U. S, A, F.

Commander

"Eel.
Lt Colonel, USAF
Director of Operations
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HEADQUARTERS
TASK GROUP 7.4, PROVISIONAL
APO 187, c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, California
26 February 1954 1800M

1. PURPOSE:
 

To provide a code system for reporting radiation encountered by
multi-engine aircraft in flight. It will be used by all multi-engine
aircraft, except those specifically assigned separate radiological re-
porting codes. This code has been developed primarily for voice air-to=
ground transmission, to either the AOC or the CIC, on HF Circuit J-410.

2. APPLICATION:

Multi-engine aircraft to which this code applies will, upon
encountering radiation, transmit the information enumerated below in
accordance with the following sequence.

a. Aircraft call sign

b. The report will be identified as a "Sweet-Sour Report,

ce Approximate local time, position and altitude of aircraft
will be given in the clear.

ad. Actual code numbers for each shot will be assigned and distri-
buted by JTF SEVEN prior to first shot.

e. Code for radiation intensity reading (above estimated aircraft
background), (Code numbers will be re~designated by CJTF SEVEN for each
shot. The numbers appearing below are for example only).

55 No detectable radiation above background

77 Less than 10 mr/hr, but above background

33 10 to 50 mr/hr

66 50 to 100 mr/hr

11 100*to 500 mr/hr

99 500 to 1000 mr/hr

22 1 to 5 r/hr

00 § to 10 r/hr

88 More than 10 r/hr

44 Dummy
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ge The size of the contaminated area will be given in approxi
mate nautical miles in the north-south direction, followed by the approxi-
mate nautical miles in the east-west direction e.g., "50 slash 20",

h. The approximate center of the contaminated area should be
given in nautical miles, in relation to a known fix.

i. If determinable, the leading edge of the contaminated area
should be identified by the code name "GILDA ABLE", and its approximate
distance from a known fix should be given in nautical miles,

3 EXAMPLE:

"This is SAND BLASTER THO/Swect-sour-report/one six three zero/
four zero west of (fix)/ten thousand/one one/GILDA six zero/
fous zero/five zero northwest of (fix)/ GILDA ABLE six zero west
of (fix)."

"SAND BLASTER TWO radiation report for 1630 local, 40 NM west
of (fix), 10,000', 100 to 500 mr/hr, area of cloud 60 NM north-
south by 40 NM east-west, entered at 50 NM northwest of (fix),
leading edge is at 60 NM east-west of (fix)."

HOWELL M. ESTES, JR.
Brigadier General, U.S. A. F.

Commander

OFFICIAL:

PAUL H. FACKLER
Lt Colonel, USAF
Director of Operations
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HEADQUARTERS
TASK GROUP 7.4, PROVISIONAL
APO 187, c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, California
26 February 1954, 1800M

1. PURPOSE: To outline and standardize Briefing Procedures within
Task Group 7.4 Units.

2, RESPONSIBILITY:
a. The Director of Operations, Task Group 7.4, will have moni-

torial responsibility for the conduct and procedure of those briefings
defined herein, except the VIP Briefings.

b. Task Unit Commanders will be directly responsible for those
briefings designated herein.

3. DEFINITIONS:

 

a. VIP Briefing: The official Task Group 7.4 presentation
covering the overall Task Group mission and designed as an orientation
for VIP level observers or such other persons as designated at the dis~
cretion of the Commander, Deputy Compander or the Chief of Staff, This
briefings will ordinarily be presented as the occasion demands by the
Commander, or at his discretion, by a designated alternate.

b. General Operational Briefing: This briefing covers the
broad aspects of any specific operational mission, This presentation
represents the Commander's concept of the mission and is for all parti-
cipants and designated observers, The Director of Operations, Task
Group 7.4 will make the presentation, assisted by such other personnel
as he may designate.

ce, Specialized Aircrews Briefing: This briefing covers essen-
tially the same material as the General Briefing but in minute detail,
It will contain information applicable to all participating aircrews,

d. Specialized Mission Briefing: This briefing covers the
specific details relative to specialized mission of the particular units,
e.g.3 Cloud Sampling, Effects, and IBDA.

e. Unit Operational Briefing: This briefing, commonly called
"Crew Briefing" covers the fine points of the aircraft mission by units
plus any additional items deemed necessary, This briefing will usually
be given by the Unit Operations Officer, or in the case of certain air-
eraft, the aircraft commander,

f, VIP Crew Briefing: VIP crew briefing is a special briefing
for VIP aircraft crews and passengers. This presentation will be made
by the Task Group 7.4 Briefing Officer,

4. SCHEDULE:

a. VIP Bricfing: To be given at the discretion of the Commander,
Deputy Commander, or Chier of Staff, Task Group 7.4.
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b. General Briefing: 0800, D~l Day,

ce. Special Aircrew Briefing: Announced at the General Briefing,

d. Special Mission Briefing: Announced at the General Briefing.

e. Crew Briefing: One hour before first station time on M-Day.

f. VIP Crew Briefing: Will be announced at the General Briefing,

g. Special Aircrew, Special Mission, and Unit Crew briefings may
be varied from the above schedule at the discretion of the Unit Commander;
however, the schedule should be firm and a definite schedule announced at
the 0800 General Briefing on D-~1 Day,

5, GENERAL:

a. Wherever possible, a Unit or Detachment Briefing Officer
should be designated in those instances where the Unit Commander chooses
an alternate to himself for presentations,

b. Presentations should be brief but comprehensive; chronological,
and with each major point supported by suitable visual aids, All briefings
will be formal and for the General Briefing, no smoking will be allowed.
Smoking during other briefings will be at the discretion of the Unit
Commander or Briefing Officer. Commanders should insure that all partici-
pants are pregent and seated a minimum of five minutes before scheduled
briefing time,

c. Two briefing rooms will be available; Building 79 is equipped
with a P.A. system (stationary and mobile microphone), black light pre-
sentation capability, a baloptican, a lémm movie projector and screen,
chart stand and pointer, lighted stage and speakers stand, and seating
capacity for 200. Building 135 contains-a Briefing Room which is avail-
able through the Test Aircraft Unit for groups of 100 to 150 people.
Facilities therein are limited to a stage, some sliding panels, and a
blackboard, Other necessary equipment will have to be provided by the
using agency.

HOWELL M. ESTES, JR.
Brigadier General, U.S.A.F.

OFFICIAL: Commander

(eedhele.
Lt Colonel, USAF
Director of Operations
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OPERATIONS ORDER NO, 2-54
NAVY ATRORAFT FLIGHT PROCEDURES

HEADQUARTERS
TASK GROUP 7,4, PROVISICVAL
APO 187, c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, California
26 February 1954, 1800 M

1, MISSION:

a. To conduct missions as directed by Task troup 7. 3 in support
of scientific projects,

2. RESPONSIBILITIES:

 

a. Task Group 7.3 is responsible for:

(1) Providing one (1) P2V5 and one (1) P4Y aircraft to JIF
SEVEN for support of scientific missions, (These air~
craft will be based at ENIWETOK Air iets..)

(2) Briefing aircrews on assigned missions.

(3) Providing direct control of these aircraft in the shot
area from the CVE, i

be Task Group 7.4 is responsible for:

(1) Insuring that these aircraft are integrated into the pre-
positioning, take-off, mission execution and landing
schedules of other aircraft operating from ENIVETOK Air
Field, |

(2) Direct control of these aircraft ville operating within
a 90 mile radius of ENIWETOK Air Fidld.

(3) Supervisory control of these, through the CVE, while
operating in the shot area. |

3. PROCEDURES:
a, BABYFOOD aircraft will be prepositioned on Shot minus One Day

' as directed by Task Group 7.4, They will take-off at jtimes specified in
Annex "C" under control of FRED Tower on VHF Channel. B, Immediately after
take-off, they will be instructed to switch to VHF Channel C for DIRTY FACE
control, DIRTY FACE will check BABYFOOD's IFF and instruct them to pro-
ceed on mission squaking Mode 3, DIRTY FACE wilt vector these aircraft
direct toward their pre-H-Hour positions and to altitudes as designated in
Annex "D", When 90 miles out from FRED, DIRTY FaCz will instruct 13 BABYFOCD
to switch to Channel 6 (140.58) and to Gall THUMBTACK [for control and further
instructions, When 90 miles out from FRED, DIRTY FACE will instruct 14,
BABYFOOD to switch to Channel 3 (142,56) and to all TACK for control
and further instructions,

1

b. THUMBTACK will control BABYFOOD aircraft ‘at altitudes below
8,100- feet while in the shot area, THUMBTACK will notify BOUNDARY TARE
and DIRTY FACE simultaneously of accepting control of these aircraft on
HF Channel J-407, and will report Position "3% and "4" on these aircraft
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in the same manner, THUMBTACK will insure that these aircraft are no
closer to Ground Zero at H-Hour than specified in Annex "D", BOUNDARY
TARE will monitor positions of these aircraft and issue any required
instructions affecting safety of JTF SEVEN aircraft in the shot area to
these aircraft through THUMBTACK, At completion of their assigned mission,
THUMBTACK will vector these aircraft direct to FRED at altitudes specified
in Annex "D", When aircraft are 90 miles out from FRED, THUMBTACK will
instruct them to switch to VHF Channel C and call DIRTY FACE for control,

c, DIRTY FACE will accept control of these aircraft and notify
THUMBTACK on HF Channel J-407 that it has done so, DIRTY FACE will vector
these aircraft to FRED and tuyn them over to FRED Tower for landing in-
structions, DIRTY FACE will notify THUMBTACK when BABYFOOD -aircraft are
on the ground,

OFFICIAL: HOWELL M, ESTES, JR,
Y Brigadier General, U, S, A. F.

, os Commander
ur7 aa, ee

eeHi, PACKLER
Lt Colonel, USAF
Director of Operations
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